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Reydarfjordur from Kaudafell 

"Why were the Gods angry, and 
the lava flowed, where we 
now stand?" 

Kristnisaga. Kr.XII (14) 
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ABSTRACT  

The mountainous Reydarfjordur area of Eastern Iceland 
is composed of at least 25,000 ft, of gently dipping 
Tertiary lavas. 

A part of this westerly dipping succession, averaging 
2,000 ft, in thickness, and containing a considerable portion 
of acid. rocks, has been studied. in detail and mapped for 
25 miles North/South along the strike, It has been shown 
that volcanicity during the eruption of this 2,000 ft. 
unit The Reyda.rfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession — was 
rhythmic and. six separate phases of volcanicity have been 
recognised. Each phase reaches its winvi 17r11131  development 
in or near the Reydarfjordur Acid Centre where there were 
usually eruptions of acid. lavas often preceded. by large 
scale pyroclastic eruptions initiating each phase. 

Contemporaneously, basic and intermediate lavas were 
extruded from north—south fissures to form the Flank 
Success ion. In the Reydarf jordur/PaskrudErfjordur area 
acid—intermediate, rhyolitic andesite lavas form a considerable 
proportion of the succession, but in the peripheral regions 
tholeiite and, basaltic andesite lavas predominate, and in 
regions distant from the centre the lavas erupted at this 
time were normal flood basalts. 	The sienificance of this 
is discussed and comparisons are drawn between the 
Reydarfjordur area and. other areas of acid volcanici.ty in 
Eastern Iceland. 

A detailed description is given of four rhyolite 
basalt composite lavas (the previously undescribed 
extrusive products of composite dykes) while the Appendix 
contains petrographic and some chemical data on the 
commonly occurring lava types and some notes on flow 
structure in acid lavas. 
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CHAPTER I. 

General Introduction, 
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(i) Iceland - General Tectonic Setting 
Iceland, an oceanic island lying on the northern 

continuation of the Mid-Atlantic ridge, between the 
Continent of Europe and the "continental" mass of 
Greenland, occupies a position of considerable geological 
importance, Here one can study one of the major areas 
of Tertiary volcanicity, with the certainty that the 
large-scale volcanic features are not determined by 
structures in any underlying basement. This important 
"continental" complication is avoided, the island being 
a separate entity composed entirely of Tertiary and 
Qaaternary volcanic rocks. 

However, similar Tertiary lavas occur in other 
areas, e. g.:- 

(a) East Greenland (Backland & Malmqvist 1934, 
Wager 1934) 

(b) West Greenland (Noe-Nygaard 1942, 
Drever & Game 1949) 

co Faeroes (Walker & Davidson 1930, 
Noe-Nygaard 1962) 

(d) B.W.Scotland & Antrim (Harker 1904, Bailey 
et al. 1924,Tyrriell 1928, Richey et al. 
1930, Charlesworth et al. 1960) 

These, together with Iceland and the rather anomalous 
island of Jan Mayen (Tyrall 1926, Pitch in press) have 
been grouped together to. form the North Atlantic Province 
(fig. 1.) 	Large thicknesses of Tertiary flood basalts 
exist in all the areas except Jan Mayen, and these maybe 
associated with intense dyke swarms (Wager and Deer 1938, 
Richey 1935, pall) and intrusive masses of bebbro, 
granite and granophyre. Olivine basalts and tholeiitic 
types occur as the major constituents of the flood basalts 
in all the areas, which are broadly similar. Tyrrell 
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Fig. 	I. 
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(1949 p.438) even goes so far as to state that"the 
succession of the Tertiary igneous rocks in Greenland 
and Iceland is parallel to that in the Scoto-Irish region 
except for certain minor variations". 

However, in the author's opinion it is important 
not to overstress the similarities between the different 
areas of the North Atlantic province and the following 
points of difference may become significant when more is 
known about the detailed structure and stratigraphy. 

(a) In both West and East Greenland and in the 
Scoto-Irish province the lavas are seen to rest on 
abasement of rocks varying in age from Pre-Cambrian 
to Late Cretaceous. No such basement is exposed in 
Iceland or the Faeroes. 
(b) Ong structures seem to typify the "central 
complexes" of the Scoto-Irish province but seem to 
be largely absent from other areas. (This may be due 
to the lack of detailed work in Greenland, Iceland, 
etc.) 
(c) Minor petrological differences between the 
areas have been noted by Tyrrell, the presence of 
nepheline bearing rocks in East Greenland being 
notable. 
(d) Volcanicity has persisted to the present day 
in Iceland and perhaps until very recently in Jan 
Mayen, but not in other areas inthe province. 
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(ii).  Iceland - General Structure 

The general structure of Iceland is synclinal with 
the older Tertiary lavas outcropping to the North-West 
and East of the country and the yaanger Quaternary rocks 
filling the intervening trough. The dip of the 
Tertiary lavas on the east coast is gentle and uniformly 
to the west, but the lavas in North West Iceland show 
greater variations in dip, though a broadly synclinal 
structure is supported by the preponderance of south-
easterly dips. Apparently the axis of the syncline 
swings from being almost north - south on the north 
coast to north-east - south-west near Reyjkavik (see 
fig.2.) 

How much this basically simple structure is com-
plicated by (a) major faults, and (b) uncomformities 
and discontinuities is a disputed. point. Barth (1950) 
shows a large number of faults on his structural map of 
Iceland, the evidence for many of which seems to be 
slim or fragmentary. Many authors favour the idea of 
a central Iceland "graben!! (See Hawkes 1941) the centre 
block being thought to have subsided and been covered 
by later interglacial and post-glacial rocks. 

Walker (pers.comm.) has recently suggested that the 
importance of these faults has been exaggerated and that 
volcanicity has been more or less continuous from the 
Tertiary to the present day, the synclinal structure 
being due to subsidence occurring contemporaneously with 
the volcanicity, 
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(iii) Eastern Iceland 

As already stated, the structure of the area is 
essentially a series of conformable basic lavas dipping 
steadily to the west at between two and fifteen degrees. 
Walker (1959) has estimated that at least 25,000 ft. 
of lavas are exposed in the eastern -fjordlands. 

Thoroddssen recognised the existence of "liparile" 
in several localised areas, while Hawkes working in the 
1930s continually stressed the widespread occurrence of 
acid rocks. Later work by Walker confirmed that acid 
lavas and intrusions were confined to a limited number 
of well defined areas including the followings- 

(a) A large area to the west of Reydarfjordur 
near Thingmuli. 

(b) An area at the head of Breiddalur and 
extending south into Berufjordur. 

(e) An area on the north and south sides of 
Reydarfjordur with minor development of 
acid rocks on both sides of Faskrudsfjordur. 

(d) A small area on the Bardnes peninsula. 
(e) A small area on the headland between Seydisfjordur 

and Mjoifjordur, which is probably related to the 
large area of Acid rocks north of Lodmundarf-
jordur (Dearnley 1954) 

Walker's study (1959) of the north side of Reydar-
fjordur showed that the acid and intermediate lavas were 
restricted to "acid Volcanic Episodes" which apparently 
occurred at intervals throughout the Tertiary volcanic 
history. Be also realised that the acid lava groups did 
not continue indefinitely along the strike (as apparently 
do some of the flood basalt groups) and that they were 
thus restricted spatially as well as in time. However, 
it was still far from clear structurally how the acid 
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rocks fitted into the flood basalt environment and it 
was with this problem in view that the present work was 
undertaken in the Reydarfjordur area. It was decided 
that the greatest benefit would be obtained by surveying 
all the rocks associated with one of the "acid igneous 
episodes", thus studying a stratigraphic unit rather 
than one defined by geographical boundaries. Walker 
named one such acid division the "Sellatur acid group" 
and it was decided to map, as far as possible, all the 
rocks in this group (This corresponds to area (c) on 
page 19.)  

The main reasons for choosing this particular acid 
area were as follows:- 

(a) the top and bottom of the group are exposed. 
(b) exposures in the area are very good, excellent 

cross sections through the whole thickness of 
the group occur on both sides of Reydarfjordur 
and Faskrudsfjordur. 

(c) it was already knawn how this group fitted 
into the general stratigraphy of eastern 
Iceland. 

(d) the area of acid rocks was not too great and 
it seemed possible that concrete results might 
emerge after three years field and laboratory 
work. 

Since the beginning of detailed work in the 
Reydarfjordur area in the summer of 1960, descriptions 
of two other acid volcanic areas in Eastern Iceland have 
become available, The Breiddalur area has been 
described in detail by Walker (1963) who was able to 
demonstrate the contemporaneous and contrasting nature 
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of flood basalt and acid volcanicity, the latter producing 
a large volcanic cone, some 5,000 ft thick and 10 miles 
in diameter. Carmichael (1962A carried out field and 
laboratory work on rocks from the Thingmuli area which 
suggested that the acid rocks were differentiates from a 
basaltic parent. Further discussion of these two 
detailed accounts is given later. 

The area mapped by the present author is shown in 
fig. 3. 	As emplined above it is delineated by 
geological rather than physiographic features and the 
boundAries of the survey cut across the topography. The 
area involved consists of mountainous country, deeply 
dissected by fjords and glacial valleys. 	The mountains 
reach a height of Approximately 3,400 ft. and there are 
clear indications of two erosion levels, one at about 
2,700 ft. and the other a summit level peneplane at 
about 3,400 ft. Exposures generally tend to be very good, 
especially on the south sides of the fjords, and evidence 
of glaciation is almost everywhere apparent, though the 
amount of drift is not excessive. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Centre. 

***** 

INTRODUCTION 
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(i) Definition & Preliminary Statement of StratiqranklY 

As will be seen, the area studied in this thesis 
and called "The Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Centre" is 
the outcrop of a lens of acid, basic and intermediate 
lavas which is inter—bedded with flood basalts. The 
stratigraphic position of this acid lens is shown in 
the table overleaf which gives the succession for the 
strip of country along the north side of Reydarfjordur 
(Walker 1959) 

Walker referred to the acid, intermediate and 
associated basic flows as the Sellatur Acid Group, and 
it is these lavas together with some underlying thin 
tholeiite flows which here comprise the Reydarfjordur 
Acid Volcanic Succession. The author, in conjunction 
with Walker, decided on this change in Nomenclature 
beeense—of (a) to emphasise the importance of this 
group of acid rocks in the Reydarfjordur area and 
(b)l'iprOriginal limits of the Sellatur Aeid Group as 
defined on the north side cf Reydarf jordur excluded 
closely related acid lavas when this definition was 
extended to the south side of that fjord. 

The base of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic 
Succession is defined by a widespread acid tuff horizon 
(shown on the geological maps as T1) produced during the 
violent explosive activity which also gave rise to the 
First Phase Agglomerates. These form a local deposit 
restricted to the Reydarfjordur area and together with 
the tuff (T1) are the earliest products of the 
Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Period. On the north side 
of Reydarfjordur Walker called the bedded tuff T1  the 
"Slettuskard Tuff" and as can be seen from the strati 
graphic table it occurs about 300 ft, above the top or 
the Vindhals Porphyritic Onup. 
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Fig. 4 



The author has followed Walker in using the base 
of the Hamar Olivine Basalt group as the top of the 
acid suceessian. This well defined stratigraphic horizon 
has been followed fron Nordfjordur„ southwards, as far 
as the Stodvarfjordur-Breiddalsvik watershed (the present 
southern limit of mapping). There was apparently no 
acid extrusive and intrusive activity in the area for 
a considerable time after the onset of this particular 
phase of olivine basalt eruptions. 

Volcanicity during the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic 
Phase was of a previously =described type in that lavas 
of different compositions were erupted nearly simultan-
eously from two distinct areas. Acid lavas and pyro-
elastic rocks were erupted from circular vents in a well 
derined,:area centred on Reydarfjordur. (See fig.overleaf) 
Basic, end perhaps some of the intermediate lavas, were 
erupted from fissures which were concentrated along a 
north/south line passing through the farm of Hafranes on 
the south side d Reydarfjordur. As can be seen from 
the figure south of Reydarfjordur the respective areas 
affected by these two types of volcanicity are clearly 
separate, while north of the fjord lavas from the two 
areas interdigitate. It is convenient in much of the 
following stratigraphic description to refer to the area 
of acid activity as the "Central area" and the basic and 
intermediate lavas as forming the "Flank succession. 

The second significant feature of volcanicity 
during the Regdarfjordur Acid Volcanic Phase was its 
rhythmic nature. Six distinct phases of activity have 
been recognised, four of which were chm,acterised by 
initial pyroclastic eruptions in the Central Area 
producing considerable thicknesses of Agglomerate. 
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Away from the Central area tiasse pyroclastic eruptions 
produced bedded tuff horizonsAinthe surrounding basic 
and intermediate lavas. TheseA together with two thin, 
but important groups, of porphyritic lavas provide the 
means of correlation between the Central and Flank areas« 
In this way it has been possible to demonstrate that 
activity in the two areas was closely linked. 

The Fourth phase is. anomalous in that its main 
feature was the intrusion of the Sandfell Laccolith in 
place of acid lavas; while an unusual feature of the 
closing stages of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Centre 
was the extrusion of four compoSite rhyolite/basalt 
lavas. 

As has been stated, the rocks of the Reydarfjordur 
Acid Volcanic Phase now form a gently dipping, bedded 
series of lavas and stratigraphic descriptive method 
will be adhered to wherever possible. Each volcanic 
phase will be described in turn dealing first with. the 
Central area and then with the parallel flank succession, 
in both cases working geographiCally from south to north. 

(ii) Field Characteristics and General Properties of  
liavq Types occurring within the Reydarfjordur Acid 
Volcanic Succession  

The lavas of the Tertiary succession in Eastern 
Iceland maybe divided into two major groups acid, 
intermediate and. tholeiite flows, groups of which are 
apparently related to definite volcanic centres; and 
tholeiite, olivine basalt and feldspar porphyritic basalt 
lavas which form the regional flood basalt sequences. 
This sub-division was adopted by Walker in his treatment 
of the Breiddalur Volcano (Walker, 1963) and was followed 
by the author during the mapping of the Reydarfjordur Centre. 
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However during this latter work it has become increasingly 
apparent that this distinction is very arbitrary and that 
the two lava groups are in fact intimately related and in 
many places laterally equivalent. 

The basis for this sub-division is that the 
different lava types within each group tend to occur 
together. For example, lavas of flood basalt type, 
especially olivine basalts, are only rarely , associated 
with sequences of acid and intermediate lavas. 

Ro detailed work has been carried out on the 
flood-basalt lavas, as the present study Lb primarily 
concerned with a group of acid, intermediate and basic 
flows. 	The reader is referred to Walker (1959, p.369) 
who gives details of the three main types of flood basalt 
lavas. Flows of these types underlie and overlie the 
Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession and only in the 
Faskrudsfjordur and Stodfarfjordur area do they occur 
within it. Here the Zumlafell Tholeiite and Ornolfur 
Olivine Basalt groups form a wedge-shaped unit withtr the 
Acid Succession. 

Agglomerates and tuffs also occur within the 
Reydarfjordur succession. The following tables gives 
the relative proportions of the various rock types within 
the Acid Succession, omitting lavas of flood basalt type. 
The figures are deduced from the respective areas of 
outcrop on the geological map (Sheets 1 and 2) 

Thin tholeiite and basaltic andesite lavas 
and predominently basic composite flows 78% 
Rhyolitic andesite lavas 6.5% 

Rhyolite lavas and intrusions and 
predominently acid composite lavas 7% 

Agglomerate and bedded tuff; 	mostly acid. 8.5% 



Thin Tholeiite and Basaltic Andesite lavas. 

Lavas of these L,ypes predominate within the acid 
succession. In the field it is not possible to distinguith 
between them and as they are normally associated together 
they were mapped as a single wait. One of the most 
characteristic features of the flows is that they are 
generally thin, averaging perhaps 15 ft., in contrast 
with a figure of 46 ft. for flood basalt lavas in Eastern 
Iceland (Walker 1963. p.36) 	Another feature is that the 
red beds, so common between the flood basalt lavas, are 
usually missing. 

The thin tholeiite, and basaltic andesite lavas are 
very fine-grain" .ed, and are generally non-porphyritic, or 
only weakly so, 	When fresh the rock is dark grey to 
nearly black and weathers grey or pale brown. Amygdales 
.are usually flattened parallel to the very weakly 
developed flow structure, whf1e pipe amygdales are absent. 

Rhyolitic Andesites. 
Typically, flows of this Lype are thicker, averaging 

perhaps 80 ft. and the rock, often splits along the well-
marked flow structure to produce slate-like fragments. 
The lavas weather a eharacteristic dull red or brown, 
while the fresh rock is usually black. The lavas are 
very fine grained, often showing a hackly fracture when 
hit with a hemmer, while the lava tops are almost glassy 
though a true pitchstone is never developed. Often the 
top of the flow is marked by a layer of rubbly, black, 
flinty rock, weathering to a pale yellow colour. 

Types intermediate between typical basaltic andesites 
and rhyolitie andesites do occur, and, there isppoliabley 
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a complete gradation from one to the other. 

Rhyolites. 

Under this heading are grouped all the acid lavas 
and near surface intrusives. The lavas are characterist-
ically white, pale grey or pink and may have well 
developed flow structure'. Many of the acid flows have a 
green or black pitchstone layer at the top or bottom of 
the flow. In addition, or alternatively, there may be a 
basal layer of brecciated rhyolite. Spherulitic 
varieties are not common and abound only in the acid 
portions of the composite lavas. Non porphyritic and 
porphyritic rhyolites appear to be approximately equally 
developed south of Reydarfjordar, but north of the fjord 
almost all the lavas are porphyritic. 

Ty,roclastic rocks. 

In the present account all the bedded pyroclastic 
rocks, whether acid or basic, are referred to as "tuffs", 
regardless of their grain-size. The non-:bedded deposits, 
which are invariably coarser are termed "agglomerates" 

The reader is referred to the appendix on Petrology 
for further details of the various rock types. 

*********************,::# 
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(a) CENTRAL AREA  

(i) Introduction  

The periodicity of volcanism in the Reydarfjordur 
Acid Centre somewhat simplifies the stratigraphy, as 
the six phases recognised are broadly similar. The 
first may be taken as the type example. The arrangement 
is shown diamgrammatically overleaf (fig.6.) 

In the central area two types of eruptions occurred, 
the eerier being a violent explosive eruptioxhich  
produced the First Phase agglomerates, and the bedded 
tuff T1. 	Later, less explosive eruptions gave rise to 
a series of interbedded rhyolite lavas and tuffs which 
form a conspicuous group on the south side of Reydarf-
jordur. Here about nine individual lavas have been 
recognised although they are not all present in any one 
section. They are tabular in shape although very 
restricted in lateral extent, and vary greatly in thick-
ness from less than 10 ft. to 200 ft.; 75 ft. might be 
taken as an average thickness. Traced eastwards the 
acid rocks interfinger with basic lavas of the flank 
succession and eventually die out altogether. 

The flows on the south side d. Reydarfjordur maybe 
conveniently divided into two groups (a) Flows to the 
west and (b) Flows to the east, of 4ufell. 	lrge 
rhyolite plug dating from the second phase) 	Lavas 
in the two groups cannot be correlated; moreover, lavas 
in group (b) are interbedded with basic lavas of the 
flank succession. 

On the north side of ReydArfjordur only two rhyolite 
lavas can be assigned to the First Acid Phase and these 
are interbedded in the flank succession. This suggests 
that during the first phase the centre of acid activity was 
well over towards the southern side of Reydarfjordur. 
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(ii) First Phase Agglomerates  

As noted above, the earliest products of the 
Reydarfjordur acid centre are a group of predominently 
acid agglomerates which are restricted to the south 
side of Reydarfjordur, where they outcrop around the 
farms of Eyri end Berunes. The base of the agglomerate 
is never exposed as the pyroclastic rocks form the core 
of. the Thernunes uplift, but it seems likely that the 
agglomerates were deposited on top of normal flood basalts 
which occur stratigraphically about' 300 ft above the top 
of the Vindhals porphyritic group. 

The stream section in the Ytria reveals agglomerates 
almost continuously exposed from sea level to 520 ft. 
but it is very difficult to get any idea of the true 
structure of the deposit owing to the almost complete 
absence of bedBins. In similar  sections in the Eyrara 
and Berunesa bedding is again conspicuously absent. Most 
of the intervening ground between these streams is very 
poorly exposed, probably due to the friable nature of 
the agglomerate, while in the area around Eyri farm 
the structure is complicated by minor intrusions. 

The acid agglomerate is pale green or brown and 
although unbedded the brown variety apparently always 
occurs at the top of the agglomerate succession and may 
be a stratigraphic variant, perhaps produced by a more 
basic phase in the eruption. 

The rock fragments which make up a large proportion 
of the agglomerate are angular or poorly rounded and 
variable in size. Typically they range to 2 ins. in 
diameter with a preponderance of fragments between 

inch and I inch, but rare boulders, usually of rbyolite 
and up to several feet across, also occur. 	The 
fragments are of rock types found elsewhere in the 
Reydarfjordur area dad it seems likely that they were 



produced by blasting out the vent. 
In the Ytria a section at 400 ft. reveals a thin 

bed of boulders of tholeiite, many of which are 6 inches 
or more in diameter. This locality is the only one in 
which well defined bedding is seen, here inclined gently 
north. 

The boulder bed is displaced by several small 
normal faults each with a throw of a few feet. More 
such faults may occur in the agglomerate but they are 
difficult to detect owing to the absence of marker 
horizons; slickensided fractures are common. Probably 
both the faults and the slickensided joints were produced 
by compaction of the unconsolidated agglomerate. 

The absence of bedding and the size of the included 
rock frstpents both point to the agglomerate having 
accumulated in or near the vent. As the agglomerates 
are always overlain conformably by younger lavas and 
are never seen cutting through older rocks, the latter 
alternative seems more likely. 	The deposit probably 
originally formed an agglomerate cone around the vent. 

(iii) First Phase Rhyolite Lay south of Reydarflordur 
and west of Raudafell  
(Ria)Overlying the first phase agglomerates in the 
Ytria is a rhyolite lava. The flow can only be traced 
to the east where it is seen below the fissure eruption 
on the spur north of Nontindur, although it is apparently 
absent in the Storadalsa. 

The rhyolite is pink or pale grey in colour and 
non-porphyritic and develops at its base a very 
characteristic flow breccia. The fragments which make 
up this breccia can often be fitted together again, the 
rhyolite having been only slightly disturbed and 
fractured, probably by some late pulse of magma. Platy 
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flow structure is conspicuously,developed and appears 

to be parallel to the base of the flow throughout its 
exposed thickness. Columnar jointing is also well 
developed and a cliff of columnar rhyolite is exposed 
in the upper part of the Ytria at about 600 ft. 

(Rib) 	Storadalsa Rhyolite. 	Above the first phse 
agglomerates in the Storadalsa, but separated from 

them by about 60 ft. of bedded tuffs, is a thick 
porphyritic rhyolite flow. The lava, one of the most 
continuous first phase rhyolites, can be traced for 
1% miles along the strike and appears to be uniform 
in comnosition with only slight changes in colour and 
texture. In the Storadalsa the flow is seen to have a 
basal selvage of black pitchstone, 3 ft. thick, which 
grades into normal rhyolite. Phenocrysts are present 
throughout the flow and constitute perhaps 10 per cent 
of the bulk of the rock, showing some tendency to cluster 
in aggregates. The phenocrysts are of sodic plagioclase 
and have a characteristic habit, being approximately 
square in cross section and markedly elongated parallel 
to A,,t -seavct/.The groundmass is fine grained, pink or grey 
in places and markedly vesicular, especially near the top 
of the flow. The rock does not show well developed 
platy flow structure and no tendency for the phenocrysts 
to develop a preferred orientation was noticed. However, 
poorly developed flow "joints" were observed and these 
are vertical at the top of the flow where a green 
pitchstone is irregularly developed. Due to the 
absence of true platy flow structure, the flow has a very 
massive appearance and tends to form very massive scree 
with conspicuously large blocks. 
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Although the flow is 200 ft.thick in the Storadel  sa, 
west of here exposures are poor and the flow, which 
overlies Rio  cannot be followed further than the fissure 
eruption mentioned previously which definitely cuts it. 
East of the Storadalsa the pitchstone top of the flow 
can be traced across the lower slopes of Flatafjall to 
the next gully where the flow is 320 ft. thick. However, 
beyond this the large vent intrusion of Raudafell cuts 
out the flow and it is not found on the eastern side of 
this mass. 

(Ric) 

	

	A thin rhyolite overlies Pia  in the Storadalsa 
gorge.. Only 3 ft in thickness is exposed, both 

the top and bottom being hidden bykeree and it is 
accordingly impossible to be certain that the rhyolite 
is extrusive. 	However in view of the relative scarcity 
of minor acid intrusives in the immediate vicinity, and 
the predominently extrusive rhyolite environment, this 
body is grouped with the other rhyolite lavas. 

The small section of the flow exposed is of interest 
as it shows autobrecciation of the rhyolite. The main. 
part of this exposure is pale yellow-brown in colour 
and contains occasional plagioclase phenocrysts and small 
rock fragments; this rock is intruded into a darker 

• rhyolite and'the fragments of this darker rock, although 
now separate, have only been moved apart and can easily 
be re-asembled (Fig.7.) 

(Rid) Flatafjall Rhyolite. 
The flat topped. hill of Flatafjall is composed 

of two rhyolite flows, the lower slopes being made up 
of the flow Rlb  described above, while the summit of the 
hill is formed by a separate flows Rid* It is fine 
grained, slightly porphyritic (notably less so than Rib) 
and shows strongly developed platy flow structure, as 
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Fragmental texture develoed id 

a First Phace Rkyolite lava Ric  

Fig. 7 
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as a result of which most of the scree derived from this 
flow, is composed of slate-like fragments which contrast 
strongly with the more blocky scree from, the underlying 
flow. .Rid  is probably about 300 ft. thick directly 
below the summit of Flatafjall but is of limited  lateral 
extent, so that the mass might be classed as a low dome. 
It does not continue into the conspicuous gully that 
separates Raudafell and Flatafjall and is only 20 ft. 
thick in the Storadalsa where it overlies a thin  acid 
tuff bed. This tuff may continue further east and 
if so would account for the inconspicuous bench which 
occurs between the Storadalsa rhyolite and the over-
lying Flatafjil1 rhyolite. 

A small rhyolite plug occurs on the north east 
face of Flatafjall and the rhyolite of plug and flow are 
continuous. The plug is marked by a layer of black 
pitchstone round the margin, while the vertical platy 
flow structure in the neighbourhood of the vent has a 
marked vertical linear feature on its surface. 

This flow is unusual in that it is one of the few 
first phase rhyolites to develop phenocrysts of 
anorthoclase, instead of the ubiquitous plagioclase. 
This sugGests that this particular lava may in Tact 
belong to the sixth phase, when other anorthoclase-
bearing rhyolites were extruded. 

(Rle ) 	A large scree-covered mound of rhyolite occurs 
east of the Ytria. ,As exposures axe vey poor 

and the contacts with the surrounding agglomerates are 
always hidden by scree, the true field relations of this 
mass and two similar scree covered ridges, one north of 
the Storadalsa and the other east of the Berunesa, are 
unknown. Petrographic evidence suggests that these three 
masses are in fact part of the same body and that this is 

either a rhyolite flow in the agglomerates, or an intrusion. 
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(iv) First Phase rhyolite lavas south of Revdarf;iordur  
and east of Raudafell  

This group of lavas is exposed between Raudafell and 
Hrafnakambar in five conspicuous stream gullies. For 
ease of reference these have been numbered from one to 
five, working from west to east. (see fig. 8.) 

(Rif) 	The lowest rhyolite flow in this eastern group 
occurs between 620 and 640 ft. ingully 4 where it is 

seen to overlie five thin tholeiite flows. The exposures 
are poor but pitchstone was observed at both the upper 
and lower contacts. The flow is not present in gullies 
3 and 5. 

(R1g) 	In gully•3 the lowest acid lava occurs between 
680 and 700 ft. 	The flow is grouped with the 

rhyolites although the rock is dark and flinty and non—
porphyritic and may, in fact, be a rhyolitic andesite. 
The platy flow structure in the lower part of the flow 
is parallel to the flow base but upwards it becomes 
irregular. The flow also occurs in gully 4 where it is 
separated fromthe flow described above (flow Rif) by a 
20 ft. tholeiite flow. 

(21h) 	Pink  Rhyolite. 
The most conspicuous flow in the eastern group of 

acid lavas is a very conspicuous pink rhyolite which can 
be found inall the five gullies except the western part 
of gully 1 where it is cut out by the Raudafell vent. 
It thins from west to east, being over 200 ft thick in 
billy 1 and only 100 ft thick in gully 5. In two of 
the sections it definitely overlies a thin acid tuff but 
this is not present continuously beneath the lava. 

Although pink on weathered surfaces, the fresh rock 
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is grey, fine grained and slightly porphyritic. Platy.  
flaa'structure is well developed and a study of this 
structure suggests flow down the dip, i.e. down the 
side of the supposed cone fonied by 'the First Phase 
Agglomerates. 

(R1j) 	A less conspicuous, but none the 'less persistent 
flow of porphyritic.rhyolite rests on the pink rbyolite, 
R1119 which unlike the underlying flow 'can probably: be 
traced east of the Hrafnakambar intrusion. Its thickness 
appears to vary from'about 120 ft in gully 2 to 40 ft.:  in 
gully 4 and almost double that thickness in gully 5. 
A basal- pitchstone is occasionally developed but there 
is no basal acid tuff, although a conspicuous bench marks 
the top of RBI. 	Vesicles are abundant in the upper 
part of the flow where they are characteristically arranged 
in layers ,  or bands parallel to the platy flow structure. 
The change from a vesicular to a non-vesicular rock can 
be very rapid and alternations between the two types 
frequently occur. 

A rhyolite flow outcropping east of HrafnakaMbar is 
thought 'to be a further part of Rl „ though some doubt 
about this exists. The, rocks are certainly petrograph-
ically similar, although the vesicular variety is less 
common east of the intrusion. This eastern extension 
continues south of the farm of Thernunes as far as the 
Sela where it outcrops very near sea-leva in a series 
of small streams which drain down to the beach here. In 
the Sela itself the base of the Rhyolite occurs at 180 ft 
above sea level, presumably on the upthrown side of an 
unexposed fault, the line of which must run just to the 
west of the Sela. Here the rhyolite is conspicuously 
dark in colour and resembles many of the rhytilitic 
andesites, but the phenocrysts of sodic plagioclase, 



ferro-augite, and fayalite are typical of an Icelandic 
rhyolite. The rhyolite can be traced further east at 
far as the lower slopes of Hafranesfell where it is 
sandwiched between Porphyritic basalt lavas of the 
Grakollur group. 

(v).  First Phase Rh:matte Lavas north of Reydarf:lordur 

(Rik) One only of the first phase rhyolite lavas 
occurs onthe north side cif Reydarfjordur compared 

with eight on the south side. This single lava outcrops 
in the Helgustadaa between 400 and 680 ft. and is thus 
one of the thickest rhyolite lavas in the area. It is 
however very limited in lateral extent and does not 
outcrop on the short further west. The rhyolite, which 
is slightly porphyritic, is pale grey or brown and 
develops well marked platy flow structure. There is no 
basal pitchstone, but the rhyolite becomes glassy near 
the flow top. 

The flow overlies tholeiite lavas of the First Flank 
Succession, and those directly above the rhyolite are 
porphyritic basalts of the Grakollur group. 

(b) FIRST FLANK SUCCESSION 

(i) Introduction 

A group of basic and intermediate lavas were erupted 
at the same time as the First Phase agglomerates and 
rhyolites. These lavas can be traced over a wide area 
north and south of Reydarfjordur, and this widespread 
distribution contrasts strongly with the very restricted 
extent of the rhyolites and agglomerates of the Central 
Area. Due to the regional westerly dip the only flank 
lavas are seen up-dip or along the strike, of the central 
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area (which is near sea level) and it is uncertain if a 
similar group is developed on the western down-dip side* 

Correlation between the Central Area and the Flank 
Successions is effected by the use of bedded tuff 
horizons. The base of the First Phase Flank Succession 
is defined by the bedded tuff Ti  which is equivalent to 
the First Phase Agglomerates of the Central Area, while 
the tuff T2, marking the onset of the second major acid 
phase, forms a convenient top. 	Unfortunately both 
tuffs are poorly exposed and somewhat impersistent 
which leads to difficulties in correlation. 	The 
diagrammatic stratigraphic sections overleaf show how, 
in the lower part of the acid succession, the tuff 
horizons have been used to effect correlation in areas 
where there are very rapid lateral variations in the 
stratigraphy. 

(ii) Kadbanes Peninsula 

The peninsula south of Stodvarfjordur has a marked 
constriction near its eastern end, perhaps caused by 
erosion along the line of the tuff Ti. Unfortunately 
glacial drift obscures the relevant exposures on the 
north side of the itambanes Peninsula, but on the south 
side there are two this►  tuff horizons, separated by a 
single tholeiite flow. Probably only one of these is 
T1 (the lower?); the other, not fount  on the Hafnarnes 
Peninsula, was probably the produce of an explosive 
eruption outside the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Centre. 

The lower tuff bed is about 8 ft thick, green in 
colour anti  noticeably fine-grained, particularly in the 
basal portion where fragments larger than 1/2  inch in 
diameter are rare. The upper is much thicker, being at 
least 30 ft. thick, though otherwise very similar in 
composition. 
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Immediately overlying the tuffs on the north side 
of Breiddalsvik is a succession of tholeiite flows, the 
lower members of which are rich in quartz, calcite and 
chalcedony, these minerals often occurring in 
conspicuously large aaygdales up to 18" in diameter. 
The higher parts of the succession are exposed on the 
south side of Stodvarfjordur, about half a mile east 
of Hvalnes where a series of tholeiites, some of which 
are fairly, massive and over 40 ft. thick, directly 
underlie the Tuff T. 	Probably, on the Kambanes 
peninsula, the thickness of the flank succession 
equivalent to the First acid phase in the central area, 
is about 450 ft. and of particular interest is the 
occurrence on the north side of the peninsula, almost 
mid-way in the succession, of a single porphyritic basalt 
flow, the only equivalent in this area of the Grakollur 
Porphyritic Group, a group of lavas of considerable 
stratigraphic value on the Vattarnes peninsula* 

(iii) Hefnarnes Peninsula 

Exposures of the flank succession on the north side 
of Stodvarfjordur are very poor, the group occupying 
much of the drift covered ground in the neighbourhood of 
Kirkubol and the poorly exposed upper slopes of 
Thriklakkar. 	However, surprisingly, . the basal tuff 
horizon, T1, is quite well exposed* It is seen on the 
shore east of the town where it is now pinkish in colour 
and sligIU.y coarser and thicker than south of Stodvar-
fjordur. Up dip it can be traced as a marked bench on 
the hillside. Further outcrops are seen at 300 ft and 
580 ft. north east of Kirkjubols  and. near the Merkigil 
at 14000 ft* Over the whole of this area the dip is 
about 6°  due west.. 	On the main ridge below Thriklakkar 
(the top of which is composed of the acid tuff T2) the 



flank succession must be about 400 ft thick. Due to 
poor exposure the detailed composition of the group is 
unknown, though it is almost certainly entirely composed 
of basalt lavas which are probably largely tholeiite. 

The ground on the south side of Faskrudsfjordur is 
slightly-better exposed and a. complete sequence through 
the first flank succession, here some 250 ft thick, 
occurs on the north face of Leirufell. , A small fault 
cuts the face and the succession noted below is 
recorded from the eastern' side. 

.1340 ft. 

1140 ft, 

1010 ft. 

Tuff (T2)  

Five thin tholeiites 

Two massive Basaltic Andesites 

Weakly Porph. Tholeiite (Grakollur Porph, 
..........171•••••10.1•••••~•••••••b•Mm/....AIMMOMMOMION=0.0 •11M1•••••••••••-,  Gr pup ? ) 

Five thin Tholeiites 

Tuff (T1)  

TraCed down dip, just east of the Vikurgerdisa, 
a group of acid cilia, offshoots from the Sandfell 
Laceolith, complicates the succession, while exposures 
north of the laccolith itself are very poor. However, 
it is in this ground that the first member of a very 
important part of the flank succession is found. This 
is a rhyolitic andesite lava (or doubtfully two lavas) 
lenticular in form and up to 100 ft thick, which outcrops 
on the coast to the west of the Sela and inland as far 
east as directly south of Vikurgerdi, although twice in 
this distance the line of the outcrop is broken by 
north—south faults. 	The rhyolitic andesite occurs 
in the upper part of the flank succession, although it 
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is difficult to fix its exact stratigraphic position as 
even coastal exposures on the south side of Faskrudafjordur 
are disappointingly poor. The basal tuff T1  is poorly 
exposed on the shore about % mile west of Vikurgerdi, 
west of which it maybe repeated by a large fault, 
although the relevant coastal section is obscured by 
drift. Bast of the Bela is a series of thin tholeiite 
lavas (characteristically developing large amygdales) 
showing fiarly intense alteration with much quartz, 
chalcedony and calcite. 	Above the rhyolitic andesite 
on the west side, of the Sela comes a. further group of 
tholeiites. 	Drift hides the topmost part of the 
succession on. the coast, although exposures of the 
tuff T2  near Eyri make it possible to estimate fairly 
accurately the position of the tuff on the shore. The 
width of the outcrop of the flank saccession is here 
almost twice what it is on the north side of Stodvarfjordur, 
almost certeinly due tothe group being that much thicker 
at the former locality. As will be seen this pattern 
of increasing thickness of the flank succession from 
south to north is continued on the north side of 
Faskrudsfjordar. 

(p) Vattarnes Peninsula 
The, first flank succession reaches its greatest 

thickness, probably approaching 1,500 ft, on the Vattarnes 
peninsula. It can be sub-divided into several smaller 
units and to clarify the description of this area a 
simplified stratigraphic table is given below:- 
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Acid Tuff T2 
Thin Tholeiites and 
Basaltic Andesites 

T2 

Gr. 

	 Rhyolitie Andei3ites 

Thin Tholeiites and 
BaialtiC A.ndesites 

Grakollur Porphyritic 
Group 

Thin Tholeiites and 
Basaltic Andesites 

Acid Tuff Ti  

On the north side of Paskrudsfjordur the basal 
tuff, T/, is exposed on the shore about 200 yds west 
of the mouth of the Haljara. Here it is about 40 ft. 
thick and dips to the west-south-west at 11°. 	A 
conspicuously coarse layer divides the tuff bed into two 
approximately equal portions which are otherwise fairly 
homogenous. 	The tuff is coarse with large pumice 
fragments up to 4 inches in diameter, which are,  
conspicuously.  flattened. Rock fragments 2 to 3 inches 
in diameter are common and basalt predominates over 
rhyolite. The tuff is also exposed in the Heijara but 
otherwise exposures on the south side of Reydarfjordur 
are poor. 

By far the best exposures occur on the main  
dividing ridge of the Vattarnes peninsula. About half 
a mile east of Soleyjartindur a small hill  is capped by 
lavas of the Grakollur Porphyritic Group. The acid 
tuff, Ti, occurs 280 ft. below the base of these 
porphyritic lavas. 	Here it is finer in grain and much 
thinner, perhaps 20 ft. thick. As on the Bafnarnes 
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peninsula it is a conspicuous pink colour. 

On the south side of the peninsula erosion along this 
horizon has produced a conspicuous bench and this can be 
followed down-dip almost to sea level if allowance is made 
for the displacement by the Grakollur fault. The tuff 
Is not exposed an the south shore of Reydarfjordur but its 
most likely position is 1/3rd of a mile east of the farm 
of Ha 'raves, where there is a large shingle beach and bay, 
a conspicuous gap is the otherwise almost continuous line 
of low basalt cliffs. 

The sequence between T and the base of the 
Grakollur Porphyritic group contains only thin tholeiite 
lavas. In the Heljara the sequence totals 570 ft. while 
east of Soleyjartindur this is reduced to 280 ft. 
provicting an extreme case of the up—dip thinning of lava 
groups noticed b Walker on the north aide of Reydarfjordur 
Calker 1959) 

Grakollur Porphyritic Group. 
This group of porphyritic lavas is generally 

poorly exposed on the ITattarnes peninsula, often being 
hidden by debris from the overlying lavas or by glacial 
drift, and outcrops only in stream gullies. 

In the Villingaa occurs the most westerly outcrop 
of the group yet found on the north side of Faskrudsfjordur 
and it is here restricted to one porphyritic basalt flow 
outcropping between 400 ft and 420 ft. Further west, 
where the group is cut by the Heljara fault, two flows 
together totalling 4-0 ft. are present. Just to the 
west of the Grakollur fault, the group is 130 ft. thick 
and consists of:— 
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Porphyritic Tholeiite----top at 980 ft. 

. Pcrph/ritic Basalt 

Porphyritie Tholeiite 

Tholeiite 

Porphyritic Basalt ------ Base at 850 ft. 

On the south side of Soleyjartindur the group is 
just under a hwidred feet thick and consists of: 

Porphysitic Tholeiite 	) 
) 
) ) 

Tholeiite 	 ) 
) 

Porphyritic basalt 
	

1 
	

90 ft. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

r•Oilmer.....••••••••••••••••••.•mor 	
) 

) 

Porphyritic Basalt 	) 

Tholeiite 
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Three richly porphyritic flows, with no intervening 
tholeiites and together totalling about 70 ft. form the 
top of a small hillock to the east of the east Soley-
jartindur fault, this being the most easterly outcrop 
of the group. 

On the north side of the Vattarnes peninsula, 
i.e. on the south side of Reydarfjordur, the group 
undergoes somewhat similar changes down the dip, although 
here the position is complicated by the occurrence on the 
lower slopes of Hafranesfell of one of the First Phase 
Ehyolites, which interfingers with the porphyritic group 
so that in the Sela one porphyritic lava occurs directly 
below the rhyolite and one overlies it, with the top 
at 300 ft. Further east the porphyritic lavas along 
with the attendant rhyolite are updomed by the Theraunes 
uplift, poorly exposed lavas of the porphyritic group 
occurring on the slopes north east of Hrafnakambar, 
while the most easterly exposures of the group consist of 
a single flow of porphyritic basalt about 20 ft* above 
the vesicular rhyolite in the ground between HrafnakaMbar 
and Paudafell. 

Usually the group is absent south of Faskrudsfjordur 
and only in. two localities has a sinee porphyritic flow 
been recorded at the appropriate horizon. 

Probably the most significant fact to emerge from 
the study of this thin stratigraphic unit on the .Vattarnes 
peninsula is that the porphyritic basalt lavas as such are 
more common up dip and decrease in number as the group is 
traced westwards towards the eruptive centre for acid 
rocks, interfingering in this direction with tholeiite and 
rhyolite lavas* 
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The Upper part of the First Flank Succession. 

The upper part of the First Flank Succession above 
the Grakollur porphyritic group on the Vattarnes peninsula 
is predominently composed of two contrasting lava types, 
massive rhyolitic andesite and thin tholeiite lavas, 
although intermediate types are also present. Generally 
they are well exposed, particularly on the north side of 
the peninsula, where the cliffed upper parts of Hafranesfell, 
uli, Grakollur and Soleyjartindur provide ideal exposures. 

From south to north the first instructive section 
is in the small stream above Brimnes. Poor exposures and 
the faulted nature of the ground make it impossible to 
examine the whole of the 1st phase here, but it seems 
certain that only one rhyolitic andesite lava occurs 
within the succession, the remaining flows being thin 
tholeiite or basaltic andesite. 

In the Villingaa, 600 ft of lavas are exposed and 
these probably constitute all the upper part of phase one. 
Rhyolitic andesite lavas are here much more abundant, 
six lavas making up more than half of the exposed succession. 

Still further east in the higher reaches of the 
Heljara, the group is still about 600 ft thick, but now 
contains only one rhyolitic andesite, while on the higher 
slopes of dleyjartindur there are only 400 ft of lavas and 
rhyolitic andesite flows are completely absent - a frther 
example of rapid up-dip thinning. 

Similar variations within the upper portion of the 
first flank succession have been mapped on the north side 
of the peninsula, though the rhyolitic andesite lavas are 
more conspicuous. Thus on Hafranesfell, 700 ft of lavas, 
including five massive rhyolitic andesite flows averaging 
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over 100 ft thick are seen. Further west, the thickness 
of the group is reduced and the number of rhyolitic 
andesite flows diminished, showing that here there is 
also rapid down-dip tbiuni"e• 

(v) Borth side of ReydarfAordar  

As was stated in the introduction, the distinction 
between "flank rocks" and lavas from the "central area" 
is only poorly defined north of Reydarfjordur. 	The 
rhyolite lavas tend to have intercalated tholeiitea 
instead of agglomerate masses as on the south side of the 
fjord. Stratigraphic studies are further complicated by 
the fact that T1, T2and T3, well established south of 
the fjord, are probably absent north of the Reydarfjordur-
Nordfjordar watershed. Rowever the persistence of the 
Grakollurporpivritic group enables the areas on either 
side of Reydarfjordur to be correlated. 

As will be seen, the flank succession as a whole 
thins drastically northwards so that a very much lower 
stratigraphic horizon, the Vindhals porphyritic group, 
becomes a useful marker on account of its continuous 
nature and characteristic appearance. 

Few exposures of the tuff Ti are found north of 
Reydarfjordur and it is absent north and west of Nontindur. 
It does not outcrop on the north shore of :Reydarfjordur 
as the relevant coastal section is obscured by raised 
beach gravels, but just west of Utstekkur fragments 
of coarse bedded acid tuff are abundant and are almost 
certainly derived from nearby buried outcrops of the 
tuff. Fragments of silicified wood hEme also been found. 

Only three other exposures of T.1 were found. At 
1,080 ft. in the Kerlingara there is approximately 
50 ft. of bedded tuff, the lower portion being dark in 
colour with a paler upper component. 	Further to the 
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east on Slettuskard the same tuff is 30 ft thick, the 
paler upper component being 10 ft thick and. markedly 
reddened by Tertiary weathering. The moat northerly 
outcrop of Ti  occurs about ,L mile north-west of 
Vindhals. Adjacent to the faultplane at 1,770 ft. 
there is about 30 ft. of tuff, again with only a thin 
acid portion. 

It appears that the thick darker lower portion 
of the tuft 	found only north of Reydarfjordur, 
represents a separate eruption. This must have 
coincided with the production of the First Phase 
Agglomerates, although it is not suggested that the two 
portions of the tuff layer were produced from the same 
vent. 

Tie  has been provided absent on VinAhnistindur, 
Seldalur and Oddsdalur, and. on 'Bagall. 	Conclusions 

derived from a study.of Ti  are dealt with in the following 
section (vi). 

The first flank succession betteen T1  and. the 
Grakollur porphyritic group north of Reydarfjordur is 
entirely of tholeiite lavas. In the Reydarfjordur area 
these lavas are thin,and thick detrital horizons are 
either rare or completely absent. The flows exposed in 
Hrafnadalur are of this type. 

Up dip the l'avas become more massive, as on the 
north side of Vindhals, while even further east on 
Vint:Thal  stindur the majority of the flows between the 
Vindhals and Grakollur por-phyritic groups can be classed 
as normal flood basalts. The same may be said of the. 
lavas within the same stratigraphic interval on Began. 
north of -Nordfjordur and in Seldalur. As far as can 
be ascertained the dh,qnge from thin tholeiite lavas to 
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flood basalts is progressive and. there is no evidence 
that the flood basalts are banked. up against a separate 
wedge of thin tholeiite flows. 

Thickness variations within the geoup are rapid 
and spectacular. The following table gives the 
relevant information for localities where the thickness 
has been measured or can be accurately estimated.. 

Thickness of lavas between:— 

Locality 

Tuff T1 

— and — 
Grakolluxb 
Porphyritic 
Group 

Vindhals 
Porphyritic 
Group 

— and 
Grakollur 
Porphyritic 
Group. 

Hrafnadalur 
8.face Vinehrils 
N.face Vindhals 
Vindhal stindur 

Oddadalur 

Bagall 

T1  absen 
Data obtained 

by 
extrapolation.  

1,000 ft 
550 
550 
500 

340 
230 

700 ft. 
370 

300 

The Grakollur porphyritic group is one of the 
porphyritic horizons mapped by Walker on the north side 
of Beydarfjordur (Walker 1959 p.378) However, the group 
is more widespread than is stated. On Vintihnla and the 
eastern side of Grakollur the porphyritic horizon is 
represented by a single flow. When traced northwestwards 



this lava does not die out but the outcrop is shifted by 
two large faults. Further outcropsie this porphyritic 
group can be found above the Vindbals porphyritic group 
on Skuggahlidabjarg, in Oddsdalur and Seidel= as well 
as on Bagall. At all of these localities the horizon 
is represented by two or three porphyritic lavas which 
may have intervening tholeiite flows. 

In the neighbourhood of Grakollur and. VinnhAls, 
the Grakollur porphyritic group is directly overlain. 
by .a conspicuous group of Basaltic Andesite lavas — the 
Andesite group of Walker (1959). These intermediate 
lavas reach their maximum development on Vindhals where 
there are seven basaltic andesites and one rhyolitic 
andesite the only lava of this type in the first pba.se 
north of Reydarfjordtir. 

Poor exposures of rhyolite on the ridge south west 
of Grakollur are probably small remnants of an outlying 
rhyolite from the central area. 

As the intermediate lavas are traced north—westwards 
towards Oddsdalur, they terminate and are replaced by 
more basic flows — Intermediate  first phase lavas being 
entirely absent in Oddsdalur and north of the Nordfjordara. 
Walker's (1959) map shows the andesite group as a 
continuous horizon extending into Oddsdalur. This is due 
to confusion with a stratigraphically higher group of 
Intermediate lavas which are well developed in Oddsdalur .  
and Seldalur,  

Only on Grakollur and Vindhals is the top of the First 
phase clearly defined by the presence of T2, here some 
400 ft. above the top of the Grakollur porphyritic group. 
Further north it can be inferred that the thickness of 
lavas overlying the Grakollur porphyritic group and 
erupted before the deposition of T2 is much less,  

probably not exceeding 100 ft. 
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(vi) Discusslog 

The first phase is in many ways typical of the six 
phases which constitute the Reyearfjordur Acid Volcanic 
Succession. For this reason this phase has been treated 
in considerable detail; while conclusions based on a 
study of this group have an important bearing on the 
elucidation of the acid centre as a whole. 

It has been noted that volcanic episodes are often 
opened by explosive activity producing tuff or figglomerate. 
It is therefore not surprising that the earliehr  
acid eruptions in the Beydarfjoidur area were explosive. 
It is thought that these initial eruptions gave rise to 
the first phase agglomerates and the tuff layer T1. 
However, direct petrographic evidence for the correlation 
of these deposits is licking, although Ti  is the only 
extensive tuff layer occurring in the right stratigraphic 
position, i.e. between the Vindhals and Grakollur 
porphyritic groups. 

T1  is the first tuff horizon in Eastern Iceland 
which has been mapped all along the length of its 
outcrop and the probable source of which is known. 
distributional pettern is therefore of considerable 
interest. As can be seen from the isopachyte map 
(fig.lO) the ruff was probably regularly distributed and 
originally formed a continuous sheet. The original 
extent that can be directly inferred from observation 
is 50 sq. miles, but it seems likely that the tuff 
covered more than twice this area — a large portion of 
the be4becurring between basalts now below sea level. 
The thickness varies from 5 to 40 ft* and the total 
volume is estimated to be approximately% cubic ale. 
The elliptical nature of the isopachytes is thought to 
be due to dispersal by strong north-westerly winds. 
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It was a study of the first phase which led to the 
separation of the central and flank areas as two contrasting 
regions of volcanicity, as shown in fig.11. This eruptive 
pattern did not appear to indicate a strato-volcano of 
the type envisaged by Walker (1963) as active later in 
the Tertiary in the Breiddalur area. Therefore a detailed 
study was made of the upper part of the first flank 
succession in the hope that this would lead to an under-
standing of the nature of the volcanicity (figs:12 and 13) 

It was found that rhyolitic andesite lams do not 
occur at any one horizon but are preferentially developed'  
almost throughout the upper part of phase one along a 
north/south line passing through Hafranes. In fact the 
rhyolitic andesite lavas maybe likened to an acid-
intermediate "facies" occurring within a more basic 
series of rocks. 

It is possible to draw an isopach map for the 
thickness of this acid facies and this is shown in 
fig. 14. 

As can be seen, at its thickest, along the north/ 
south axis, over 500 ft. of rhyolitic andesite lavas 
are present, while there is a rapid diminution, in the 
thickness to the east and west. There is a less rapid 
decrease in the thickness of the facies to the north and 
south, along the axis of the lens. 

Little significance was attached to this distribution 
pattern until it was discovered that isopacbyte maps 
drawn for the whole of the Valet stratigraphic interval 
21 - T2  (fig.15) of for any part of it, e.g. T1  - Gr.P. 
(fig,16) and Gr.P. Ta  (fig.17.) follow a similar pattern. 
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In each case it can be shown that the succession between 
two "time bedding" planes formed an elongated lens of 
lavas, now tilted to the west by regional movements, 
which results in only the easterly half of the lens 
being exposed above sea level. At first it was thought 
that this distribution pattern poolt be produced by the 
thin lavas being "moulded" on to a pre-existing ridge 
of rhyolitic andesite lavas, these latter flows controlling 
the shape of the group as a whole. However, the strati-
graphic unit T1  Grakollur porphyritic group (Gr.P.) 
shows the same distribution pattern and there are no 
rholitic andesite lavas within this part of the 
succession. 

In order to produce an elongated lens of lavas it 
is necessary to postulate that more lavas were erupted 
from positions along or close to the north/south central 
axis than from localities away from the central line, 
i.e. it is inferred that there was "preferential deposition" 
along the axis of the lens.  

Both the upper and lower surfaces of the lens are 
time/bedding horizons and were probably horizontal at 
the time of deposition. It a therefore follows that 
during the outpouring of the lavas that now form the 
lens there was a complimentary amount of subsidence. 
The subsidence was concentrated along the north/south 
depositional axis so that usually no ridge of lavas was 
produced along this line. 

tiltilttft 
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La) CENTRAL AREA 

Introduction 
The second major division of acid rocks on the 

south side of Reydarfjordur consists of a group of 
rhyolite lavas and agglomerates, closely comparable with 
the rocks ,  produced in the central area during the First 
phase. Everywhere the rocks of the second phase rest 
directly on those of phase one; however, due to a 
slight displacement of the centre of acid activity, 
some of the 2nd phase rbyolite lavas and agglomerates 
rest on part of the First flank successL on. Ale), in 
contrast with the first period of activity, local 
updoming took place during the second phase. 

Cii) Agglomerates  
Directly comparable with the First Phase 

agglomerates is a group of predominately acid agglom—
erates which mark the onset of the Second major phase 
of activity. Unfortunately they are very poorly exposed 
and only visible in the stream section in the Breiddalsa. 
Here they rest directly on the rhyolitic andesies of 
the First flank succession, while they are cut by several 
large irregular basic intrimions, as well as by some 
thin inclined basic sheets. The basal part is very 
coarse and acid in composition with large angular 
fragments of several types of rhyolite, some over 1 ft. 
in diameter, set in a pumlceaus matrix. Upwards the 
agglomerate becomes finer in grain and at 580 ft in 
the southern branch of the Breiddalsa the colour 
changes from green to light brown. Above this point 
acid material is less common and it seems possible 
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that the change in colour is due to a change in the 
character of the eruption from acid to basic. 
Relationships are similar to those in the First phase 
agglomerates except that this later mass is capped by 
an undoubted basic cinder deposit. 

The agglomerates must be very local in extent 
for similar deposits have been found nowhere ohn.4.nhtola zon  
:Breiddalur area. However, bedded tuff deposits, 
probably equivalent to the second phase Agglomerates, 
are found locally on the Baegsli ridge dbove the 
rhyolitic andesites of the First phase and again on the 
south eastern flanks of Sodulbnukur where there is a 
considerable thickness of bedded tuffs. In common with 
the underlying lavas these dip at about 15°  to the 
southeast, the steep dip and dberrant direction being 
due to the disturbance associated with the Thernanes 
Uplift. In the flank succession en the agglomerates 
of Mese two, are represented by the thickest bedded 
tuff deposit in the area —Tuff T2  which in places 
reaches 100 ft. in thickness. 
(#1) Rhyolite lavas south of ReydarfJordur 

Most of the second phase rhyolite lavas were 
extruded soon after the eruption of agglomerates and 
rest on them, although one thin acid lava is found 
interbedded in the agglomerate mass. The thicker lavas 
are' well' exposed in the 'Breiddalsa where three flows 
are found (R2a R2b* and  R2c) 	One can be traced to 
the Baegsli ridge, although all the flows die out 
before reaching Kerlingarf jail 
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(R2a) 	This is stratigraphically the lowest and most 
important flow in the second acid phase. Perhaps 

its most outstandini character is the relatively large 
proportion of phenocrysts of sodic plagioclase which 
are white to pale yellow and. constitute perhaps 10% of 
the rock. The groundmass is pale grey with some iron 
staining, and weathered surfaces are pink. 	R2a  
outcrops in three localities — in the northern and 
southern branches of the Breiddalsa, and on the Baegsli 
ridge where it is 120 ft, thick, and outcrops between 
770 ft and 890 ft. 
(R.2b) 	The two other lavas of this unit have only 

been Foranrined in the northern part of the Breiddalsa 
where they are excellently exposed in a deep gorge. 
R2b  can be clearly seen to rest on R2a  and the well 
developed platy flow structure is parallel to the flow 
base in this lower part of the flow. When fresh the 
rock is black and porphyritic and most of the flow is 
vesicular. Alteration seems to have been most intense 
round vesicles and has resulted in, the formation of a 
white, chalky, amorphous rock. It is impossible to 
estimate the exact thickness of this flow as it is 
cut out by a rhyolite vent (Feeder for one of the 
phase 3 Rhyolites) but it must be at least 50 ft.thick. 

(R2c) 	At the western side of the vent a different 
rhyolite (1120) is exposed and. this is assumed to 

overlie R2b, although. this cannot be established. The 
flow is unusual in that it is composed of two distinct 
parts or flow units, of essentially identical composition 
and presumably erupted one after the other with only a 
brief time interval. Well developed linear structures 
are present throughout almost the entire thickness of 



the lower unit and these are thought to be axial 
lineations related to the conspicuous large folds 
:in the platy flow structure. The junction between the 
two units, which; occurs near the top of a large waterfall, 
shows white weathering, while the fresher rhyplite above 
this, constituting the upper unit, is a pinkiSh.purple 
colour and platy flow structure is coaSpicuously developed 
on both a large and a microscopic scale. 	Apparently 
identical plagioClase feldi3par phenoorydts are abundant 
throughout both flow units. The top 'of the upper flow 
unit is obscured by drift and it is difficult to 
estimate its total thicknesS, or the thickness Of the 
flaw as a whole, alth'ough it is certainly the.  thickest 
second phase rhyolite. 

(iv) Rhyolilte lavas north of ReydarfJordur 
In the area near Sellattir are three tabular 

rhyolite lavas which can with reasonable certainty be 
ascribed to the Second. Acid Phase. Stratigraphically 

-the lowest, as well as the thickest of these flows 
outcrops on the shore directly below the farm of Sellatur 
and can thence be traced up-dip to the southern elopes 
of Helgustadafell where the flow is about 250 ft thick. 
Dip measurements on the top of the flow are as high as 
12°  to the. south-west. The rhyolite R2d  is pink or 
brown on weathered surfa.ces and. grey when fresh. Platy 
flow structure is well developed and its attitude 
suggests that the flow was fed from a vent further south. 

tR2e) 	About 100 yds west of Hognostadir, stream, 
exposures revealtem rhyolite lavas directly overlying 
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R2d  which here outcrops between sea level and, 100 ft. 
The lower of these two flows (R2e) outcrops between 
100 and 200 ft and is a black porphyritic rhyolite 
which weathers to a dull brown colour. 	The top of 
the flow is rubbly and brecciated without pitchstone. 
Further east this and the underlying flow became 
separated by a thin tholeilte lava. 
(82 f )The base of the upper most flow is marked by 

a layer of • pale coloured `pitchstone, although the 
main part of the flow is black when fresh and porphyritic. 
Platy flow structure is irregular but well developed and 
apparently approximately horizontal near the flow base. 
The top of the flow is very irregular with many large 
hollows anti  depressions. This flow does not extend 
more than 100 yds or so eastwards as it is not present 
in the adjacent stream gully. Probably all three flows 
extend further west and the long gap in the rock exposures 
on the coast south-west of Hognastadir is probably due to 
rapid erosion of these rhyolites. 

It is seen that on the north side of Beydarfjordur 
Phase two rhyolites are more abundant as the group is 
tracedvestwards, reaching a maximum of three flows near 
sea-level. This pattern is repeated south of the fjord, 
where the phase two rhyolites are thickest in the 
Breiddaisa. 

While rhyolitic eruptions were proceeding in the 
Breiddalur area and north of Reydarfjordur, without any 
noticeable disturbance of the underlying strata, in the 
area west. of Thernunes the intrusion of three rhyolitic 
plugs took place simultaneously with large-scale 
updoming of the surrounding lacras. These three rhyolite 
bodies and possibly one other rhyolite lava are the only 
remaining acid representatives of the Second phase. 
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(N) Rhyolite Vents  

The rhyolites and agglomerates of the first phase 
are cut by three large rhyolite vents:- 

(a) Hrafnakambar 
(b) Raudafell. 
(c) A small  rhyolite mass about 4 mile  south west of Hrafnakambar summit. 

Hrafnakambar. 
The conspicuous ridge which bears the name 

"Hrafnakambar" is made almost entirely of2i4volite 
intrusion, the general shape of which is dyke-like. It 
is approximately 1,000 yds long and 150 yds wide, with 
the long axis trending at 20°, i.e. approximately parallel 
to the regional dyke swarm. It is convenient to divide 
the mass into two parts, the summit knoll and the lower 
part of the ridge further to the north. Although these 
two parts are separated by a broad apron of scree derived 
from the summit knoll, it is almost certain that they are 
contiguous and they are petrographically indistinguishable. 

The principal features of the dyke-like portion of 
the intrusion are summarised below:- 

• (a) Although the actual eo4tacts are not exposed, 
an examination of the rocks very close to the contacts 
suggest that the western one is straight and vertical 
or steeply inclined, while the eastern one dips at 
about 60°  inwards, or to the west, and is straight except 
for one step in it. 

(b) The intrusion appears to terminate abruptly 
southwards (although the actual untacts are again obscured 
by scree) and it is not continuous with an acid dyke of 
more normal proportions. 
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(0) Columnar jointing is well developed and the 

attitude of the columns is shown diagramatically in 
Fig. lt3. As can be seen the jointing is normal to both 
the eastern and western contacts. 

(d) Platy flow structure is widely developed and 
follows a regular pattern, the strike being parallel 
to the sides of the intrusion. 	Near the eastern and 
western margins it dips steeply inwards but towards the 
centre of the rhyolite body the dip decreases until the 
platy flow structure becomes almost horizontal (see fig.0) 

(e) Near the eastern and western margins the rhyolite 
shows a strong lineation parallel to the axes of minor 
folds and the rock often takes on a rodded appearance. 
From the published description it would appear that this 
is very similar to the rodding in Trachyte and Felsite 
dykes from Skye (Harker 1904) In particular see p.393, 
fig. 78, tut note difference in scale. Elsewhere, where 
it is only weakly developed, the lineation is visible as 
a preferred orientation of plagioclase feldspar laths 
and a slight streaking out of the rock. The linear 
structure is apparently not developed in the centre of 
the intrusion. 

The plunge of this linear structure was measured 
at intervals along the western margin of the intrusion 
and it was found to vary in a regular manner, being 
vertical at 1,000 ft. but gradually decreastmg in dip 
until at 760 ft. the dip was 10°  towards 20°  and at 
650 ft. it was horizontal, striking along 20°. Below 
this altitude it is irregular and difficult to see. 

In contrast the snmmtt knoll shows irregular and 
weakly developed platy flow structure and no columnar 
jointing. 
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The mnrginal lineation in the dyke-like portion was 
presumably produced by viscous flow and. its gradual 
steepening towards the southern end of the intrusion 
suggests that here the rhyolite attained the surface. 
The summit knoll may represent a remnant of a rhyolite 
flow fed from the intrusive mass below, while it is 
possible that most of the dyke-like portion was roofed. 
Only this lower portion shows columnar jointing and. in all 
this context it is interesting to note that Williams (1929) 
in hispaoer on volcanic domes states thatilgointing is best 
developed in those protrusions which consolodated almost 
wholly under the cover of other rocks". 

Thus the intrusion maybe likened to a foott  the 
sinkk  e being the vent which fed the averlying flow and the 
lower port of the foot being the headed dyke-like portion 
of the intrusion, there being a gradual transition from 
one to the other. 

Overlying the Paudafell Phyolite flow is another 
thin rhyolite lava which is poorly exposed on the southern 
upper slopes of Paudafell. The rhyolite is non-porphyritic 
grey or pink, and markedly streaky, though the different 
coloured layers do not apparently represent marked compo-
sitional differences. The most spectacular feature of 
this lava is the amazingly complicated pattern of flow- 
folding which is developed along the flow base. 	A 
preliminary survey suggests that  the orientation and type 
of folds are extremlyvarieble and that they probably 
developed at different stages during the cooling of the 
flow. 

This lava is included here on account of its proximity 
to the Raudafell rhyolite which it clearly post-dates. It 
is tentatively grouped with the rhyolites of phase two, 
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although it is possible that it was extruded during the 
early part of phase three. 

Randafell. 
The pink  rhyolitic hill of Baudafell an the 

south side of Reydarfjerdur consists of a rhyolite flow 
and its plug-feeder4cuus through the earlier agglomerates 
and rhyolite lavas of phase one. 

The intrusive portion occupies most of
, 
the lower 

northern and north-eastern parts of the hill,  where, 
through gaps in the extensive scree, one can make out the'  
chilled pitchstone margin of the plug, particularly around 
the northern side. Here, 600 ft. above sea level, the 
rhyolite can be seen cutting through the first phase 
agglomerates. The conspicuously thick pitchstone margin 
shows pronounced columnar jointing, with small pitchstone 
columns varying in diameter from 4" to 1". Poor exposures 
do not allow one to examine the actual contact, but the 
platy flow structure and the attitude of the pitchstone ,  
columns suggest that it is not vertical but inclined 
inwards at about 400  to the south-south-west. 	Poor 
exposures on the eastern side of the bin  again show 
columnar jitabstone which indicates that the contact here 
dips at 300  to the west. Unfmntunately the lack of any 
regular internal structure in the pitchstone on the north-
western side of the intrusion moires it impossible to 
estimate the attitude of the contact here, but a general 
view suggests that the intrusion is flinnel-shaped. On 
the eastern side it can be seen that with increasing 
altitude the contact flattens until it is horizontal, so 
that all the upper part of the hill must be regarded as 
extrusive, the rhyolite flowing out on the old land surface. 

The extent to which columnar jointing is developed 
probably provides the best guide as to which part of the 
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body was extrusive and which occupies the vent. 	All 
the lower part of the Raudafell mass shows, in a 
similar fashion to the Hrafnakambar rhyolite, very 
pronounced massive columnar jointing and this is taken 
as indicating a considerable depth of burial with slow 
uniform cooling. However, the upper part of the hill 
shoss irregular jointing and well marked platy flow 
structure - features L,wical of rhyolite lavas. 

The extrusive portion of the body does not appear 
to have been very extensive, particularly on the western 
side of the vent. Here the Raudafell rhyolite flow 
directly overlies Rib  but is only about 50 ft thick, while 
the platy flow structure in the pitchstone margin dips at 
40°  to the south west suggesting that the extrusion is 
steeply dipping at this point. The flow does not extend 
westwards past the conspicuous gully which separates the 
rhyolitic hills of Raudafell and Flatafjall.,  On the 
eastern side of the intrusion the transition from trans-
gressive intrusion to a flat-lying extrusion is well 
seen at the head of the group of gullies between Raudafell 
and Hrafnakambar. 

In the two branches of the westernmost gully, what 
is presumably the vent margin is seen transgressing the 
lavas of phase I (see fi 8) Here the Raudafell rhyolite 
overlies agglomerate - probably dating from an early 
explosive phase when the crater was formed. No sign of 
this agglomerate has been found elsewhere though it may 
be contemporaneous with the upper part of the second phase 
Agglomerates. Again the dip of this vent agglomerate and 
the overlying rhyolite is very steep at about 45°  to the 
west-south-west. As one traces the rhyolite westwards 
the dip becomes less steep and the agglomerates wedge out 
until 300 yds to the west the rhyolite rests on the.  
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uppermost flank lavas of phase 1 with no intervening 
agglomerate deposit and no marked discontinuity. 

Small rbyolite mass about half mile south-west of 
Hrafnakambar Summit. 

This small rhyolite body is petrographically very 
	ar to the intrusions of Hrafnakambar and. Raudafell 

and for this reason is thought tube approximately 
contemporaneous. 	The outcrop is approximately circular 
and about 400 yds in diameter. Topographically it 
forms a mall knoll on the poorly exposed south-eastern 
slopes of Sodulhnukur. The margin of the intrusion 
is exposed only in the gully which drains the ground 
south of Hrafnakambar. Here the rhyolite is seen 
cutting the domed basalts of the lst flank succession 
and also, along the northern edge of the intrusion, the 
bedded tuffs, doubtfully referred to the beginning of 
the Second acid phase. Like the other two intrusions 
the rhyolite is slightly porphyritic, grey or pink in 
colour and. shows well developed platy flow structure. 
Near the margin the rhyolite shows "rodding" similar 
to that on Hrafnakambar, but this has an irregular 
orientation. 

This intrusion is taken to represent a cross-
sectionthrough a rhyolite vent exposed at a fairly high 
level although it is not visibly connected to any 
extrusion. 

Cvi) The Thernunes =lift and associated pronxlitisation 
and minor. intrusions  
The lavas and tuffs show aberrant dips over a wide 

area between Byri and Thernunes on the south side of 
Reydarfjordur. In , a volcanic area such as Eastern 
Iceland one is faced with four possible explanations 



either the dips are depositional, or else they are due 
to tilting of the strata by (a) folding, (b) updoming 
by;intrusions, (c) downsagging or collapse. 

For reasons stated earlier it seems possible that 
the First Phase Agglomerates formed an agglomerate cone 
and it follows that au of the overlying lavas extruded 
from the flanks or top of this cone would show depositional 
dips; this may account for some of the high dips in the 
rhyolite lavas in the higher reaches of the Storadalsa 
and Ytria, but for the following reasons it is not 
thought to account for all the abberant readings. 

If the lavas had been erupted on to the flanks 
of the c one, they would now show radial dips about the 
present outcrop of the agglomerate mass. As can be 
seen from figure 19. this is not the case, and the 
anticlinal axis in the lavas is not continuous with the 
long axis of the agglomerate outcrop. This strongly 
suggests that the more northerly anticlinAl axis, north 
of the Landamotsa, is unrelated to the agglomerate cone 
and, in fact odae to updoming.  

The mapping of the outcrop of the Grakollur 
porphyritic group provides additional evidence for this 
updeming. (Subsequently referred to as the Thernanes 
Uplift). 	The critical section from Mali to 
Hafranesfell and across the Sela to Hrafnakambar is 
shown in Fig.20. As can be seen this suggests that the 
lavas in the Hrafnakambar area have been updomed by 
over 1,000 ft; the only possible alternative is that 
the lavas were erupted down the flanks of a cone and 
then flowed out aver the flat basalt plain. Inthe 
latter case one would expect the lavas to be thin on the 
cone flanks and thicker on the flat plain. Not only 
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Yins such a relationship not been observed, but there is 
every indication that the rhyolite lavai intercalated 
in the Grakollur porphyritic group and also involved in 
the updoming, is considerably thieker in the Hrafnakatbar 
area than east of the Sela. 

It is suggested that the Thernunes uplift was 
produced by a large intrusion which probably underlies 
muCh'of the central part of Beydarfjordur. This would 
account for the highly altered nature of the lavas 
north-east of Berunes on the south side of Reydarfjordur 
and in the region round the Helgustadir Iceland Spar mine 
on the north side of the fjord. Chlorite, epidote, 
calcite and locally garnet, are all developed as 
secondary minerals, in the altered lavas. 	Very similar 
zones of alteration are developed as metamorphic or 
hydrothermal aureoles round some of the large granaphyre 
and gabbro intrusions in South-east Iceland (D.Biake, 
pers. comm.) 

It is probably significant that three of the 
largest rhyolite plugs in the area are found within the 
region of updoming. It is considered that this is 
because acid magma utilised tensional fractures produced 
in the roof rocks by the large intrusion. 

Little is known about the composition of the 
intrusion but it is probably acid, in part at least. 
The rhyolite plugs can then be considered as apophyses 
from the main intrusion. Fragments of granophyre have 
been found in T3, the first thick tuff horizon post-
dating the uplift, and if these are derived from the 
large intrusion it would again suggest that it is in 
part acid. 

Two sets of minor intrusions occur within the 
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area of updoming, both of which were probably injected 
at approximately the sane time as the larger major 
intrusion. One set consists of a groupie regularly 
inclined rhyolite sheets together with a rhyolite sill, 
while the other comprises a much larger number of 
randomly inclined intermediate sheets. 

The acid. sheets extend from the north short ce 
Reydarfjordur into Breiddalur. Due to poor exposure 
the location of all the individual acid minor intrusions 
is not known, but the area affected is fairly clearly 
defined and appears to be related to the prophylitized 
zone (fig. 21) and hence to the major intrusion. The 
majority of the sheets are restricted to the low-lying 
ground below 750 ft, while their attitude suggests that 
they may form part of a cone sheet swarm. , 

The randomly inclined thin intermediate sheets 
are of variable composition and include both porphyritic 
and non-porphyritic varieties. The sheets always have 
thin tachylitic margins, while the rocks are characterised 
by relatively low specific gravities - generally well 
below 2.9. BOth these points suggest that compositionally 
these sheets are probably intermediate in chsvacter. 
Their general distribution is shown in fig. 22; it is 
impractical to map individual intrusions. As can be 
seen the intermediate sheets are slightly more widely 
distributed than their acid counterparts, but otherwise 
the distribution pattern is very similar 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF ACID  
SHEETS IN THE THERNUNES AREA  
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTERMEDIATE SHEETS 
IN 	THE 	THE RNUNES AREA  
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Date of the Uplift 

As has been stated, the following are thought to have 
been approximately contemporaneous and related events:- 

(a) The production of a metamorphic aureole by an 
intrusion in the central area of Reydarfjordur. 

(b) The formation of the Thernunes Uplift. 
(c) The intrusion of the three rhyolite plugs. 
(d) The intrusion of the acid and intermediate 

sheets. 

The metamorphic aureole affects only rocks of phase 
one and earlier and therefore is of little help in 
dating the uplift which as will be seen almost certainly 
occurred at some stage during the 2nd phase. The effects 
of the uplift are however wide-spread and give us a clear 
indication of the date of the intrusion. As has been 
stated, south-east of Sodulhnukur bedded tuffs referred 
to the beginning of the 2nd phase are disturbed. by the 
Thernunes uplift, while they are overlain by the 
extrusive portion of the Hrafnakambar rhyolite. Also, 
none of the inclined sheets cuts rocks stratigraphically 
above the Phase Two agglomerates; however thi.s evidence 
is inconclusive for this maybe due to present exposures 
of the overlying rocks lying outside the intrusive zone. 
In conclusion, the rather meagre evidence suggests that 
the updoming and related intrusions date from the 
early part of the second, phase. 

40/0.0•0006•••••••••••••••••••••• 
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(b) FLANK SUCCESSION 

Introduction 

South of Faskrudsfjordar it is often difficult 
to separate the second and third flank successions due 
to the limited occurrence of the bedded tuff equivalent 
to the Third Phase Agglomerates. 	However, the top of 
the Third Phase is clearly defined by a group of flood 
basalts. 

(ii) Kambanes Peninsula 

The second flank succession is very thin south of 
Faskrudsfjordur and no lavas of this phase have been 
found on the Kambanes Peninsula. The tuff horizon, T2, 
is also absent or very thin. 

(iii)_ Renames Peninsula, 

On the north side of Stodvarfjordur, the first 
exposures on the shore west of larkadbol are of a thick 
acid tuff (T2). Above this is an apparently closely 
related group of acid and basic tuffs and porpbyritic 
basalts, most of which are included in the Third Phase. 

The following section is exposed:- 

Secon 
phase 

First 
Phase. 

Third 
phase 

2 Tholeiite flows 

Basic tuff 	) 
Large phen.type 

Porphyritic Basalt  

Acid tuff 	T, 

Porphyritic Basalt  -- Large phen,type 

Thick Acid. tuff 	T2  

Exposure gap 

North 
side 
of 
Stodvar-
fjordur 
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Although considerable doubt exists about the 

interpretation of this succession, it is clearly 
established that here the second flank succession is 
very thin. 

No exposures of the tuff T2  have been found in 
the area north of Kirkjubol but both T2  and T3  occur 
near the summit of the flat-topped ridge Thriklakkar. 

North-westwards on Leirufell T2 forms a very 
conspicuous green scar near the top of the mountain and. 
is over 100 ft thick. It is separated from the over-
lying tuff T3  by three thin tholeiite flows which 
constitute the whole of the second flank successi, on, 
here only 60 ft thick. 

The intrusion of the Sandfell lace olith into the 
basalts on the south side aE Faskrudafjordur makes 
stratigraphic studies more difficult. The lacoolith 
was intruded along the tuff layer T2  and as the 
intrusion post-dates the deposition of T3  some of the 
lavas domed by the laccolith are those of the Second 
Fltinir Succession. Hawke: and. Hawke: (1933) studied 
the succession of domed. rocks on the Sgndfell-Vindfell 
ridge and. measured the thickness of the lavas from the 
intrusive level of the la.cco3.ith to the first conspicuous 
tuff horizon (i.e. the thickness from T2 to T3) This 
280 ft of lavas here constitutes the second flank 
succession and includes some flows which show definite 
intermediate affinities which may be outliers of the 
rhyolitic andesite group which forms an important part 
of the succession on the Vattarnes peninsula. 

Further north east the basal tuff T2 is exposed. 
on the coast near Eyri on the south side of Faskrudafjordur. 
The tuff, here at least 100 ft thick and split by a single 
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tholeiite flow, is overlain by perhaps 150 ft. of thin 
tholeiite lavas of the Second Phase — the exact figure 
is uncertain owingto the absence of T. 

(iv) Vattarnes Peninsula 

The second flamk succession reaches its maximum 
thickness of 450 ft on the Vattarnes peninsula, where the 
presence of both T2  and T3  allow its thickness to be 
established in, most areas. 

The basal tuff T2  outcrops on the shore about 
% of a mile west of the mouth of the Gilsa where it is 
about 100 ft thick (Tryggvason & White, 1955) In the 
Gilsa to the north east, the tuff is reduced in thickness 
to 20 ft. and the uneven top here must indicate 
penecontemporaneous erosion. 	The deposit is very 
coarse with some blocks up to 6" in diameter and although 
the matrix is acid, the majority of the fragments are 
basaltic. Very poor exposures of what is probably the 
same bed occur in the small stream which enters the 
sea near the farm of Brimnes, and the tuff can be 
followed from just east of the Biel jars to nearly as far 
as the Grakollur fault, east of which it outcrops 
continuously at about 2,100 ft. onSoleyjartindur. 

The correlation of the tuff exposures on the north 
side of Faskrudsfjordur is open to doubt because of 
poor exposure and the large number of faults which are 
known to cut the area (the most intensely faulted yet 
mapped in Iceland) 	The correlation of the tuff 
horizon on Soleyjartindur with that on the shore west of 
the Gilsa is particularly suspect 
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It can clearly be shown that over a large area on 

the Vattarnes peninsula the tuff T2  is absent and, not 
just unexposed; this can most clearly be demonstrated 
on the steep, well-exposed northern faces of Grakollur 
and Iduli. 

Activity on the Vattarnes peninsula during the 
Second Phase followed the same general pattern as flank 
activity during the first phase. Again, two lava types 
predominate - thin tholeiites and rhyolitic andesites, 
and the latter are again restricted to a central north/ 
south zone. However the pattern of volcanicity is not 
so, well defined, the succession as a whole being very 
much thinner. 

A nominal fault with a down-throw of about 100 ft 
to the west, which follows the line of the Kottur 
ccaposite dyke, cuts out some of the succession on the 
north shore of Fa.skrudsfjordur, and only a few tholeiite 
lavas overlying the tuff T2  are seen faulted against a 
single rhyolitic andesite flow, here the only representative 
of the rhyolitic andesite group RA2. Overlying this 
intermediate flow are tholeiite lavas and a single 
intercalated rhyolite lava. 	Due to the non-occurrence 
of T3 (Base of Phase three) it is not possible to show 
whether this exceptional flow (the only rhyolite lava 
erupted during the first three phases of activity which 
is exposed only on the south side of the Vattarnes 
Peninsula) should be referred to the Second or Third 
phase, though it seems more/likely that it is an outlying 
lava related to the 3rd phase of activity in the central .  
area. 

A complete succession through the Second phase 
flank lwas is exposed in the Gilsa. Here the tholeiite 
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lavas immediately overlying the T2, together with some 
of the underlying flows, show anomalous dips to the 
north-west and here almost certainly the anomaly is 
caused by some irregularity in the volcanicity, perhaps 
a small  parasitic volcanic cone. The same rhyolitic 
andesite lava which occurs on the shore outcrops between 
240 and 310 ft in the Gilsa and. is underlain by a basic 
tuff containing bytownite phenocryats up to %" in 
diameter. 

Above the phase 2 rhyolitic andesite comes a thick 
succession of thin tholeiite lavas exposed between 
310 ft and. 420 ft. At present, due to the non-occurrence 
of T3 (marker horizon for the base of Phase Three) it is 
impossible to estimate how much of this thickness should 
be assigned to the Second and how much to the Third Phase. 

As the Second Phase flank succession is traced 
eastwards along the north side of Faskrud.sfjordur, it 
becomes almost entirely hidden by scree derived from the 
overlying rhyolite and rhyolitic andesite lavas of phase 
Three, particularly south of Kerlinga.rf jail.East of 
here erosion of T3 has produced a well marked bench which 
is particularly conspicuous on the top of Mali. Beneath 
the summit of Grakollur, underneath the small but thick 
outlier of T3, the Second Phase flank succession, here 
about 200 ft thick, o nsists entirely of tholeiite lavas, 
with the exception of a single porphyritic basalt. The 
top of Soleyjartindur and the adjoining , peak of Sparafjall 
areillso composed Of tifoleilte lavas of pbase two, twelve 
flows totalling 140 ft.  



The bedded equtvalent of the Phase Two agglomerates, 
T2, has been found on the south side or Reydartjordur 
()nig, on Soleyjartindur„ so difficulties in separating 
the First and Second phases of activity become considerable 
on the south side of Breierinlur„ on Hafranesfell and on 

The top of the north-west ridge of the latter 
mountain is composed of at least 16 thin tholeiite flows 
which total about 350 ft. and rest airectly on the 
rhyolitic andesites of Phase One and were probably all 
erupted during the second acid phase. As this group 
is traced westwards down dip two acid intermediate lavas 
come in, these outcropping on the upper flanks of 
Befranessfell, while the total thickness of the group 
remains approximately constant at about 350 ft. Although 
these two lavas do not show all the typical features 
of rhyolitic andesites, they are probably similar in 
composition to the rhyolitic andesites of Phase One, 
and as can be seen they occur in a stratigraphic position 
analogous to that of the first phase rhyolitic andesites. 

The ground above the headwaters of the Bela is 
poorly exposed but contains one feature of note — a 
reworked basic tuff which outcrops at. about 1,250 ft. and 
contains bytownite phenocrysts. 

Westwards on the Baegsli ridge interfingering 
between the predominently basic flank succession and 
the acid lavas of the central area is again seen. 

The following succession is_recorded from the west 

side of the ridge. 
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approximately half this succession is referred tothe 
second phase. 

Second Anse tholeiitos are only poorly exposed on 
the southern slopes of lotketottua and nontindur and the 
succession is mrzslicated by faulting. 	Further west 
outliers of Phase Two flank succession lavas farm the 
summits of Grakollur and Vindhals. 	Can Grakollur there 
are ten tholeiite lavas totalling 2(X) ft, some of which 
should perhaps be referred to the third phase. On 

. Vindhais only two porpb.yritic tholeiite lavas are 
preserved. In both cases the lavas overlie the '2 • 
here fine—grained, rich in pumice and less than 10 rt. 
thick. 	In the Nordfjordur area the succession is 
entirely consosed of tholeiite lavas, but it is never 
possible to differentiate between second phase lavas and 
those of the preceding phases. These flows have been 
examined on the northern slopes of Glamsauga, in 
Oddsdalur and Seldalur and on Began and the scanty 
evidence available suggests that the group is thinnest 
at the last of these localities. Here it is composed 
of flows which. :Mar e closely resemble ilooti basalts in 
contrast to the thin tholeiites of the Reydarfjordur 
area. 

(vi) Goniql/Asjan  
It has already beim noted that the tuff 3. 

is absent from certain areas on the Vattarnes peninsula, 
and probably also from much of the area round Sellatur 
and above Helgustadir. As these areas are so close to 
the feeriteg vent in Breillaelur, and as the tuff is 
present in other localities further from the source, it  
is assumed that the absence of the tuff is due to 
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penecontemporaneous erosion before the deposition of 
the overlying basalts. 

Although there is only a limited amount of data 
it is possible to reconstruct the original thickness 
variations produced during the deposition of the tuff 
bed. In doing this, readings from the zone of 
penecomtemporaneous erosion have been ignored. The 
resulting isopachyte map (fit..24) closely resembles 
that for the tuff layer. Ti, especially in that the 
isopaohytes are drawn out towards the south-east, 
presumably due to a strong north-westerly wind 
prevailing at the time of deposition. The map also 
shows that over part of the area affected by 
penecontemporaneous erosion the Puff, when originally 
deposited, was over 100 ft thick. 

The erosion of this particular portion of the 
tuff layer may be attributed to a topographic feature 
produced by the first phase rhyolitic andesites. This 
group of liras forms a lens within the First Flank 
succession and it is thought that at times it stood 
up as a topographic ridge. 	There is a close 
relationship between the areas from which the tuff has 
been eroded and the area of maximum  thickness of the 
rhyolitic andesite lens, which .suggests that the tuff 
was stripped from the ridge by erosion soon after its 
deposition. 

Although neither T2  nor T3  persist far north of 
Beydarfjordur, it is possible by means of exLrapolation 
to construct an isopachyte map for the stratigraphic 
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interval T2 T5'  covering the area from Nordfjordur 
south to Stodvarfjordur (fig. 25) 	This shows the 
thickness variation for the second flank succession 
as a whole. As can be seen the succession forms an 
elongate lens of lavas with a maximum thickness of 
450 ft. *Winning rapidly up and down dip and less 
rapidly to the north and south. This depositional. 
pattern is strikingly similar to that recorded for the 
first flank succession. 	As T2  and T3  both represent 
time-bedding planes, it is deduced that there was 
preferential eruption of lavas along the axis of the 
lems and a corresponding amount of subsidence. 

*************** 
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CHAPTER V 

Reydarfjor Acid Volcanic Succession 

Stratigraphy - Third Phase 
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(a) CENTRAL _AREA 

(i) Introduction, 

As in the two previaus'phases, the thtrd was 
opened by explosive eruptions which resulted in the 
Third. Phase Agglomerates and the equivalent bedded 
tuff horizon T3* 	In the. Breiddalur area and on the 
north side of Reydarfjordur the explosive eruptions 
were followed by the extrusion of about ten individual 
rhyolite lavas, though only three of these are ever 
present in any one.section. 

(ii) Agglomerates 

In view of the close Flinn  arity of this deposit 
to the agglomerates of Phase Two, no detailed description 
is necessary. 	The agglomerates, which are estimated 
to be about 200 ft thick, are seen only in the two 
major branches of the Breiddalsa where they overlie the 
phase two rhyolites and. are in turn covered by the phase 
three rhyolites. 

Again a gradual change from acid to more basic 
activity can be noticed and there is some evidence that 
during the later more basic phase some thin basic lavas 
were produced. 

To the east of Sodni hniukur there is a small area 
of bedded acid tuffs, including a thin welded horizon, 
which overlie the eastern part of the Raudafell rhyolite. 
These may be the bedded equivalents of part of the 
Third Phase agglomerates. 	Alternatively they may 

• have accompanied the extrusion of rhyolites of Phase 
Three 
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{iii) Rh-tolite Lavas south of Reydarf:iordur 
At least six separate rhyolite lavas were erupted 

in the area south of Reydarfjordur during the Third 
Phase. Five of these occur in the same area as the 
agglomerates, while the sixth acid lava R is inter— 
bedded within the flank succession. 	An. additional 
flow, which outcrops only on the north side of 
Paskrudsfjordur, may also be part of the Third Phase. 
Of the Third. Phase lavas, R3a, Rib, and R3c  must be 
regarded as approximately contemporaneous as they all 
lie directly co. the phase three agglomerates and they 
are described first — then Rid  and R3e/  which are 
demonstrably later. 	Finally the case of R3f  will be 
described and its special features discussed. 

(R3a) 	This, the most northerly flow, occurs on the 
spur directly east of Sodulhnjukur, where it forms 

a prominent cliff about 100 yds long. 	In the field 
the flow would appear at a first glance to be continuous 
with one of a group of Rhyolite lavas further down—dip 
to the south—west, but detailed petrographic examination 
has shown that this is not the case. 

The rhyolite is porphyritic; the sodic plagioclase 
phenocrysts do not apparently show any preferred 
orientation and are set at random in a pale pink ground. 
mass. Surfaces of the platy flow structure weather a 
chaTiacteriatic pink. 

The flow develops two very distinctive groups of 
structures. In one there is the normal development of 
platy flow structure with the usual large scale "swirls" 
or folds in the upper part of the flow; in the other 
the platy flow structure is completely absent, as also 
is any sign of streakiness, while the rock breaks with a 
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conchoidal backly' texture. It appears that this 
massive rock has not suffered deformation or atten-
uation, during the formation of the major part of the 
flow. 

The contacts between the hackly variety and the 
normal platy one are sharp and unohilled and in most .  
cases parallel to the platy flow structure. 	The 
hackly variety appears to form sheets intruded along 
the platy flow structure and where this is horizontal, 
as at the base of the flow, these take on the appearance 
of , normal irregular sills. (See photograph - fig. 26) 

It is believed that the intrusion of the massive 
variety took place during the formation of the flow 
as auto-intrusions - hence the absence of chilling. 
Similar auto-intrusive features have been described 
from basic lavas. 

(R )The scarp of R is the lower of two conspicuous 3h 	3h 
rhyolite cliffs on the south faoe of SodulhnjUkur. 

The flow is approximately 80 ft thick and in places 
almost the whole thickness is exposed, scree obscuring 
only the basal few feet. 	At the top of the flow the 
rhyolite is a near-black flinty rock, slightly 
porphyritic and very well banded. Smell basalt xenoliths 
are quite common, although the main part of the flow 
is homogeneous, pale purple in colour, and in places 
quite massive. 

Platy- flow structure is variably developed, being 
conspicuous at the base of the flow but becoming less 
noticeable upwards. In general, the flow structure 
follows a' well defined 'pattern from which it is possible 
to deduce that the lave flowed initially towards 1200 
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or 130°. 	Pressure ridges in the top of the flow are 
easily- recognisable and are at right angles to the 
deduced direction of movement. At the' base of the 
flow'the platy flow structure is usually flat lying and, 
if strongly developed, the feldspars have a preferred 
orientation, leading to the development of a lineation 
on the platy flow structure ("f" lineation). 

It is thought that this "f" linear structure is 
preferentially developed in the basal section of the 
flow where the frictional drag is greatest. Observations 
on Rib  support this hypothesis as the linear structure 
was only visible whenthe basal ten or fifteen feet of 

. the flow were not obscured by scree. 	As this basal 
portion became hidden indications of the "f" structure 
became less endless obvious. 	Insufficient readings 
were obtained for statistical analysis. 

(R 0)   Equivalent to R3a and Rib  is a large and  
remarkably widespread rhyolite lava which occurs 

on the south side of BreindAlur. The most easterly 
exposures are north—east of Ljosarfjall, where the flow 
is 200 ft thick and forms a prominent scarp; it can 
also be found on the Baegsli ridge where it is at least 
100 ft thick. 	Further to the east, however, above 
the Sela, the flow is probably much thinner and only 
30 ft of rhyolite is actually exposed .as the top and 
base of the lava are hidden by scree* 	Here the rock 
is grey, nontporphyritic and vesicular, and platy flow 
structure is weakly developed. 	Further to the west 
the flow is more massive and non—vesicular varieties 
occur. 	A marginal pitchstone does not appear tobe 
developed. 
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(R )Directly below the large mass of white rhyolite on 
3d  the north side of Breiddalur Rib  is directly over-

lain by a somewhat similar flow, R3d, which is here about 
80 ft thick, but of limited lateral extent, being absent 
directly south of Sodullinjulcur. This flow is bright 
pink and richly porphyritic, with plagioclase phenocrysts 
which have been stained by iron and are now pink. Platy 
flow structure is weakly developed and no preferred 
orientation of feldspar phenocrysts was noted. 	The base 
of the flow is not exposed, but the contact with the 
overlying flow R3e  can be made out at 1,200 ft. 

(R )Directly south ofSodulhnjukur R3e  is separated from 
3e  the underlying flow, R3b, by 30 ft. of scree which, 

it is thought, obscures a tuff bed of that thickness. 
But, as stated above, further to the west the two flows 
are separated by R3d  which thus forms a discontinuous 
wedge between them. The relationship between these three 
flows is shown bel.ows- 

West 	 East 

R3e 

This rhyolite flow is of particular importance as it 
has been taken as the flow showing the "ideal" pattern of 
folding of the platy flow structure. This is described 



in detail in the appendix dealing with this: topknot& 

The flow is pale grey to purple and the surfaces 
of the platy structure are often stained bright pink. 
The base of the flow is not exposed, but rocks very 
near to the actual contact are not true pitchstones, but 
a hard, flinty, felsitic variety of rhyolite. 	The 
upper parts of the flow show a limited tendency to be 
brecciated. 

The large scale of the folding in the platy flow 
structure leads to the limbs being very nearly plarum 
surfetces; -thus when the rhyolite fractures along these 
flow surfaces slate-like fragments are produced. Some 
of these are two or more feet in diameter. 

% 
The flow referred to as Rif  is a thick, non- 

3  porpbwritic rhyolite lava which in places develops 
a true pitchetone. It occurs on both side of the 
Reydarfjordur/Faskrudafjordur watershed on the north 
and south faces of Ornolfur. 

The flow is at its thickest on the south side of 
the main watershed suggesting that it was erupted from 
a source in thiR area. It forms a prominent scarp 
stretching from just east of the Gilsa, north-eastwards 
to the south side of Kerlingarfjall, and is at least 
150 ft, thick, the top 10 ft. being composed of strongly 
flow-bandedpitchstone. 
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On the north side the flow is dark grey when. fresh 
and very vesicular in places, with the vesicles 
contorted and stretched by viscous flow. It directly` 
overlies Ric at the western end of the exposure and is 
here about 40 ft thick. 	Traced eastwards and southwards 
it thickens, especially beyond the termination of the 
underlying flow R3e , and can be followed towards 
Karlingarfjall where it is cut out by a large fang  t. 

The ono-talons feature of this flow is its position 
away from the other rhyolite lavas of the Third Phase. 
It occurs in the middle of the third phase flunk  
succession and is flanked by rhyolite andesite lavas 
It is 'the only widespread rhyolite lava on the south 
side of the Vattarnes peninsula. 

Rkyolite lavas north of Re7darfjordur  

Four Third Phase rhyolites occur north of 
Beydarfjordur compared with six south of the fjord. 
Two of these flows (R3g  and. Rte) occur above Sellatur 
where they form an almost unbroken line of cliffs 
stretching from above Hognaatadir to south of 
Helgustadaf jail. 	Normally Elroy one or= other is 
present but above Sigmundarhus the two flows overlap 
to form a prominent double cliff between 1,000 and 
1,200 ft. 	The other two of these four rhyolite lavas 
occur on or near Glamsauga. 

)The lower flow, B3s, is about 100 ft thick 
3  below lielgustadagell, although the base of the flow 

is never exposed. The rhyolite is a dark colour and 
weathers a pale brown. Throughout its thickness the flow 
is vuggy and uneven in texture and platy flow structure 
is only poorly developed. 	However, its two most 



characteristic features are the large percentage of 
feldspar phenocrysts (these constitute over 15% of the 
bulk of the flow meking it one of the most richly 
porphyritic rhyolites in the Reydarfjordur area) and the 
abundance of xenoliths. 	These are all of the same com—
position— a richly poiphyritic basalt — and vary in size 
up to six inches in diameter. They are very irregular 
in shape and characteristicAny have crenul ate margins. 
Some xenoliths appear in the field to show marginal 
chilling. They are randomly distributed throughout the 
rhyolite of the flow and its pitchstone top, and on 
average constitute 5% of the bulk of the flow. 

(R3h) To the west a second slightly porphyritic, greyish 
purpb rhyolite flow, R3h, rests on R. This 

upper flow is 100 ft thick above Sigmundarhus, and rapidly 
increases in thickness down dip to about 300 ft thick 
above Sellatur. 	A flow breccia of pitchstone marks 
the base of the flow while the upper parts are black 
vuggy and massive. Platy flow structure is irregularly 
developed. 

(b) THIRD FLANK SUCCESSION  

(i) Introduction  

The Third resembles the two earlier phases in that 
the eruption of a group of thin  tholeiite and massive 
rhyoliba andesite lavas took place simultaneously with 
eruptions of rhyolite in the Central Area. However, 
the third phase flank succession is markedly thicker than 
its second phase counterpart. 

Unfortunately the tuff T3  which marks the base of 
the Third Acid Phase is very impersistent, perhapann part 
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to contemporaneous erosion, as in the case of T2. 
However, the top of the Third. Phase is very clearly 
defined, especially on the Vattarnes Peninsula, by the 
base of a thick group of flood basalt lavas* 

In three localities, the tuff T3 is intl mutely 
associated with a very characteristic, large phenocryst, 
porphyritic basalt. 	This association vrea.t17 aids the 
correlation of the tuff horizons south of Faskrudafjordur. 

(ii) Kambanes Peninsula  

On the south short of Stodvarfjordur the bedded 
tuff T3 and the associated large phenocryst basalt occur 
almost directly below Hvalnes* Here the succession 
which is almost certainly not complicated by fa:jilting is:- 

) Large 
phenocryst 
types. 

ill01011.11••••••••••1000141011M 

aoym•oovoowwu•isam•.11.10.1....••••••Io•V..e.Wr.• 

porphyritic basalt 

Phase One 

acid tuff T3 
Vesicular porphyritic basalt 

• 
••• 

Three tholeiite lavas 

M111.1•••••••••••••••• 

As noted earlier, the tuff T2  and rocks of the Second 
Fla* Succession axe absent on the Eambanes peninsula 
and Phase Three rests directly on lavas of Phase One. 

The exposures near Hvalnes make it difficult to 
estimate the thickness of any of the units, but the acid 
tuff must be at least 30ft thick and contains fragments of 
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rhyolite and basalt which are mostly smaller than 34,11  
but oecasionelly exceed 3 ins. Of the two over-lying 
porphyritic lavas, the upper is the slightly less 
porphyritic, and they are separated by a basic tuff 
containing large crystals of bytownite feldspar similar 
to those in the lavas. 

The overlying flows of the Third Flank succession 
are very poorly exposed on the shore north-west of 
Hvalnes and are thought to consist almost entirely of 
tholeiitelecwas„ which are typically thin. 	They 
contain large amygdales bearing abundant quartz, calcite 
and chalcedony. A few more massive flows may perhaps 
represent incursions of flood basalts into the area. 
At least one porphyritic basalt also occurs; it is seen 
on the shore about' 1/3 mile west of Alaugara. 	About 
300 yds west of the Tofta more porphyritic basalt lavas 
appear, while higher up in the succession olivine 
bearing lavas are prevalent, the latter indicating that 
flood basalt volcanicity had become established in the 
Stodvarfjordur area. 

On the south side ofStodvarfjordur this type of 
volcanicity persisted until the deposition of the olivine 
basalts of the Holmar Group over the whole of the 
Reydarfjordur/Faskrudsfjordur/Stodvarfjordur area and 
gave rise to about 4,000 ft. of porphyritic basalts, 
olivine basalts and tholeiites as well asharprisingly 
large number of flows which show characters intermediate 
between typical tholeiite and olivine basalt. 

(iii) Hafnarnes Peninsula 

The lower part of the succession on the north side 
of Stodvarfjordur closely resembles the succession already 
deberibed from the south' side. 	The Acid tuff T3 is 
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overlain by a large phenocryst porphyritic basalt and 
basic tuff, which is in turn overlain by a succession 
of thin tholeiite lavas. 	These are exposed on the 
shore for about half a mile east of the Vallara. 

In the cliffs above the Selaekur the upper part 
of the_overlying 700 ft of lavas is very well exposed. 
Most are tholeiites, but some of the upper flows become 
quite massive; the topmost nine flows here have a 
total thickness of 400 ft suggesting that they may in 
fact, be flood. basalts. 	Above the topmost tholeiite 
flow, and forming a very marked bench on the hillside 
at this point, is a thin porphyritic basalt with an 
associated basic tuff above it.' This is the basal 
member of the porphyritic group recognised on the south 
side of the fjord, which here forms a less conspicuous 
part of the flood basalts above the Third Plank succession. 

No exposures of the tuff T3 have been found in the 
area north of Kirkjubol, but both T2  and T3  occur on 
the flat topped ridge near Thriklnkkar. The conspicuous 
'bench forming the summit of Leirufell has been produced 
by the erosion of T3. The tuff itself which is only 
poorly exposed, is not associated with a large-phenocryst 
porphyritic basalt and is overlain by a series of tholeiite 
and porphyritic basalt lavas which are magnificently,  
exposed on the LeirufelliStedji ridge. Here 22 flows 
totalling 620 ft form a lo vier tholeiite group below a 
porphyritic horizon. Most of these flows are tholeiite 
but three are porphyritic basalts and comparison with 
the relevant parts of the succession down-dip to the 
northwest suggests that only the lower 12 thin tholeiite 
lavas totalling 300 ft should be referred to phase 3. 
The remainder, including three porphyritic flows, are 
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probably flood basalts -unrelated to flank activity. 
In actual fact the picture maybe very much more 
complicated than thisin'that the two types may inter-
digitate. 

In the neighbourhood of the Sandfell the succession 
is complicated, by the intrusion of the Laccolith and 
only on the Sandfell-Vindfell ridge are the rocks of the 
Third Flank succession adequately exposed. 	Here about 
900 ft of steeply dipping lavas can be seen overlying 
T 	but only some of these lavas belong to Phase 3, as 3' 
olivine basalts form the upper part of the succession, 

.the latter being part of the flood basalt group overlying 
the Third Phase. 

Thipd Phase lavas are only poorly exposed in the 
Eyrara, but they 	total about 200 ft and consist 
entirely of thin tholeiites. 

(iv) Vattarnes Peninsula  

On the shore south-west of Kjaweyri the Third 
Flank succession is entirely of tholeiite lavas which 
probably total 200 ft thick. 	3/4 mile up-dip, along 
the line of the Kottur composite dyke, the succession 
includes one rhyolitic andesite lava 60 ft thick. In 
the Gilsa this same lava is 90 ft thick and probably 
110 ft of tholeiites overlying the rhyolitic andesite 
lava and approximately 100 ft of lavas underlying 
this massive flow should be included in the Third Plank 
succession, making this group 300 ft thick. Up-dip this 
rhyolitic andesite is apparently laterally equivalent to 
the rhyolite flow B3f, east of which there are further 
rhyolitic andesite flows. These lavas - there must be 
at least four flows - form the prominent cliffs around the 
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flat-topped summit of Kerlingarfjall. Erosion has 
removed all trace of the succession above the T

3 further 
east, except for three tholeiite lavas on Grakollur 
itself which cap the acid tuff. 

On the north side of Kerlingarfjall rhyolitic 
andesite lavas are again present especially above the 
two rbyolites 113c  and R3f  where there are at least three 
sub-acid flows. 	Elsewhere on Kerlingarfjall the 
rbyolitic andesite lavas are interbedded with more basic 
tholeiite flows, while north-west of the Baegsli ridge 
there was apparently no intervening flrnk activity 
before the deposition of the flood basalts which everywhere 
south of Reydarfjordur overlie the central and flank lavas 
of Phase Three. 

(v) North Side of Reydarf;lordur 

The stratigraphy of the upper part of the 
Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession is complicated by 
the lack of persistent mappable horizon.. This is 
particularly so north of Reydarfjordur and here only the 
Seldalur tuffs (Walker 1959) form clearly defined. 
stratigraphic markers. 	A more detailed description of 
these layers is given later, but it is important at this 
stage to understand their stratigraphic position. 

The two thickest of the Seldalur tuffs were probably 
erupted at the close of the Third Phase. The evidence 
for this is that on Helgustadafell one of the tuffs overlies 
the Third Phase rbyolites, while further north, within the 
flank succession, the tuffs overlie Third Phase intermediate 
lavas and occur at the base of a thick sequence of thin 
tholeiite flows erupted daring the fifth sad sixth, phases. 
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Tholeiites which were probably erupted during the 
Third Phase underlie the rhyolite R3  in the area above 
Helgustadir and Sellatur, while further east third phase 
thin tholeiite lavas form the summits of Grakollur and 
Vindhals, where they overlie T2. However, it is only in 
the Nordfjordur area that Third Phase lavas form a con—
spicuous part of the flank succession. 

A considerable thickness of Third Phase lavas must 
underlie the Glamsauga rhyolite, but it is impossible to 
give even an approximate estimate of the thickness due to 
the absence of horizons limiting the first and second 
phases. However it is certain that this succession 
contains no rhyolitic andesite lavas and only a few 
basaltic andesite flows. 

Further west in Oddsdalur, the intermediate lavas 
form a more important part of the successLon. At 1000 ft 
there is a well bedded basic tuff layer some 15 ft. thick. 
It contains bytownite phenocrysts and rounded rock frag—
ments averaging 4" in diameter, set in a tuffaceous 
groundmass. The - tuff is followed by a group of six 
Third Phase intermediate lavas which total approximately 
200 ft. This is part of the andesite group mapped by 
Walker (1959) 	One of these flows may be terms a 
"rhyolitic redesite", being distinguished from the more 
basic members of the group by the 111A -riled  platy flow 
structure and the finer grain size. 

These lavas may be traced into Seldalur where, 
between 600 and 730 ft, there are a series of about eight 
lavas including six basaltic andesite flows and a single 
intercalated acid (?) tuff. 	Directly overlying this 
group is the lowest of the two thick Seldalur acid tuffs. 
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On Bagall, the only other locality where the Third 
Flank Succession has been studied, no intermediate lavas 
occur below the Seldalur tuffs; instead there are at 
least two olivine basalts in a thin group of tholeiite 
lavas which also includes an unusually coarse, bright pink 
acid tuff. This contains pumice fragments up to three 
inches in diameter and is assumed to have been the produce 
of an explosive eruption in the area to the north or west.. 

(vi) Discussion 

Due to the rather poorly defined limits of the 
third phase it is possible to make only fairly general 
statements concerning its extent. 

As the basal tuff T3  is found only south of 
Reydarfjordur, it is reasonable to suppose by analogy 
with T1 and T, that it was directed southwards from an 
explosive vent in the Breiddalur area, close to or within 
the present outcrop of Ag3. 

It has been shown that the flank succession associated 
with the two earlier phases formed an elongate lens of 
rock, the succession thinning rapidly east and west from 
a north south axis. Thinning northwards and southwards 
along the length of the lens is less rapid, but none the 
less clear. This distribution pattern probably applied 
also to the third phase. Three flows of rhyolitic 
andesite are seen on Kerlingarfjall (close to the axis) 
and only a single flow down-dip in Gilsardalur. 	A 
similar down-dip thinning is also apparent on the south 
side of raskrudsfjordar„ where the succession on the 
Sandfell-Vindfell ridge, close to the north/south axis, 
is probably thicker than in the Eyrara to the Rest. 
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Present day erosion allows examination only of the 
down-dip side of the lens, but on general grounds 
(Walker 1961) it is likely to thin up-dip as well. 
TbiTudng north and south along the axis of the lens 
is less marked but clearly demonstrable in Nordfjordur 
and Stodvarfjordur where the third flank succession 
never exceeds 200 ft. compared with a maximum of about 
500 ft on the Vattarnes peninsula. 

Thus it can be seen that although it is impractical 
to draw an isopachyte map for the third phase flank 
succession, limited observations and more general 
considerations suggest that it would resemble that drawn 
for the second phnne (fig.25) 

************* 
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CHAPTER VI 

The Stratigraphy of the Upper Part 
of. the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession 

*******41,0* 
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(i) Introduction 

In order to facilitate the description of the 
upper part of the Acid Succession, the following 
stratigraphic table has been included to clarify the 
time relations of the various acid episodes. (fig.27) 

Flood basalts were erupted over a wide area south 
of the Hafnarnes Peninsula and around Budir from the 
close of the Third Phase until the eruption of the 
Holmnx. Olivine Basalt Group. However, on the Hafnarnes 
Peninsula a local Fourth Phase interrupted this flood 
basalt volcanicity, while north of Reydarfjordur two 
further phases, the Fifth and Sixth, constitute the 
upper part of the Acid Succession. It was during the 
Fourth and Sixth Phases that the four distinctive 
composite lavas were erupted in the Faskrudsfjordur area. 

(ii) Ornolfur Olivine Basalt Group  

Although this group occurs within the limits of the 
Acid Succession as defined in Chapter II, it is unlike 
the rest of the acid group, being largely composed of 
olivine basalts. As will be seen there is every 
indication that this group and the over-lying Kumlafell 
tholeiite group are wedge-shaped masses of normal flood 
basalts, unrepresented north of , Reydarfjordur. 

The Olivine basalt group is widespread and can be 
traced from below Sodulbnukur, around Breiddalur and 
over the Faskrudsfjordur/Reydarfjordur watershed, into 
Gilsardalur and down to the shore of Faskrudsf jordur; 
thence south across the Hafnarnes peninsula as far as 
the Breiddalsvik/Stodvarfjordur watershed. It is very 
variable in thickness and in general thickens from north 
to south. 
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Fig. 27 
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Below Sodnihnjukur the group is about 200 ft thick 
and the basal two flows are richly porphyritic basalts, 
while at the head of Breiddalur this is increased to 
300 ft. On the south side exposures are very poor 
until the Baogsli ridge, north of Ornolsfjall, is reached, 
where the olivine basalts are well exposed. However, it 
is difficult to estimate their thickness as the succession 
is complicated by faults which cross the ridge obliquely. 

The group is prominently exposed on the MPill  dividing 
ridge and is probably about ACO ft thick on Ornolfur. 
Here the group includes some massive olivine basalt flows 
which become an important constituent.of the group further 
south-westwards. 

On the north side of Gilsardalur the down-dip 
thickening is very rapid; the thickness is estimated at 
800 ft. due south of Ljosafjall„ aoproxlmatel 	miles 
down dip from Ornolfur, and on the south side of 
lqappeyrarmuli at least 1,000 ft of olivine basalts can 
be assigned to the group. 

The group is almost exactly 1,000 ft thick on the 
south side of Faskrudsfjordur, though difficulties arise 
in separating the Ornolfur Olivine basalts from the 
overlying tboleiite group.due to the appearance of tholeitte 
lavas in the former group. Further south this difficulty 
becomes even more acute and at Stodvarfjordur the strati-
graphic equivalent of the Ornolfur Olivine basalts is a 
thick group containing a considerable proportion of 
tholeiite lavas. The reason for the change in the 
composition of the group as it is traced from north to 
south are as yet unknown. 

In Gilsardalur and south of Kjappeyrarmuli it is 
convenient to gait the group into two parts - a lower 
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unit containing mRiply massive olivine basalt flows 
(some over 100 ft thick) and an upper part, usually 
between 100 and 150 ft thick containing thin  olivine 
basalt flows averaging perhaps 20 ft in thickness. 

The plane separating these two types of olivine 
basalt lavas is of considerableimportance as it was 
during the interval of time between these two thatthe 
first of the three composite lavas was extruded, while 
at the same time the initial explosive eruption of the 
fourth phase took place in the area south of 
Paskrusdf jordur. 

Composite lavas. , 
In order to make the description of the composite 

bodies more comprehendible and to facilitate comparison 
one with another, the three dykes and related lavas are 
described together (Chapter VII) rather than in strati-
graphic order. 

The earliest composite dyke, which is quartz-bearings  
was intruded along an approximately north-south line 
running through the western end of Gilsardalur and gave 
rise to the Lower Gilsardalur Composite Lava which can 
be found below and to the north of Kjappeyrarmuli. The 
extrusion of this first composite lava appears to have 
had  little or no effect on the find basalt eruptions in 
the area which apparently continued approximately as 
before, gradually drowning the upstanding acid and basic 
products of the composite fissure. However, on the 
south side of Faskrudsfjordur there was a sudden and 
probably very rapid accumulation of thin  tholeiite lavas 
while the rhyolite activity of this, the Fourth Phases  
is represented by the intrusion of the Sandfell Laccolith. 
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(iii) Fourth Phase Introduction and Description of  
basal Rhyolitio Andesite Lavas  

This Fourth. phase, which appears to differ in 
several Ways from the three earlier phaSes, will M.= be 
described, dealing with events.  in a stratigraphic order, 
before commenting on the points which distinguish this 
phase from its three predecessors. 

Apparently the earliest lava which can be assigned 
to this phase of activity consists of a single pink 
rhyOlitic andesite flow with good:'platy'floW structure.' 
The lava, which is in places over 100 ft. thick, 'is the 
topmost -flaw affected by the doming associated with. the 
Sandfell. Laccolith and forms a massive knob on the ridge 
joining Sandfell to Vindfell. The flow is also found 
west of the ridge, but is more prominent on the east 
side where the cliff marking the line of the flow is 
markedly displaded by the large fault which, to the 
north,. downfaults the eastern part of the Sandfell by 
about 400 ft. What is probably the same flow can also 
be found on the north side of Stodvarfjordur. 

Hawkes and Hawkes (1933) mention an acid tuff which 
rests on this rhyolitic andesite flow and outcrops on the 
Sandfell Vindfell ridge. In view of , the position angAl  
tuff between the domed lavas and the overlying basalts, 
it must be approximately Contemporaneous with the 
intrusion of the Laccolith (see fig. 28) and may even 
represent the break through of the acid magma to the 
surface. 
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(iv) Forth Phase Sandfell Laccolith 

As a' detailed description of this very interesting 
andy beautifully exposed intrusion already exists (Hawkee 
&Hawkes, 1933) the author has concentrated on the 
follo*ing subsidiary aspects;- 

' (a) Determining the date  of the intrusion relative 
to the stratigraphy Of the ReydarfjordUr Acid Centre 

and 
(b) Establishing the stratigraphic position of the 

base of the intrusion. 

' Partly as a result Of examination of the eastern flank 
of Lower Sandfell, the author has also been forced to 
modify slightly the published interpretation of the 
original shape of the laccolith, its being probably larger 
than Hawkes envisaged. 

Date of intrusion 
The presente of the Sandfell tuff (see page 128) 

'enables the date of the intrusion tobe fixed. Unfortunately 
the tuff is not widespread in its distribution and can 
only 	found immediately east and south of the laccolith. 
In this region, i.e. on the upper slopes of Saudabolatindur 
and Hakarlshaus it occurs at the top of a group of 
olivine basalt lavas (the lower part of the Ornolfur 
Olivine Basalt Group) and is directly overlain by one, 
or in places two, rhyolitic andesite lavas which here are 
the lowest extrusives associated with Phase Four. 
However, as has been stated, near. the Sandfell itself 
rhyolitic andesites underlie the Sandfell tuff. 
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It therefore seems fairly certain that the intrusion 
took place during the rhyelitie andesite eruptions which 

PL-a5/ othexwise formed the earliestoetivity in the Reydarfjordar 
Acid centre. 	As far as cen be established at present, 
this intrusion was approximately contemporaneous with the 
intrusion of the quartz' bearing composite dyke on the 
north side of Faskrudsfjordur. 

The Base of the Laceolith and its stratigraphie position. 

Hawkes and Hawkes (1933, p•391  and 392) showed that 
the tuff which outcrops near Eyri on the south side of 
Paskrudsfjordar and 'on the ridge on Leirufell were one 
and the same (referred to in this thesis as the Tuff T2) 
and that this bed forms the probable intrusive horizon 
of the laccolith. The author fully agrees with this 
proposition; the evidence of the presence of fused 
remains of this tuff bed along the northern mArgin of the 
intrusion (loc.cit.p.385 fig.3b) and on the underside of 
the basalt capping on Upper Sandfell (loc.cit.p.389, fig.7b) 
is regarded as almost conclusive. 	However some confusion 
has arisen over the correlation of other tuffs in the 
Sandfell area prima-1..1.1y due to the faulted nature of the 
ground. 

The presence of a fault in the Vikurgerdisa was 
recognised by Hawkes (loc.cit.p.593) although it seems to 
have been underestimated in importance and is not shown 
on the map of the intrusion. The assumption is made 
in various places in the discussion that this fault 
downthrows on the eastern side, but the ;present author 
follows Wilson and Wright (1959) in believing that this 
fault downthrows to the west, the displacement of 
approximately- 250 ft being clearly dhown by the ..shift 
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of the Sandfell tuff 'in the cliffs on the north side of 
the main ridge between Saudabolstindur and Pekarlsbaus. 
Thus the mass of rhyolite which forms the small hill of 
Haudubnauser can no longer be interpreted as a down-
faulted continuation of the Sandfell Laccolith, but is 
probably an entirely separate, but perhaps syngenetic, 
rhyolite sill. 

The penetration of the tuff bed south of Raucluhrmiser 
by rhyolite sills was cited by Hawkes as an example of the 
tendency for intruding magma to spread out along the 
thicker inter-basaltic horizons, but it can be shown that 
this invaded tuff is the same as the tuff on Leirufell 
and it seems likely that these small rhyolite sills south 
of Rauduhnauser are in fact the upfaulted continuation of 
the Sandfell Laccolith. The fusion of the tuff by 
the intrusive rhyolite is Very similar to that described 
from the laccolith itself, while the rhyolitesof sills 
and laccoliths are indistinguiShable. 	Eastwards the ' 
sills thintand die out, while to the west exposures in 
the area adjacent to the line of the Vikurgerdisa fault 
become poor due to the excessive amount of drift. 

Note on the Form of the Laccolith immediately 
following the intrusive Phase. 
On the north, west and south faces of the Sandfell 

traces of the original cover of lavas still exist, or 
their former presenee can be inferred with a reasonable 
amount of certainty. To the east, i.e. on the eastern 
slopes of Lower Sandfell, there is a large area of 
dolerite which Fawkes interpreted as a remnant of the 
basaltic cover (loc.cit.p.387), though he clearly had 
some doubts about this as he notes "there is no clear 
alternation of basalts and. tuffs such as is shown in all 
the other bordering masses of country rocks". However, 
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the observed veining of the dolerite by acid rock 
apparently indicated that the dolerite was older and thus 
part of the cover rocks. 

if one neglects the veining, all the available 
information points to this mass being a large dolerite 
intrusion. Over a large part o' the body there is a 
strong, almost vertical, platy jointing and, as noted by 
Hawkes, doleriteirlaplite contacts are similarly steeply 
inclined. The lower part of the body shows well 
developed columnar jointing very rarely developed in 
Icelandic Tertiary lavas, but common in dolerite 
intrusions; what Hawkes described as a "single basalt 
surrounded by Porphyry" (loc.cit.p.387,fig.5b) is 
almost certainly a dyke-like off-shoot of the intrusion 
and shows very marked columnar jointing at right angles 
to the contacts. Perhaps the most convincing evidence, 
however, is that the margins of the dolerite show 
distinct marginal chilling against the acid rock, marked 
by a slight reduction in grain size adjacent to the 
contact. 

Finally, one must consider the veining of the 
dolerite by the rhyolite. This in fact is more wide-
spread than Hawkes notes, and is especially common along 
the southern margin of the intrusion. However, the 
acid veins,which vary in size from several feet across 
down to a few inches, do not have rectilinear margins 
as one might expect if the rhyolite invaded solid dolerite. 
Instead,the margins are sinuous, while the rhyolite 
adjacent to the basalt contacts is a glassy variety not 
found elsewhere in the intrusion. 
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The present author suggests that the veins were 

developed while the dolerite was still liquid and that 
they were caused by the mobilisation of the rhyolite along 
the contact of what was a fairly large dolerite intrusion. 
The mobilised rhyolite then intruded the dolerite. 
Similar examples showing the melting of wall rocks 
adjacent to basic intrusions have been reported by 
several authors including Walker and Poldervaant (1942) 
who report rheomorphic veins of melted materiP1 intruding 
the dolerite. 

The conclusion that this body is in fact a later 
dolerite intrusion considerably affects the interpretation 
of the general structure of the Sandfell Lacc olith. The 
possibility is suggested, inview of the complete absence 
of domed rocks on the eastern side of the Sandfell, that 
the laccolith was originally larger than visualised by 
Hawkes and may in fact have extended well, to the east of 
the Vikurgerdisa fault, all the domed rocks now having 
been removed by erosion. 

(v) Fourth. Phase - Thin Tholeiite Lavas  

The rest of the activity associated with the Fourth 
Phase produced a thick and steeply dipping sequence of 
thin tholeiite lavas which form all the upper parts of 
Vindfell, Midfell, Hakarlshaus and Saudabolstindur, as 
well as a wedge of lavas in the flood basalt sequence on 
Kumlafell. These thin  lavas are similar in every respect 
to the thin tholeiite lavas associated with the first 
three acid nhases, being rubbley flows with a marked 
absence of red beds between the flows. All the lavas 
examined are fine grained and non-porphTritic, or only 
sparsely so, and the majority are believed to be 
tholeiites. However, there are indications from the 
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flow characteristics that some, of the flows are more 
acid than normal tholeiites and are more correctly 
styled. "basaltic andesites". 

The lack -of conspicuous detrital horizons make it 
difficult to decide whether one is dealing with 
individual flows or flow units, but whatever the case 
one is at cone struck by their thinness and the censzquent 
absence= of marked "trap" topography. As an example 
one need, only quote measurements from the eastern flank 
of Saudabolstindur where approximately ten flows (or 
flow units) total 120 ft. 

It is obvious that naw only a small erosional remnant 
of what was once a very much more extensive group of 
lavas can be seen and only below Kumisfell„ where the 
group is sandwiched in a flood basalt succession, is 
its whole thickness preserved. 	However, even after 
present day erosion, the thickness of the group remains 
impressive, with 700 ft. of lavas on Vindfell. The 
dip is unusually high here, being about 22°  to the south-
west and this is thought to be partly a depositional 
dip. 	Westwards the thickness of the group and the 
dip both decrease until no trace of the thin lavas can 
be found west of the Byrardalur on the south side (f 

leaskrudafjordur. 

The high dips and  the thinness of the lavas both 
suggest that originally the group formed a flat lying 
volcsnic cone, probably centred near the Zandfell 
Laccolith., of which only a small segment now remains. 

As was stated earlier, away from the Sandfell area 
flood. basalt eruptions continued without any break and 
the flat-lying lavas of the Ornolfur Olivine Basalt 
division and the Kuml  afell tholeiites are now banked 
up against the steeply dipping thin tholeiite lavas, 
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producing a pronounced discontinuity; this is particularly 
clear below Kumlafell, where the dip of the thin lavas is 
particularly steep. Here the discontinuity is marked by 
a thick red-bed, indicating a considerable time interval 
before the upstanding volcanic pile was drowned by the 
later flood basalts. 

The fact that the relationship between the flood 
basalts and the Fourth Phase is one of banking up and 
not interfingering suggests that on a flood basalt time 
scale the extrusion of the Phase was extremely rapid —
an hypothesis supported by the absence of detrital 
horizons between the thin  tboleiite lavas. 

(vi), Fourth Phase — Discussion 

The Fourth Phase differed in several ways from 
the three earlier Phases, in,particular:— 

(a) There was no initial large scale pyroelastic 
eruption corresponding with that which produced 
First Phase Agglomerates. 

(b) Acid magma was intruded as a laccolith instead 
of being extruded as lavas. 

(c) Rhyolite and rhyolitic andesite activity during 
the Fourth, Phase took place in the same area, 
unlike the first three phases when they often 
took place in separate areas. 

However, the overall similarity of this group to 
the three earlier phases, in particular the presence cf 
the three major magma types (rhyolite, rhyolitic andesite 
and tholeiite) in approximately the same proportions, 
make the description of this rather anomalous group of 
rocks,as a separate phasesacceptable 
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_vii Knmi  afell Tholeiite Group  

In Faskrudsfjordur and Stodvarfjordur the Ornolfur 
Olivine Basalts are overlain in places by a thick group 
of massive tholeiite lavas, believed tobe flood. basalts, 
which like the underlying olivine basalts are largely 
absent in Peydarfjordur and appear to have no equivalents 
in the area described by ,Talker (1959) on the north side 
of that fjord. 

In Gilsadalur, directly underlying the massive 
Gilsadalur rhyolitic andesite lava, are two tholeiite 
lavas which are the most northerly members of the group. 
'Exposures round Kjappeyramuli are poor but Walker (pers. 
comm.) has recorded 600 ft. of tholeiite lavas north-west 
of the town of Bud ir, all of which must be assigned to 
this group. On the south of Faskrudsfjordur the author 
has found similar thicknesses and north of Thverfell 
tholeiites occur between 680 and 1,440 ft. where they are 
overlain by the characteristic olivine basalts of the 
Holmar Group. 

On Kumlafell there are about 1,000 ft. of mostly 
tholeiite lavas and especially noteworthy is the flow a 
basalt bearing quartz zenocrysts at the very top of the 
group, directly beneath the Holmar olivine basalts which 
form the summit knoll of the mountain. 

In Stodverfjordur generally it is difficult to 
separate the Ornolfur and Kumlafell groups, but it shoald 
be emphasized that their combined thickness is considerable 
about 3,500 ft. onthe south side of Stodvarfjordur — while 
both flood basalt divisions are unrepresented on the north 
side of Reydarfjordur. 
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(viii) Fifth Phase - Introduction.  

The two closing phases associated with the 
Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession reach their 
maximum intensity- north of keydarfjordur; in fact no 
Fifth Phase lavas have been recognized south of the 
fjord. 

The division of the top part of the acid 
succession into two phases is made onthe grounds that 
the rhyolite lavas overlying Phase Three fall naturally 
into two distinct groups, i.e. the rhyolites of the 
Holmanes and Eskifjordur area (Phase Five) and the 
slightly later Sellatratindur rhyolites (Phase Six) 

The precise age relations between Phase Four, which 
is restricted to the Hafnarnes Peninsula, and Phase Five, 
are unknown, but they are probably approximately contem-
poraneous, both overlying Phase Three. 

(1x12ifth Phase - Agglomerates and rhyolite lavas  

The Fifth resembles the first three Phases in that 
a group of rhyolite lavas rests on a mass of agglomerate, 
produced by an early explosive eruption. The majority 
of the Fifth Phase rhyolites, referred to as R5a, R5betc., 
are exposed in the cliffs on the Holmanes Peninsula, at 
the eastern end of which there is a small exposure of 
the underlying agglomerate in a small cuffed bay. The 
base of the agglomerate is concealed below sea-leve, and 
a mnximum thickness of 30 ft. is exposed in the lens-
shaped exposure, some 180 ft. long. 

Texturally the agglomerate closely resembles Agi 
and contains fragments up to 2 ft. in diameter. It is 
overlain by a bedded acid tuff, some 6 ft. thick, which 
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appears to be welded in places. The welding is probably 
an original feature but may possibly be due to fusion by 
heat from the overlying rhyolite lava. After allowing 
for the effects of the regional tilt, the tuff had a 
residual dip in places exceeding 200, probably an original 
dip due to deposition on the slop es of an agglomerate cone. 

CR,a) 	This lava rests directly on the tuff-veneered 
agglomerate cone. It is purple and has a very well 

developed play flow structure which at the base is 
parallel to the underlying tuff layer. 

At the eastern end of Eskifjordur are further 
extensive exposures of rhyolite, probably a continuation 
of the same flow. However,the flow characters are 
somewhat different as the rhyolite, which is sparsely 
porphyritic, is here pink and has less pronounced flow 
structure. 

CR5b) 	The flow fro-ming the northern central part of the 
Holmanes peninsula is a greyish purple, vesicular, 

weekly porphyritic rhyolite with a black pitchstone at 
the top and. base. It does not develop well marked platy 
flow structure. 	The relation of this flow to R  5a 
obscure on the north side of the peninsula, but on the 
south side 115a  overlies R5b, the two lavas being separated 
by the tuff overlying the agglomerate dome. 

(P5e) 	Probably the youngest of the three rhyolites 
outcrops on the north-western shore of the Hammes 

Peninsula, opposite Eskif4ordur. The flow is slightly 
porphyritic, platy and weathers to a pale pink or grey 

colour. Fragments derived from the outcrop along the 
shore tend to be slate-like, due to the strongly developed 
platy flow structure. The top of the flow is miirkediv.  

a white weathering pitchstone. 
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Although it is thought that the Holmanes peninsula 
was the centre of acid eruptions during the fifth phase, 
the extrusion of rhyolite magma also appears to have taken 
place in areas further north-north-east, where three 
further lavas can be recognised on Sellatratindur, 

Two of these three flows are cut by the 115d, e 	f. 
Sellatur rhyolite plug (The vent feeder for at least 
one of the Sixth Phase lavas) and are exposed in the 
cliffs to the west of that mass.  

(R5d) 	Stratigraphically the lowest of these three 
lavas on Sellatratindur is the thyolite(R 1  the 5d)  base of which is not exposed; the rock is porphyritic 
and grey when fresh. 	The top of the flow, at 1,260 ft., 
is marked by a layer of green pitchstone which weathers 
white. 

;/hat is thought to be the same flow occurs in 
Sellatradalur between 830 and 920 ft. and again 800 yds 
further west in the stream west of Hognastadir between 
520 and 560 ft. where the rhyolite is rather darker in 
colour and more flinty in texture. 

(R ) 	Some 160 ft. above RSd, adjacent to the 
Sellatur plug, is a further rhyolite which is here 

tentatively grouped with the other Third Phase rhyolite, 
though it may in fact be one of the earliest flows of 
the Sixth Phase. 

The outstanding feature of the flow is that it 
is cut by two small cylindrical dolerite masses, one of 
which is about 1(X) ft. in diameter, which cut across the 
original platy flow structure without disturbing it in 
any way. The masses have a well developed columnar 
jointing. 
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(R5 ) 	The most easterly flow extruded during the 
Fifth Phase outcrops east of Sellatratindur, where it is 
the lowest of the massive flows exposed on the ridge 
rising westwards from the col between hontindur and 
Lakahnaus. The flow, here some 80 ft. thick, shows 
well developed platy flow structure, which is horizontal 
at the flow base; while the rock is Grey with markedly 
lath-shaped feldspar phenocrysts. The top of the lava 
is marked by a white-weathering pitchstone. 

This flow can be traced northwards, where it 
appears to be banked up against the Glamsauga rhyolite, 
while to the south-west the fldw forms a discontinuous 
line of cliffs below the eastern faces of Helgustadafell 
and Lakahnaus; it does not extend as far as the southern 
spur of Helgustadafell. 

It should be noted that the rhyolites on the 
Holmes Peninsula are not continuous with those on 
Sellatratindur as there are no Fifth Phase lavas above 
Sigmundarhus. 

(x) Fifth Phase Flank Succession - Introduction and Seldalur  
tuffs. 

The Fifth Flank succession is unusual in 
containing no rhyolitic andesite lavas; only tholeiites, 
basaltic andesites and rhyolites occur. Also unusual is 
the lack ofbedded tuff equivalent of the basal agglomerate. 
Two well defined acid tuff horispns (The Seldalur tuffs) do 
occur at the base of the phase, but evidence is presented 
later to show that these are probably not products of the 
Peydarf jordur centre. 
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The more important and lower of the two thicker 
Seldalur tuffs directly overlies the Third Phase group 
of` -intermediate lavas where they outcrop in Seldalur. 
Data on the thickness of this tuff layer is given in 
fig. 29 and as can be seen the maximum thickness of 
100 ft. is attained in the Pennerdalsa and the tuff thins 
to 20 ft. in the Sela. 

Thickness variations in tuff layers may be inter-
prated in at least two ways - original depositional 
variation, or variation produced by erosion and subsequent 
re-deposition. In the present case both factors were 
probably operative. Where the tuff overlies groups of 
intermediate lavas, it is possible that these produced 
minor topographic features and that subsequent erosion 
was concentrated in these areas. This might account for 
the tuff apparently being entirely absent in the Sela. 
However, it would not account for the southward thinning 
of the tuff from the Fannerdalsa where the tuff rests on 
basalts, and this thinning is probably an original 
feature. 

Studies of the size of the constituent fragments 
shows that they are conspicuously large on the north side 
of Holafjall and in the Fannerdalsa, but much smaller in 
the Sela. Significant quantitative measurements are 
difficult to make as the tuff is not uniform in grain 
size throughout its thickness. 

Thus it can be seen that thickness and grain-size 
variations both suggest that the tuff was the product 
of an eruption which took place in a volcanic centre 
down-dip to the north-west and is not in fact a product of 
the Reydarfjerdur Acid Volcanic Centre as thought by 
Walker (1959) 
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Fig 29 
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The upper of the two Seldalur tuff layers is also 
thought to have been the product of the same hypothetical 
volcanic centre, although the evidence for this is less 
clear. The tuff a2pears to thin from about 60 ft. on 
Holaf jail to 40 ft. or less south of the Sela and is 
apparently absent in the Hengifossa; it is also thin 
in the Fannerdalsa. 

The fact that these two horizons are so close 
together makes it likely that they are the products of 
the same centre, and that the eruption took place in the 
region west of Holaf jail, and that all the major thickness 
variations are a depositional feature. 

Two other tuffs which are stratigraphically very 
close to the Seldalur tuffs are also thought to have been 
products of the same down-dip Volcanic centre. One of 
these is seen within the group of Thil-d Phase intermediate 
Ivas in Seldalur and also on the north-cast flank of 
Holaf jail. At the latter locality it is about 70 ft. 
below the lower of the two main Seldalur tuffs. 	The 
other tuff occurs on Bagail where it is about 350 ft. 
above the top of the Grakollur porrhyritic group. 

(xi) Fifth Phase - Basic and Intermediate lavas  
Fifth phase tholeiite and basaltic andesite lavas 

are widely distributed north of Reydarfjordur even where 
acid lavas are also present, the area contrasting in this 
respect with that south of Reydarf jordur where, during 
the first three phases, rhyolitic and more basic eruptions 
occured in fairly distinct areas. However, this trend 
is still visible in the Fifth Phase where on the holmanes 
peninsula only a few tholeiites accompany the rhyolites 
while in Seldalur, at least 2 miles from the nearest 
contemporaneous acid extrusion, the thoIeiitic succession 
has increased in thickness to 350 ft. 
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On the Holmenes peninsula approximately 150 ft. of 
lavas overlie the fifth phase rhyolites but come beneath 
the Hamar Group. Some of these flows may have been 
erupted during the sixth phase, but it is obvious that 
basaltic eruptions were relatively infrequently during 
either phase. 

About ;4 mile east of Eskifjordur, approximately 200 
ft. of lavas both underlie and overlie the fifth phase 
rhyolited. Some of the upper flows may be the products 
of -the sixth phase. It is perhaps surprising that this 
succession, and others on the north side of Reydarfjordur, 
contain no trace of .a bedded tuff equivalent of Ag5  and 
one must assume that it was removed by penecontemporaneous 
erosion. 

In the stream west of Hognastadir the second phase 
rhyolites are overlain by a single flow of tholeiite 
which is in turn covered by the lower of two thin acid 
tuffs. This tuff, 15 ft. thick, is green and fine— 
grained and small rock fragments are uncommon. 	A 
second tuff occurs about 50 ft. higher; it is only 5 ft. 
thick but is otherwise very similar. The two are 
separated by two thin tholeiite lavas. 

These tuffs are both probably too thin and too 
fin—grained to be the bedded eauivalents of Ag5  and it 
is more likely that they are the Seldalur tuffs; their 
thickness and grain size would then be in agreement with 
the hypothesis that these tuffs originated from a source to 
west or north—west, and not from a vent within the 
Reydarfjordur volcanic centre. 

Five thin tholeiites occur between the upper tuff 
layer and the Fifth Phase rbyolite lave R5d, the base 
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of which occurs at 520 ft. This rhyolite is in turn 
overlain by approximately 400 ft of thin tholeiites, of 
which perhaps half belong to the Fifth Phase. 

A similar succession is exposed in Sellatradalur 
except that only one of the tuff layers is present and 
this rests on the third phase rhyolites which are absent 
at the previous locality. 

South of Sellatratindur the basic rocks of the 
Fifth Phase are usually obscured by rhyolite scree. 
However,' west of the Sellatur plug, five tholeiite flows 
occur between. the' two fifth phase rhyolites, while above 
Sigmundarhus there is apparently a 700 ft. succession of 
thin basic flow overlying the Third Phase rhyolites. 
Again  presumably some of the upper flows were erupted 
during- the sixth. phase. 

The top of the Third Phase rhyolites above Sellatur 
and Sigmundarhus is marked by a conspicuous bench. This 
is probably produced both by the resistant nature of the 
massive rhyolite flows and by the presence of the 
relatively soft overlying tuff bed. This tuff, perhaps 
one of the two Seldalur tuffs; is usually concealed by 
drift, but an exposure is seen below Helgustadafell. 
The tuff is also exposed at Nontindur and at the above 
mentioned localities it is fine--grained..  

In the nordfjordur area, the fifth phase and the 
lower part of the Sixth Phase consist of a thick 
succession of predominently basic flows which rest on 
the Seldalur tuffs. 	The characteristics of the group 
undergo a progressive change from south to north, there 
being a steady northward redaction in the thickness of 
the group as a whole and a gradual increase in the 
average thichness of the individual lavas. 	In 
Oddsdalur and on the flanks  of Hautn the succession 
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consists of unusually thin flows; thirty-one lavas, of 
which a few are intermediate in composition, total 
830 ft. In the Tandastadaa the succession is appioximately 
700 ft. thick, but consists of only sixteen lavas. On 
Bagall the thickness of rocks is still further reduced to 
450 ft. 

The shortness of the interval between the eruption 
of the lavas in the Oddadalur area is reflected in the 
absence Of red-;beds between the individual lavas, while 
on Bagall, where the interval was longer, detrital 
horizons and thick red-beds are quite common. 

It should be noted that only the lower part of the 
basalt succession described above is referred tothe 
Fifth Phase. The upper lavas were probably erupted during 
the Sixth Phase. 

(xii) Sixth Phase - Introduction 

The final phase of eruptions from the Reydarfjordur 
centre was in many  ways unusual. It included the 
extrusion of three spectacular composite lavas, a thin 
group of richly porphyritic basalts (the Lakahnaus 
Porphyritic group), the most extensive rhyolite flow in 
the Reydarfjordur area, a group of unusual anorthoclase 
bearing rhyolites, and two exceptionally massive rhyolitrots 

andesite flows. 

The distribution of the acid lavas is also unusual. 
The eruptive centre apparently lay north cf Reydarfjardur 
for it is here that the greatest thickness of rhyolites 
occurs. However, the composite eruptions, which also 
resulted in the extrusion of a considerable volume of 
acid mama, occur further south. 

In contrast to the preceding Phases, the Sixth Phase 
rhyolites do not rest on a basal agglomerate, nor has any 
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widespread tuff horizon been found at the base of the 
sixth phase in adjoining areas. 

(xiii) Sixth Phase Lavas south of Reydarf:iordur 

Only five individual Sixth Phase lavas have been 
recognised south of Reydarfjordur. Two are massive 
rhyolitic andesite flows and the other three, which are 
later, are composite lavas. 	These five distinctive 
flows are sandwiched between the tholeiites of the 
Kuml  afell Tholeiite Group, which here underlies the Holmar 
Olivine Basalts. 

Together, the two rhyolitic andesite lavas, which 
were extruded approximately simultaneously, form an 
important stratigraphic horizon which can be found on 
both sides of Fasirudsfjordur, in Gilsardalur, in 
Breiddalur and below Sodnlhnjukur. Although no more 
than one individual lava is seen in any vertical section, 
there are clear indications from the isopachyte map 
(fig, 30) that there are infect two flows — one to the 
north and a larger thicker unit to the south. As can 
be seen, the maximum thickness of this southern portion 
is nearly 300 ft. while variations in the flow thickness 
are extremely rapid in places — perhaps a reflection of 
the original viscosity of the aagma or undetected 
irregularities in the surface. 

The most interesting feature of these rhyolitic 
andesite lavas is that they are the only flows of this 
type in the Reydarfjordur araynot directly associated 
with thin tholeiite and basaltic andesite flows. 	Thick 
sequences of these thin lavas underlie thick Sixth Phase 
intermediate lavas in the Nordf jordur area, but do not 
appear south of Reydarfjordnr. 

_-a 
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Fig. 30. 
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The eruption of these two massive flows was succeeded 
by the extrusion of three composite lavas - the Upper 
Gilsardalur, Ornolsf jail and Kottur composite flows. The 
first two were ectruded from two parallel dykes - one 
cutting Hjappegrarmuli and extending as far as the south 
side of Faskrudsf jordur and the other continuing from 
Gilsardalur, south across FagIrrudsfjordur to Kottur. Both 
these dykes and the associated lavas, as well as the 
Ornolsfjall composite flow, are described in Chapter VII, 
together with the earlier Lower Gilsardalur Composite 
flow. 

After the extrusion of more tholeiite flows of the 
Kumlafell Group, especially south of Faskrudsfjordur, 
the eruption of the Holmes Olivine Batalts brought to 
an end the extrusion of acid rocks south of Reydarfjordur. 

(xiv) Sixth Phase - North de Reydarf;iordur  

The most conspicuous constituent of the Sixth Phase 
north of Reydarfjordur is a group of thick rhyolite 
lavas which occur near the top of the succession. These 
lavas sandwich a thin but Important group of porphyritic 
basaltss (The LakRhuaus Porphyritic group) 	The 
rhyolites partly overlie and are partly laterally 
equivalent to a thick succession of predominently basic 
flows. 	To clarify these relationships a diagrammatic 
representation of the stratigraphy is given overleaf.  
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Holmar Olivine Basalt Group 

Basaltic . Andesites 
and Tholeiites. 

East of Eskifjordur the thick Fifth Phase ,rhyolite 
is overlain "by about 200 ft. of predonliillently tholeiite 
flows, and above these a single local rhyolite. This 
rhyolite lava is absent about % mile to the east where 
the Sixth Phase consists only of tholeiites and basaltic 
andesite lavas underlying a 50 ft. porphyritio flow of 
the Lakahnaus Porphyritic group. The flows above the 
porphyritic lava (including a particularly massive 
tholeiite mapped by G.P.L.Walker (1959) as a rhyolite) 
are probably true flood basalts erupted after the close 
of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic phase. They include 
the basal olivine basalts of the Holmar Group, but the 
exposures are insufficient to allow this horizon 'to be 
mapped in the area. 
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The Lakahnaus Porphyritic group can be traced round 
Sellatradalur as far as the Sellatur plug which cuts it.  
Here the porphyritic lavas are underlain by a group of 
tholeiites which rest on the Fifth Phase rhyolites. One 
of these tholeiites is associated with a large red cinder 
deposit and was probably fed from a fissure adjacent to 
the Sellatur plug. The succession here also contains a 
local acid tuff. 

The Sellatur plug is an hour-glass shaped rhyolite 
vent. At its upper limit it appears to be in direct 
continuity with the lower of the two Sixth. Phase rhyolites 
which occur on the south-western spur of Sellatratindur. 
The vent has a marked 2 ft. pitchstone selvage and weak 
vertical flow structure. At first it was thought that 
the shape of the intrusion was produced by the close 
proximity of two separate circular events feeding the two 
overlying lavas. Although this is still possible, it is 
thought unlikely as the intrusion shows no well-defined 
internal chilled contacts suggesting only one intrusive 
phase. 

The intrusion is unusual in containing an-orthoclase 
phenocrysts(which, also occur in the majority of the sixth 
Phase rhyolite lass,) and in that it contains a considerable 
amount of basaltic material in the marginal rhyolite; 
there is an indication from the shape of the xenoliths that 
some, at least, of this material was included as basalt magma. 

The two overlying rhyolites are cut by a fault west 
of Sellatratindur, but can then be traced on to the 
western flank of Helgustadafell, where they are joined by 
a third flow. These three tabular flows, each about 100 ft. 
thick form the massive cliffs on the southern face of 
Helgustadafell. 
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On Lakanaus, the total thickness of the Sixth Phase 
is seduced (Fig. 31, Section No.5) but locally here is 
included three porphyritic basalts of the Lakanaus 
Porphyritic group. The lower of the two Sixth Phase 
rbyolites exposed here is remarkable in that it can be 
traced from Lakahnaus to the north side of Holafjall 
a distance of 31/22  miles. Over much of the outcrop the 
lava exceeds 100'ft. thick and it is nearly twice this 
thickness near Sellatratindur and was probably erupted 
from a vent in the vicinity. 

This flow, with one other rhyolite and some massive 
basaltic andesite flows form a distinct upper part of the 
Sixth Phase underlying the Holmar group in the Nordfjordur 
area. 	One c onspicuous intermediate flow occurs on the 
spur north-west of the Tandrastadaa, but all the inter-
mediate lavas are absent on Bagall. Here the Sixth Phase 
is uniformly composed of basaltic lavas, often with 
intervening detrital horizons. In most respects, the 
Sixth Phase here resembles a succession of flood basalts. 

(xv) Sixth Phase - Discussion  

Phases One, Two, Three and Five are each marked by 
a distinct group of rhyolites overlying a mass of 
agglomerate. 	The onset of a new phase is also indicated 
by a change in the position of the acid effusive centre. 
The shift in the acid centre was most marked prior to the 
onset of the Sixth Phase; during the Fifth Phase it was 
near the Holmanes Peninsula while it moved to near 
Sellatratindur at the onset of the Sixth Phase. However, 
large scale pyroclastic eruption initiating the Sixth Phase 
has not yet been detected and there is no widespread acid 
tuff horizon at this stratigraphic position in the 
surrounding area. For this reason it is thought that the 
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Fig 32 



early explosive explosive eruptions are not an essential part of 
a phase, each of which is characterised by the eruption 
of acid magma from a new centre. 

Some of the Sixth Phase rhyolite lavas are unusual 
in containing anorthoclase phenocrysts instead of plagio-
clase and this presence of anorthoclase in these lavas, 
the last rhyolite flows erupted from the Reydarfjordur 
centre, ray be of petrogenetic significance (See appe.mii-r) 

What is also unusual is the extent of one of the 
individual rhyolites. This lava, the Seldalur-Oddadalur 
rhyolite, can be traced for three miles along the strike 
and exceeds 100 ft in thickness along nearly all the 
exposed outcrop to reach a maximum thickness of about 
250 ft. in the south, presumably near the feeding vent. 

The Lakahnaus Porphyritic group is one of the most 
interesting lava groups within the, Reydarfjordur Acid 
Volcanic Succession, because the distribution of the 
porphyritic lavas appears to be directly related to the 
position of the acid eruptive centre for the Sixth Phase 
(see fig. 33) 	Previously it has been thought that 
porphyritic basalt lavas are true flood basalts and that 
when they are associated with acid lavas they represent 
the invasion of flood basaltsinto an area of central 
eruptions. It now appears that this hypothesis may have 
to be modified, especially as it is shown later (Chapter 
IX, (iv)) that two other porphyritic groups are 
synchronous with groups of acid. lavas. 

One of the characteristic features of the first 
three phases is that the acid effusive centres are 
removed from the dyke swarm from which the majority of 
the contemporaneous basic and intermediate lavas were 
erupted. 	This distribution pattern was probably also 
followed during the Fifth Phase; the Fifth Phase rhyolites 
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reach their maximum development on the Holmsnes peninsula, 
whereas the greatest thickness of basic and intermediate 
lavas occurs to the east, in Seldalur, Oddsdalur and on 
the south side of Sellatratindur. 

During the succeeding Sixth Phase, the acid effusive 
centre moved eastwards to lie on the approximately north-
south axis from which, the majority of the basic and 
intermediate lavas were erupted. Thus on Sellatratindur 
up to three thick rhyolites overlie a thick succession 
of basic and intermediate flows, erupted from fissures 
during the fifth and early part of the Sixth Phase. 

In order to show the thickness variation of the 
Fifth and Sixth Phases, the isopachyte map (fig.34) 
has been drawn. Basic and intermediate lavas predominate 
and the map mainly reflects the distribution of these 
lavas. As can be seen the distribution, pattern resembles 
that for the First and Second Plank succession, figs. 
15 and 25. Iniaanc.oftte,POthe lavas form lenses elongated 
north south, thinning rapidly to the east and west and 
less rapidly to the north and south. These lenses dip 
westwards due to regional tilting. 

************* 
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C 	VII 

The Paskrudsfjardur Composite Lavas. 

***********# 
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(i) Introduction 

One of the outstanding features of the upper part 
of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession is the 
group of four composite lavas. The flows are not 
synchronous as one was erupted during the Fourth Phase 
and three during the Sixth. The clarify the description 
of these lavas the best exposed and most complete example 
one of the Sixth Phase lavas - is described first. 

(ii) The Upper Gilsardalur Composite Flow 

The best-exposed and most compact and complete 
section through a composite lava is Sound on the north 
side of Gilsardalur, north of Faskrudsfjordur. This 
flow, the Upper Gilsardalur Composite Lava, has been 
erupted from a composite dyke which is uncovered by 
erosion for a depth of 1150U ft. below the base of the 
extrusion. 	The flow rests upon the massive Sixth Phase 
rhyolitic andesite lava which forms such a conspicuous 
feature in the Gilsardalur area. 

Exposures on the north side of Gilsardalur. 
On both sides of Gilsardalur the composite dyke is 

seen to cut the massive rhyolitic andesite flow mantioned 
above, expanding upwards as it does so from 40 ft. on 
the shore of Faskrudsfjordur to over 100 ft, in width, 
and on the north side passing directly into a composite 
lava. The basaltic eastern margin of the dyke here 
continues eastwards as a layer one to two feet thick 
at the base of the composite lava, and the rhyolite 
interior of the dyke is continuous with the rhyolite 
which forms the remaining upper part of the flow. 

Ebcposures of the base of the flow are incomplete 
west of the dyke feeder, but are sufficient to establish 
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that the basal basalt layer is also discontinuous; in 
places here the acid component rests directly upon a 
thin tuff bed separating the composite lava from the 
rhyolitic andesite flow beneath. 

The composite flow has a maximum thicknesa of about 
200 ft. The two components', the lower of basalt and the 
upper of rhyolite, ate separated by a sharp and welded, 
but unchilled, contact, without intervening slag. ' The 
rhyolite is non-porphyritic and highly spherulitic and 
cavernous through most of its mass, making the flow 
structure difficult to trace, although it appears to 
be1  steep or vertical in the pitchstone top of the flow. 
Xenoliths, which are similar in composition to the 
basalt of the basal layer, are found throughout the 
rhyolite; they are particularly abundant near to the 
base where they make up to 10 to 20 per cent of the rock, 
but decrease to around 7 per cent in the interior of the 
flow. The basaltic layer itself constitutes only 
1 to 2 percent of the bulk of the flow, but the abundant 
basalt xenoliths in the rhyolite bring the total percentage 
of basic material to about 10. 

At the eastern term5aation of the flow this basalt 
selvage curves over the termination nnd fora short 
distance overlies the rhyolite. The steeply-inclined 
basalt layer is here rather fractured and locally disc on 
tinuous. Where the basalt is missing the rhyolite is 
chilled marginally to a pitchstone, and a pitchstone layer 
occurs everywhere along the top of the rhyolite where, 
again, basalt is missing. 

East of the dyke feeder the underlying tuff and the 
slaggy top of the rhyolitic aadesite flow are missing, and 
the composite lava rests directly on massive rhyolitic 
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andesite. The eastern termination of the composite flow 
is in contact with, and the toe underlies, a mass of 
brecciated andesite slag, at least 50 ft. thick; it is 
believed that this breccia represents the slagGy top of 
the andesite flow, stripped off and bulldozed by the 
advancing front of the composite flow. 

From the section (see fig. 36) it will be noted that 
the underlying rhyolitic andesite flow has a very much 
reduced thickness immediately west of the dyke feeder, 
and the composite flow in part rests in a depression in 
this flow. A possible explanation is provided by thebresence 
of the domed top of the Lower Gilsardalur Composite Lava 
(the earlier Fourth Phase composite flow) which projects 
up into the rhyolitic andesite, immediately below the 
depression. It is believed that this resulted in a 
depression in the top, or a gap in the continuity, of 
the rhyolitic andesite. 

The Skow structure in the rhyolite of the western 
portion w..0  the composite lava above the depression in 
the rhyolitic andesite flow, appears to be cut across by 
that of the eastern part, without chilling at the contact. 
This suggests that the former may be slightly earlier 
and perhaps erupted from a different point along the dyke 
feeder. The bulldozing of the floor of the composite flow 
east of the dyke feeder may be due to the restraining 
influence of this slightly earlier western portion. 

The Kjappeyrarmuli exposures 
The second exposure of the Upper Gilsardalur 

Composite flow is seen on Kjappeyrarmuli (fig.35 ) 
there it rests upon the rhyolitic andesite flow referred 
to above. South west of the summit the latter flow 
is overlain by the basaltic portion of the composite lava, 
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here about 170 ft. thick. A short distance further 
east (fig.36) in the whole exposed thickness of the 
flow, basalt abruptly gives way to rhyolite, at a 
contact where the slopeof which decreased from nearly 
vertical at the top to 30°  ar►i  less lower down. A 
pronounced streaky flow structure in the basalt is 
parallel with the contact, and with the platy flow 
structure in the adjacent rhyolite. There is no marginal 
chilling nor any intervening slag.saparating the basalt 
and rhyolite, although the rhyolite is commonly spherulitic 
particularly along the contact. 

Comparable relationships are observed north of the 
summit of Kjappeyrarmuli, although here the rhyolite/ 
basalt contact cuts across the flow structure in the 
basalt, which here includes at least ten thin flow-units; 
at least one of these units is itself composite in 
character. Again there is no marginal chilling of the 
rhyolite against thetasalt and the flaw structure in the 
former is parallel to the contact. 

In both of these exposuresthe rhyolite/basalt 
contact is approximately asymptotic to the base of the 
flow, and the dip of the contact is centripetal to a 
point south of Kjappeyrarmuli; the rhyolite thus forms 
a small basin-shaped mass within the extensive basaltic 
portion of the composite flow which can be seen extending 
for about a mile to the north and west. The form of the 
rhyolite/basalt contact and anology with the other composite 
lavas suggests that a basalt layer also occurs below the 
acid portion, although it is never exposed. Rhyolite 
extends to the summit Kjeppeyrarmuli, and pitchstone 
with steeply-inclined flow-banding forms the crest of 
the  aninmi t ridge. 
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The. composite dyke, :130 ft. thick, is exposed a 
few yards east of the composite lava. Although direct 
continuity cannot be established, there is no reasonable 
doubt that here, as on the north side of Gilsardalur„ 
the dyke is the feeder of the, flow* 	The internal 
contact in the flow, and the flowbanding of the rbyolite, 
dip towards a point just off the western margin of the 
dyke; this is interpreted as meaning that the flow was 
fed from a funnel-like expansion, 'of the dyke just south 
of the ridge. Bear this feeder the lowermost few feet 
of the flow consists of red, slaggy basalt, the first 
material to be erupted. 

illiaMeloweardalurCopmositelava • 
The composite lava erupted during.the fourth phase 

is the lower of the two composite flows exposed in 
Gilsardalur and is perhaps the largest of the four exposed 
la the Faskrudsfjordur area. It is, however, the least 
well-exposed owing to the mantle of scree and drift, but 
the exposures are sufficient to establish the composite 
nature of the flow in Gilsardalur; the northward 
continuation of the same flow is not composite.. 

In one of the most critical exposures in Gilsardalur, 
i.e. the one in the middle of three tributary streams of 
the Gilsa on the north side of the valley, the base of the 
flow at 1,200 ft. is of basalt, resting upon a reddened 
ash deposit containing occasional bombs of basalt of 
similar characters. 	The ash is regarded as constituting 
the first-erupted portion of the basalt. The basalt 
itself has a thickness of about 10 feet and  the rock has 
a streaky flow structure. Above the basalt is a mass 
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of rhyolite some 300 ft. thick, with pitchstone top. 
The contact between the basalt and rhyolite is sharp 
and unchilled. The rhyolite veins the basalt in a zone 
some 2 ft. wide and the veins, which are of very vesicular 
rhyolite, cut across the flow structure of the basalt. 
Basalt xenoliths in the rhyolite are apparently identical 
with the basalt basal layer. The rhyolite is unusual 
for an Icelandic rhyolite in containing quartz phenocrysts, 
while the basalt contains sparse quartz xenocrysts. 

The rhyolite part of the flow does not extend far 
laterally from the feerling fissure, and is dome-like in 
cross section with the later basalt lavas banked up 
against it.. Locally it is overlain by the thick rhyolitic 
andesite flow upon which the upper composite flow was 
erupted. At the western'termination of the rhyolite 
of the lower flow, a thick pyroclastic or talus deposit 
is seen which contains basalt fragments identical in 
shape, size and other characters with basalt xenoliths 
in the rhyolite. The rhyolite appears locally to have 
over-ridden these rocks, although exposures are too 
incomplete to be certain of this. The quartz bearing 
basalilclowewbortion of the flow can be traced for about 
one rile further west than the rhyolite in the Gilsa. 

Two further exposures of what must be a continuation 
of the same flow are seen on either side of the valley 
north of Ornolfsfjall, but in neither is the flow 
composite. The southern is of almost completely non-
xenolithic rhyolite and has an arch-like form, with later 
basalt lavas banked up against it. The northern is of 
slightly xenolithic rhyolite and is associated with a 
plug-like intrusion of identical character which is 
clearly its feeder. This intrusion, which has caused 
some updoming of the adjacent basalts, is in line with 
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the composite dyke which feeds the Lower Gilsardalur 
flow. 

(iv) The-Kottur Compositeflow  

The only empasite lava on the south Side of' 
Faskradsfjordur Was extruded during the Sixth Phase. It 
is a•prodnrainently.rhyolitic,'dome=Sheped flow, which 
constitutes the upper Portions of the - mountains Kettur 
end Grafell. The existence of the mass - was recorded 
by Hawkes (Hawkes & Harwood 1932) while the composition 
of the pitchstone and its phenocrystS has recently been 
determined.by•Oarmichael-(19625and 1963: The basaltic 
basal portion of the flow is often obscured by scree 
from the very much thicker overlying rhyolite, and .is 
best exposed on Byrartindur, .where it is 20 to 30 ft.  
thick. 

On the N.W. slopes of Eyrartindur the composite 
flow is seen jOined to its dyke-feeder and this 
composite dyke is exposed at intervals down to the shore 
Of Faskrudsf jordur, where it is 40 ft. thick. 	The 
rhyolite of the dyke is everywhere rich in basaltic 
xenoliths. 

The rhyolitic portion of the flow has a chilled 
pitchstone top, well seen on the slopes west of Kottur, 
but pitchstone is also seen at intervals within the 
rhyolite. Relationships are confused but the rhyolite 
appears to be made of two or three components or flow 
units, and the pitchstone seems to represent local 
internal chilled contacts. The rhyolite is unusual 
for Iceland and contains anortboclase phenocrysts. It 
is xenolithic only near its base. Spherulites are 
common throughout the rhyolite. 
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Where thin on Eyrartindur, the extrusive nature of 
the body is clear. South of Eyrartindur the flow 
rapidly increases in thickness to form the rhyolite dome 
of Kottur itself. 	This dome has a pitchstone carapace, 
and the basalt lavas which cap Eyrartindur are very 
obviously banked up against the side of the dome 

Cv) The OrnolfsfAall Composite Flow  
The third Sixth Phase composite lava is well exposed 

at about 2,100 ft. near the base of the precipitous 
northern face or Ornolfsfjall(figi.35 ) 	The thickness 
varies from 100 ft. to a maximum of 160 ft. 	Where it 
is thickest, the flow is composite in character, and a 
thin  basal component of basalt is overlain by a layer 
of conspicuously xenolithic non-porphyritic rhyolite. 
Traced in either direction from the thickest point, the 
basaltic layer is seen to thicken at the expense of the 
rhyolite until the flow is made up entirely of basalt. 
The rhyolite component is completely missing in exposures 
of the flow on the southern side of the Ornolfsf jail 
ridge. 

The rhyolite is highly vesicular and spherulitic 
through much of its mass and has a pitchstone top with 
steeply-inclined flow structure typical of rhyolite 
extrusions. The composite body is nowhere transgressive 
and is clearly a surface extrusion; it rests on a thick 
basaltic andesite flow and a tuff bed everywhere separates 
it from the succeeding basalts. Where the flow is not 
composite and consists of basalt throughout its thickness 
the basalt has a slaggy and vesicular top. 
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From a distance the contact between the rhyolite and 
basalt components of this flow is a smooth and gently 
curving surface, but in detail rhyolite is seen to vein 
the basalt over a thickness of several inches - or even 
several feet. In places the basalt is chilled against 
the rhyolite.. At one point where the flow is composite 
and near where the basal basalt layer is thinnest, the 
basalt descends abruptly some distance below the normal 
line of the base of the flow, and exposures of acid rock 
are also seen associated with this basalt. Scree conceals 
many of the exposures at this point, but it is possible 
that the feeder of the flow is lasted here. 

(vii Discussion  

All the field evidence proves that the basic and 
acid magmas of these composite lavas were liquid at the 
same time and emerged from the composite dyke-feeder 
essentially simultaneously. The form and spatial 
distribution of the two components - the wrapping-around 
of the toe of the Upper Gilsardalur flow by the basalt 
margin, for instance, and the gradual thickening of one 
component at the expense of the other in the Ornolfsfjall 
flow - perhaps constitutes the most cogent evidence for 
the contemporaneity of the two magmas. The finer details 
confirm this conclusion. Thus rhyolite veins basalt in 
the Ornolfsfjall flow, but the basalt is itself chilled 
to a pitchstone only where the basalt veneer is missing; 
elsewhere the 1 to 2 ft. layer of basalt, which was hot 
at the same time that the rhyolite was hot and plastic, 
has protected the rhyolite from chilling. It is likely, 
however, that sometimes basalt commenced to erupt before 



rhyolite and, especially where the rhyolite is dome-like, 
that rhyolite continued to erupt after the emission of 
basalt had ceased. 

The proportion of basalt in a composite flow varies 
over wide limits, from 10% or less to perhaps over 80%. 
Not only does it vary from one flow to another, but it 
also varies is different exposures of the game flow. 
Thus the upper Gilsardalur flow is predominantly of 
basalt in the Kjappeyrarmull exposure, but mainly of 
rhyolite north of Gilsardalur. The lower composite 
flow seen in Gilsardalur contains comparable volumes 
of basalt and rhyolite and has been erupted from a 
composite dyke. The northward continuation of the same 
flow, where seen north--west of Ornolfsfjall, is not 
composite and is wholly of rhyolite; in the northernmost 
outcrop the rhyolite has clearly been erupted from a plug,-
like conduit is line with the composite dyke in Gilsardalur. 

Surface conditions were evidently not favourable for 
the mixing of the two magmas and they retained their 
individuality in the composite flows to a remarkable 
degree. This may be due partly to differences in the 
viscosity of the two magmas, and partly due to the 
formation of a skin of chilled basalt between the two 
magmas which inhibited their mixing. 

Xenoliths are widespread in the rhyolite of most of 
the composite flows studied and they are almost invariably 
of basalt similar to the basaltic component of the flow. 
They are generally more abundant in the rhyolite adjacent 
to the basaltic portion of flow. 	Thus near the base 
of the Upper Gilsardalur flow they constitute about 15% 
of the rock, falling off to 7% in the centre of the same 
rhyolite mass. Normally the xenoliths are small, most 
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being 3 ins. or less in diameter, but larger examples are 
found, especially adjacent to the basaltic portion of the 
lavas, and exceptionally they attain a diameter of 2 ft. 

It is highly significant that the majority of the 
xenoliths are can m7 	in shape with crenulate and curious 
margins (see fig. 37) 	This is interpreted to mean that 
at some stage they were in the condition of basalt rnme  
enclosed in acid Magma. These xenoliths are finer in grain 
than the related basic portions of the flows, due to 
chilling which took place when the hotter basic magma was 
incorporated in the rhyolite (c.f. Wager & Bailey 1953) 
Some of the larger examples are marginally chilled with 
fine grained margins and coarser centres, while the chilling 
in the smaller ones is so drastic that the basic groundmass 
is sometimes in part glassy. The basalt xenoliths which 
occur in the rhyolite of both lavas and dykes are not 
attenuated parallel to the flow structure. This shows 
that the basalt magma solidiAed before the host rhyolite 
reached a high crustal level or was extruded on the land 
surface. 

The basic xenoliths cannot be re..fused fragments of 
wall rock as` in any, one body they are of uniform 
composition similar to that of the basic component, while 
the.evidence of the lack of corrosion of the plagioclase 
phenocrysts shows that the acid magma was not super—heated 
prior to the inclusion of the basic, material. Thus the 
widespread melting of wall rocks is unlikely. The 
xenoliths were clearly derived from the same primary magma 
source as the basic component of the composite body. 

Where the rhyolite is poxphyritic the basalt contains 
a small proportion of phenocrysts identical with the 
phenocrysts in the rhyolite. In the lower Gilsardalur 
flow these are of quartz and sodic plagioclase, 	Max 
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XENOLITHS IN THE FASKRUDSFJORDUR  
COMPOSITE LAVAS AND RELATED DYKES  

Xenoliths 	from :— 

A 	Dyke feeder for 	U. 6ilsardolur 	Composite 	Lava 

B & C 	Dykc feeder 	for 	Kottur 	Composite Lava 

0,E & F Ornolsfjo It 	Composite 	Lava 

Fig, 37 
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composite dykes described in the literature are similar 
in this respect (Bailey & McOallien, 1956) and. it is 
generally taken to show that the basalt absorbed some acid. 
magma, probably at an early stage, before extrusion. The 
xenocrysts are relics of this absorbed material. 

At present the only other known example of a rbyolite/ 
basalt composite lava also occurs in Eastern Iceland. ,It 
is one of the constituent lavas of the Breiddalur Central 
Volcano (Walker, 1963) The structure of this lava is 
simple in that nearly everywhere it is composite in 
character with a basal basalt layer, 5 to 10 ft, thick, 
and an upper rhyolite component between 100 and. 150 ft. 
thick. In contrast to the lavas described above, there 
is a narrow zone of mixed rocks between the two components« 

The Gardiner River rhyolite basalt complex (Fenner 
1938 and 1944, Wilcox 1944) shows many of the features of 
the Icelandic composite lavas. Hawkes (1945) realised 
the similarity between this complex and the British 
Tertiary composite bodies and the present author also 
considers that the Garainer River complex may be a 
composite lava. It is similar to the examples described 
here and may be the extrusive product of a composite dyke, 
the rhyolite and basalt emerging essentially simultaneously 
from the same fissure« 

The Icelandic composite lavas warrant comparison with 
some gabbro-granophyre intrusions where basic and acid 
rocks are intimately associated« Often these intrusions 
show veining of the gabbro by the granopbyre along their 
mutual contact, and in places the gabbro ray be chilled 
against the granophyre. Wager & Bailey (1953) found 
evidence on 8t. Kilda that basic magma could be chilled 
against cooler acid. magnia without widespread mixing - an 
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hypothesis fully supported by the present author. Since 
then further examples showing Similar features have been 
described from Slieve Gullion (Bailey & McCallien 1956; 
Elwell 1958), Guernsey (Elwell et al 1960) and 
S.E.Iceland (D.Blake,. pers. comm.) 

**************** 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Minor Intrusions, Faults 
and 

Secondary Mineralisation. 

******** 
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(1) The Reydargordur Dyke swarm.  

The Reydarfjordur dyke swarm was first recorded 
and studied by Walker (1959. p.385.  fig. 6) Since then 
the same author has mapped the dyke swarms present in 
much of Eastern Iceland, and the map of the Reydarfjordur 
and :Berufjordur swarms (fig.58) is compiled from data 
given in .Walker (1963) & Gibson, Kinsman and Walker (in 
press) 

The swarm passing through Reydarfjordur and 
Faskrudsfjordur is well defined and reaches a density 
of over 8h,  near Thernunes and Sellatur. It everywhere 
decreases in intensity with increasing altitude and it is 
clear that in general the dykes are the feeders for the 
lavas. (Walker, 1960) 

The swarm trends at about 20°  and it is important 
to note that this is oblique to the strike. In 
particular south of Faskrudsfjordur the dyke swarm cuts 
across the sea-level strike line for the top of phase 
three of the Reydarfjordur Acid Succession. Phase four 
is very local and phases five and six are only well 
developed north of Reydarfjordur, which suggests that 
much of the dyke swarm south of Faskrudsfjordur is in 
fact unrelated to the Reydarfjordur centre. 

This marked concentration of dykes south of 
Faskrudsfjordur may have fed the lavas of the Ornolsfjall 
and Kumlafell groups which reach a combined thickness of 
over 3,000 ft. in Stodvarfjordur. 	It is possible that 
there is a. separate swarm of dykes related to these and, 
perhaps, some of the overlying groups of flood basalts, 
but that in the statistical treatment of the dykes this 
and the Reydarfjordur swarm have been mapped as a single 
unit. 



swarm expressed as // 

percentage 	dilation 	,. .„ •  
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Mapping of the true direction of individual dykes may 
be important in future to establish whether the dykes 
are injected at an angle to the strike, or whether it 
is only the mapped direction of the resultant swarms 
that is oblique to the strike direction. 

(ii) Basic Sills & plugs  

In view of the fact that basic magma was erupted in 
such great volume during the Tertiary in Eastern Iceland, 
it is surprising that there are so few basic sills and 
plugs; a number are, however, seen iithe area covered 
by this thesis. These intrusions area easily distin-
guished from the lavas as they are coarser in grain 
and often show pronounced columnar jointing - a feature 
rarely developed in the lavas. The intrusions range 
in composition from tholeiitic dolerite to olivine 
dolerite and it is noticeable that most of the 
intrusions of the latter composition occur near the top 
of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcnnic Succession, just 
beneath the Holmar Group to which they may be genetically 
related. 

(a) The largest and most spectacular basic intrusion 
occurs on the Kambanes peninsula where a sill over 
300 ft thick is intruded into the basalts. It now forms 
the upper parts of the mountains of Lambafell and 
Merkitindur. Although the intrusion is so thick it 
does not appear to metamorphose the basalts. 

(b) A dolerite plug cuts the east side of the Sandfell 
Laccolith. It is non-porphyritic, tholeiitic in 
character with marked vertical colmnnar jointing. It is 
unusual only because of the rheomorphic contact relations 
with the surrounding rhyolite (see page. 133 ) 
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(c) A small tholeiitic dolerite sill is exposed on 
the shore about 100 yds west of the Gilsa. 

(d) An irregular dolerite intrusion, in part columnar, 
cuts, the tuffs which are found just west of the Lower 
Gilsardalur composite lava on the north side , of Gilsardalur. 

(e) A large irregular dolerite intrusion occurs northwest 
of Kerlingarfjail. 

(f) A plug of dolerite with a near-circular cross-section 
forms the spectacular needle like prominence west of 
Soleyjartiadur. 

(g) The group of headlands north of Eyri in Reydarfjordur 
are composed of dolerite. These are probably separated 
parts of a single sill. 

(h) A large transgressive sill between 100 and 200 ft. 
thick is seen on the Holmanes Peninsula. The intrusion 
is of course dolerite and has well marked columnar 
jointing.  

(j) Just west of the Sellatur plug there are two 
cylindrical dolerite plugs cutting one of the fifth 
phase rhyolite lavas. 

(k) A small fine-grained dolerite plug cuts the second 
phase rhyolites just east of the farm of Sellatur. 

(1) The most northerly intrusions are two olivine dolerite 
sills which are found on Iiolafjall. North of the summit 
an inclined sheet, some 150 ft. thick, cuils. the Sppalur 
tuffs, while on the eastern spur of the mountein/similar 
sill cuts the Sixth Phase rhyolites. 
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(iii) Acid and. Composite Minor Intrusions  

Several distinct sets of rd nor acid or composite 
intrusions are found associated with the Reydarfjordur 
Acid Volcanic Succession. 

As already noted: a swarm of inclined sheets cuts 
the basalt lavas in the area between Berunes and Thernunes 
and is also found on the north side of Reydarfjordur, 
near Helgustadtp (Walker, 1959, p.379) These sheets may 
be offshoots from a larger acid intrusion underlying the 
fjord. 

At a somewhat later date four composite dykes were 
injected, of which three at least reached the surface 
and gave rise to distinctive composite lavas. The 
following table summarizes their properties. The 
fourth dyke occurs on both shores of Reydarfjordur,'  
being 45 ft. wide on the south side and occurring mile 
west of Hafranes. 
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Data for 
exposures an the 
north shore of 
Faskrudsfjordur. 

Dyke feeder 
for the 
Upper Gil-
sardalur 
Composite 
lava 
south-west 
of 
Kjappeyri. 

Dyke feeder 
for the 
Lower Gil- 

Composite 
lava 
below 
Kjappeyri  

Dyke feeder 
for Kottur 
Composite 
Lava 

mu  e 
east of 
Kjappeyri 

	••••••••••.111101, 	 

S. shore 
	N,shore 

	N. shore 

Height of out- 
crop below 
extrusive level. 1,800 ft, 	1,000 ft. 1,750 ft. 

Total thickness. 	17 ft. 	88 ft. 
appxox. 	epprox 

t.basic margin 	1 ft, 	1 ft. 	4 ft. 
acid centre 	15 ft. 	80 ft. 
E.basic margin 	1 ft. 	4 ft. 

Trend of dyke 25°  due N. 30°  

Outcrop length 3 mil es 1% mile 3J miles 

Phenocrysts in 
acid portion 
Xenocrysts in 
brackets. 

none 
quartz 
Sodic-
plag, 
(Bytown 

ite) 

Anortho-
clase 
(Bytom.-

ite) 

Phenocrysts in 
basic portion 

Xenocrysts in 
brackets 

none 
(Quartz 

sodic-
plag.) 
Bltrn- 

(Anortho-
clase) 

rare 
Bytep- 
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A third group of acid minor intrusives consists 
of approximately six composite dykes which form a small 
swarm centred on the Sandfell laccolith (fig.39). The 
dykes have very characteristic phenocrysts; euhedral 
quartz and sanidine are both abundant in the acid 
portions of all the dykes, sometimes accompanied by 
sodic plagioclase and fragments of granophyric inter-
growth of quartz and potash feldspar. 

The dykes average 40 ft, thick and where they have 
been studied along the fjord shores they are composite, 
normally consisting of basic margins flanking a much 
thicker acid centre. However, when the same dykes are 
traced to the summits of the intervening ridges, a gain 
in altitude of some 2,000 to 2,500 ft., they are 
invariably thinner and normally lack basic margins. 

The dyke near Brimnes, onthe north side of 
Reydarfjordur, is unuttual_in that it consists of five 
components arranged in the fashion B.A.B.A.B., i.e. the 
dyke has marginal basic, sub-mrginal acid and central 
basic components.. The dyke is poorly exposed inland, 
but what is almost certainly its continuation is found 
just below the summit of Kerlingarfjall where it is 
entirely acid with thin pitchstone margins. As the 
dyke is traced upwards it is found to be joined to a 
tabular rhyolite body, perhaps some 150 yds in diameter, 
which forms the summit of Kerlingarfjall. As this 
rhyolite shows collImnar jointing and lacks platy flow 
structure, it is probably a sill rather than a lava. 

Two basic dykes with quartz xenocrysts which cut 
the Kottur composite lava, are tentatively grouped with 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF QUARTZ BEARING ACID, 

BASIC AND COMPOSITE DYKES  

Reydarfjordur 

:-."•••::' :::.•::: 

\ Qtz bearing acid 
& composite dykes 

Qtz xenocryst 
basic dykes 

t 

I. 
1 

Breiddalsvik - / 
a.l, , , .1 

. 	 Scale 1 : 200,000 

Fig. 39 

/ 

Kerlingarfjall 
sill'l 

9 
Faskrudsfjordur 

Sandfell Iaccolith 
& related sill 

1 

, 
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the Sandfell swarm, and one of these may have fed the basalt 
lava with quartz xenocrysts, which underlie the Holmar 
Group on Kilmlafell. This suggests that the intrusion of 
this interesting composite swarm was the last event in. 
the Reydarfjordum Acid Volcanic Succession immediately 
preceding the eruption of the Holmar group. 

'Two other small, but none the less conspicuous, 
minor  acid intrusions are worthy of note. On the north 
shore of Faskrudsfjordur, 200 yds west of Brimnes, there 
is an anticlinal flexure in the basalt lavas. A sPal  l 
outcrop of rhyolite is seen on the mris of the flexure 
and it is possible that this is the upper part of a 
larger rhyolite intrusion and the flexure is due to the 
updoming of the overlying lavas by this intrusion. 

In Eyraradalur there is a small  rhyolite sill 
intruded into the flood basalts at the southern end of 
the valley. The rhyolite, which contains phenocrysts 
of anorthoclase,was probably emplaced at the same time 
as the extrusion of the Kottur composite flow, which also 
has anorthoclase phenocrysts. This sill and some 
similar intrusions further south, in Jafnadalur, may be 
related to the considerable disturbance in the basalt 
lavas visible in the area south and east of Grafell. 

(iv)'Faults  

,Faults are prdbably.absent from large areas of the 
Tertiary basalts of Eastern Iceland, the basaltic lavas 
for4ing unbroken scarps traceable for miles  on the steep 
fjord sides. However, small faults are sometimes locally 
abundant. Thus on the north side of ReydaTfjordur 
(Walker, 1959) faults occur in'the area east of Sellatur, 
but are sensibly absent from the area west of Eskifjordur. 
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FAULTING IN RELATION  
TO THE SANDFELL LACCOLITH 

Displacement 
in feet = 0 

Fault not present 
north of Reydarfjordur 

Dies out 
/ 

HE LJARA FAULT 	11 

Fig. 40 
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Mapping by the author has shown that the faults 
in the Reydarfjordurv-Faskrudsfjordur area mainly cut the 
lavas of the* .flak succession, but are apparently rare 
(perhaps due to imperfect exposure) in areas of acid. 
rocks. On the north side of Reyclqrfjordur, the larger 
faults are found in the region between Lakahnaus and 
Haugaoxl where eight normal faults occur. The other 
intensely faulted region occurs on the north and south 
sides of Faskrudsfjordur where about ten normal faults 
cut the lavas. of the flank succession. All, these faults 
trend in approximately the same direction and have .small 
displacements.averaging perhaps 100 ft. . The fault 
planes are always inclined, usually at about 15Q  and.mey 
contain quartz and calcite.veins or be marked by a zone 
of twecciation. Dykes are only rarely injected along 
fault planes and normally a fault does not.follow the . 
line of a pre—existing dyke. 	The two largest faults 
south. of Roilarfjordur, the' Grakollur and Heljara faults, 
both have a madmum displacement where they cut Sandfell 
Laccolith and die out to thehorth and south (fig.40) 
Also they are apparently symmetrically displaced in the 
form of a small graben. These facts suggest that they 
may be genetically related to the laccolith or to the 
overlying Fourth Phase lavas. It is possible that the 
faults developed either as a result of local loading of .  
the crust and/or removal of magma from directly beneath 
the laccelith. 

When the lieljara and Grakollur ,faults are omitted 
it can be seen that the faulting on the north side of 
Fatkrudsfjordur follows a definite pattern. Two faults 
forming a small graben occur west of Kerlingarf jail and 
rest of this all the mapped faults downthrow on the 
western side, whereas east of the graben the majority of 
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the faults downthrow on the opposite side. The small 
graben approximately coincides with the eruptive axes 
for the first three flank successions. 

On the north side oC Reydarfjordur similar relations 
are found. The small central graben occurs beneath 
Nontindur; west of it all the faults downthrow to the west 
while east of it five of the seven faults downthrow to 
the east. The pattern of faulting is probably more 
complicated here as the eruptive axes for the first three 
phases do not coincide. 

On both the north and south sides of Reydarfjordur, 
the central graben is thought to result from the removal 
of magma or loading of the crust, but the step faulting 
on the flanks of the graben is un-explained. 

(v) Secondary EineralisatioA 

One of the most interesting and revealing features 
of the flood basalts of Eastern Iceland is the suite 
of secondary minerals found in vesicles inthe lavas. 
It has long been known that zeolites in particular are 
abundant at many localities in Iceland, but it is only 
recently throi'gb the studies of Walker (1960) that the 
true significance of the secondary mineralisation has 
been realised. As this regional mapping included the 
area covered by the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic 
Succession, the present author neglected the study of 
the secondary mineralisation. 

It is convenient to distinguish two types of 
secondary mineralisation in.the Tertiary lavas of Eastern 
Iceland - local hydrothermal aureoles related to the cores 
of acid centres (Walker, 1963, fig.?) and a regionAl 
zeolitisati on. 
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As stated earlier it is thought that the hydrothermal 
alteration or propylitisation in the Beytarfjoatur area is 
produced by an underlying and unexposed intrusion. The 
more intensely altered rocks occur on the north and south 
sides of Reydarfjordur, while a very much more widespread, 
elongate, cupola shaped zone of abundant quartz and 
calcite extends north and south as far as Stodvarfjordur. 
On the Vattarnes peninsula this zone reaches to the top 
of the mountains of Mulli and Soleyjartindur, but its 
height falls steadily as it is traced north and south 
from here. 

Outside the areas of hydrothermal alteration and 
the related quartz-calcite zones the lavas are affected 
by the regional mineralisation which has produced easily 
mapped, flat-lying mineral zones which cut across the 
basalt stratigraphy. Different suites of secondary 
minerals are developed in the tholeiites to those in 
the olivine basalts (Walker 1960) 

*********#*** 
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CRA.PTER IX 

:Discussion and Conclusions 

***** 	*** 
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(1) The Base of the ReTdarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession 

It has been convenient in the foregoing stratigraphic 
description to assume that the production of the First 
Phase agglomerates and the tuff T1  was the first acid 
eruption from the Reydarfjordur centre; this event marked 
a change in the type of volcanicity, eruptions from flank 
and central areas replacing flood-basalt volcanicity. 
However there are some indications of acid eruptions in 
the succession below T1. 

The succession between the. Gerpir Porphyritic Group 
(Walker 19,9, 13,377) and the base of T1  on the north side 
of Reydarfjordur contains indirect evidence of co-existing 
acid activity. Some detreital horizons contain fragments 
of acid and intermediate rocks, while on the south side of 
the fjord Kinsman (persicomm.) has found acid tuff 
horizons below the Vindhals porphyritic group and directly 
above and below the Vikurvatn Olivine Basalt Group. 

As was noted earlier, the first phase agglomerates 
contain fragments of acid and intermediate rocks, These 
are thought to be, derived from lava flows underlying the 
agglomerates, the fragments being produced during the 
formation of the agglomerate vent. These underlying 
acid and intermediate flows must pre-date the First Phase. 

The dome-shaped uplift at Haugoxl, on the north side 
of Reydarfjordur, is so strikingly similar to the Sandfell 
Laccolith, that it seems likely that the former is also 
the result of a near surface acid intrusion. This 
intrusion may have pre-dated T1. 

ghen considering the source of acid material in the 
succession directly below T1, one can first eliminate the 
possibility that it was derived or produced from an acid 
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centre up-dip of the present exPosures. The absence of 
acid dykes and intrusions 'Ina  the lack of areas of 
intense alteration mitigates against this possibility. 
(The acid rocks on the Skrudur are almost certainly very 
much earlier and are perhaps contemporaneous with the 
Bardnes rhyolites and agglomerates) 

The tuff horizons may perhaps be correlated with 
known acid lavas and intrusions 20 miles to the north 
near Lodmundarfjordur or with acid lavas which may have 
existed off-shore, east of Berufjordur, a similar distance 
to the south. 'While admitting the possibility of either 
of these two alternatives, the author considers it more 
likely that some, if not most of the acid material 
immediately below Ti  was derived or produced from the 
Reydarfjordur centre - Only k or 5 miles down dip to 
the west. Exactly when, this centre first erupted acid 
material is not known but evidence is given later (Chapter 
IX. (iii)) that it was probably active soon after the 
eruption of the Vindhals Porphyritic group (V.P.) 

(ii) The Relationship between the Reydarfjordur Dyke 
Swarm and the Acid Oqntre.  

hany, if not all, of the acid centres inBastern 
Iceland are closely associated with a swarm of basic 
dykes. The swarm associated with the Reydarfjordur 
centre is particularly well defined (see fig.38)  and is 
thought to have been produced by the injection of dykes 
during the whole period of acid extrusions.' It is 
unfortunately impossible to separate the dykes associated 
with each individual phase. 

However, perhaps surprisingly, in some of the areas 
where acid rocks are particularly abundant, for example 
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near Eyri, only a few dykes are found. The most likely 
explanation is that the acid rocks are underlain by a 
large intrusion which by its massive nature prevents the 
passage of basic dykes. 

One of the most interesting features of the flank 
activity is that the positions of the individual flank 
areas for the six• phases are almost co-incident and 
they all lie in or near the mapped position of the 
Reydarf.jordur dyke swarm (See fig. 42). 	This, combined 
with the evidence of Walker (1959) showing that in 
general the dykes feed the lavas of the Tertiary succession, 
strongly sugcests that at least the majority of the dykes 
of the Neydarfjordur swarm were feeders for the flank 
succession lavas. 

In the areas north and south of the Reydarfjordar 
centre, the lavas erupted during the acid phase resemble 
normal flood basalts. In these peripheral regions the 
density of the dyke swarm is much lower and it seems 
possible that some, if net the majoritylof these flows 
were fed from dykes within the Reydamfjordur swarm. 

In the previous seotion it was suggested that the 
Reydarfjordur centre was active prior to the eruption of 

T1° 	It is probable that these early lavas were also 
fed from dykes within the Reydarfjordur swarm, although 
these are not necessarily exposed at the present day. 
The diagrammatic cross-section (fig,43) summarises the 
relationships discussed in this section. 

This figure also shows the shape of each of the 
phases as deduced from the isopachyte maps. Each thins 
both east and west away from the feeding dyke swarm and 
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is lens-shaped in cross-section. 	The unit V.P. T1 
is also thought to 'be this shape, though the majority of 
the feeding dykes for the unit will be below sea level. 
The result is .that only up-dip thinning is visible. 

The up-dip thinning recorded by Walker as applying 
to the basalt succession generally (Walker 1960) leads 
to the development of nn inferred top of the lava pile 
approximately parallel to the present sea-level. The 
down-di' thinning implies a directly comparable base to 
the lava pile, at any rate below the Reydarfjor dur 
centre. 	Evidence is given later to suggest that the 
basalt succession in Eastern Iceland may be floored in 
this way everywhere. 

The relationship between the Reydarfjordur Acid  
Volcanic centre and the surrounding flood basalts.  

• The work of Walker, and to a lesser extent Kinsman, 
(Walker 1959, Gibson, Kinsman & Walker - in press) allows 
one to draw important conclusions regarding the general 
relationship of the Reydarfjordur centre to the surrounding 
flood basalts. 

First, considering the lavas underlying Tl  in the 
Reydarfjordur area, it is possible to draw an isopaehyte 
nap for the stratigraphie unit Vindhals Porphyritic Group 
(V.P.) - T1 (fig.44) This shows an eruptive pattern 
strikingly similar to that for the unit T1  - T21  the 
overlying basal portion of the Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic 
Succession. This evidence, combined with the more direct 
indications of early acid eruptions, strongly suggests 
that the Reydarfjordur centre was active soon after the 
eruption of the Vindhals Porphyritic Basalts and was the 
controlling factor in the distribution of the overlying 
lavas. 
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However the lavas within the unit V.P. T2 , where 
seen, are flood basalts, although these are now shown to 
be clearly related to the Reydarfjordur centre. 

It has been shown that as the lavas of the 
Reydarfjordur Acid Volcanic Succession are traced away 
from the acid centre they are replaced by flows which 
resemble normal flood basalts. These predominate in 
regions distant from the centre (i.e. in Nordfjordur) 
although they are still referred to as part of the 
Flank Succession. A similar explanation could account 
for lavas of flood basalt type in the exposed portions 
of the succession between V.P. and T1  which are perhaps 
four or five miles from the eruptive centre. 

It is possible to construct an isopachyte map for 
the stratigraphic unit between the Vikurvatn olivine 
basalt group (V.0.) and V.P. and this contrasts with the 
units V.P. - T1, and T1 - T2 (fig. 44) in thickening 

northwards, and is probably related to a volcanic centre 
located in that direction. The northward divergence 
of the sea-level strike lines for V.O. and two other 
lower•stratigraphic horizons (fig.45) suggests that most, 
if not all, of this lower part of the succession is 
related to the same northerly centre. 

The KUmlafell Tholeiite ,and Ornolfsfjall Obrine 
Basalt groups are unusual in that although they occur 
within the defined limits of .the acid successibn, their 
distribution pattern strongly suggests that they are 
unrelated to the Reydarfjordur centre. They are more 
likely connected with an eruptive centre further south 
in the Berufjordar region. 
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Thus the whole of the exposed lava succession below 
the Holmar group can be couveniently.divided into three 
parts,. i.e. the wedgeOf_basalts related to the Berufjordur 
centre, the suaceasian:belowV.P.'related toa.centre well 
north .of Reydarfjordmr And the succession betWeen't1.0. 
And 	excluding the Ornolfsf jail and Kumlafell groups, 
which is related to the ReydarfjOrdur Centre. 

jdscussion.of the lava groups including and above 
the liolmar group, is given later, and for the present it 
ispstfficient to state that none of these overlying units 
is apparently directly related to the Reydarfjordur Centre. 

(iv) A comparison between the ReYdetr,f4ardur Centre and  
other Tertiary Centres in Eastern Iceland.,„ 

It is logical , to cot:pare the Reydarfjordur Centre 
with the Breiddalur Volcano,(Walker 1963) The two 
centres are in most respects very similar. Both contain 
predominently thin tholeiite flows with a considerable 
proportion of acid and intermediate lavas and voluminous 
pyroclastics. The maximum thickness of rocks which can 
definitely be related tea the Breiddalur Volcano is 
approximately twice that of the Reydarfjordur Succession 
and the alteration in the core is somewhat more intense. 
However, in both centres the acid rocks rest on what are 
considered to be normal flood basalts and each is in turn 
overlain by similar crocks. 

Probably the most interesting feature of the Breiddalur 
volcano is the relationship between the central area and 
the surrounding flood basalts. Walker demonstrated 
that flood basalts were being erupted in the peripheral 
regions whilst acid, intermediate and basic lavas were 
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being extruded from the volcanic centre,' 	Similarly, 
in the Reydarfjordur area it is clear that flood basalts 
in NOrtifjordur and Mjeifjordur were erupted whilst acid 
and intermediate lavas were being extruded from the acid 
centre. . BbWever, it is also reasonably certain that 
there is a complete transition between lavas which can 
be regarded as products of the acid centre,'and true flood 
basalts, and that this transition. is not produced by:the 
interdigitation of two unrelated types 	121:contrast 
Walker mapped On,the south side of the Breiddalur volcano 
an interdigitation between the products of the centre and 
true:flood basalts. However,' it is possible that besides 
'this interdigitation there is, also a transition between 
the two lava types. "Unfortunately the Critical section 
betWeen the north and south 'shores of Berufjordur is 
Missing. 

In the Reydarfjordur: area the two types of 
volcanicity appear to be intimately related, the acid 
region being the'eruPtive centre not only for the acid 
and intermed3 ate laves 'lint also toi the majority of 'the 
contehporaneous flood basalts. The only exceptions are 
the Ornasfjall and Kumlafell groups which are probably 
related'tO a different centre further south, 

Several other detailed points are worthy, of note 
in the BreiddelUr area, i.e. s— 

(1) Tholeiite lavas are conspicuously thia,Where they 
Are associated with acid and intermediate- flows, 
13 ft. being the average - thickness of 242 lavas. 
These flows are'thougbt by Walker to be thin because 
they were erupted *own the gently sloping surface 
of the Breiddalur volcano. However, while adnitting 
that there is strong evidence that the lavas had an 



initial dip, the author is not convinced that this 
was the primary factor in determining the thickness 
of the individual lavas. Outlying flows of the 
Breiddalur. centre occur to the west of Faskrudsfjordur 
and these are still unusually thin, although there 
is no evidence for depositional dips in this area. 
Similarly many of the tholeiite and basaltic aadesite 
lavas associated with the Reydarfjordur centre are 
also thin, e.g. the Fifth and Sixth Phase lavas in 
Seldalur. 	The map of the Reydarfjordur area 
showing the residual dips after the removal of the 
regional tilt (fig.46) demonstrates clearlythat 
initial dips were very small. It seems more likely 
that the thin nature of the lavas is due to some 
primary characteristic of the magma. A high aphtent 
of volatiles for instance would make the magma more 
fluid. 
(2) Intermediate lavas are also abundant in the 
Breiddalur area and it is noteworthy that the thickest 
mapped group, i.e. that seen north and south of 
Smatindur and Rondolfur, occurs well east of the 
contemporaneous rhyolites in Breiddalur. This 
andesite group is thought to be directly comparable 
to the groups of rhyolitic andesites which form such 
an important part of the Flank Succession in the 
Reydarfjordur area. 

(3) In the Ytri Ljosa in Breiddalur there is 
exposed an alternating succession of pyroclastio 
rocks and rhyolites, the agglomerate rhyolite sequence 
being repeated three times. It is possible that this 
succession is comparable to the thinner agglomerate-
rhyolite sequence exposed in the Breiddalsa in 
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Reydarfjordur. 	This might indicate that the 
Breiddalur centre, mapped by Walker, was also subject 
to the same 14.0 of rhythmic volcanicity which 
characterises the Reydarfjordur centre. 
(4) The Fossarvik porphyritic group was apparently 
extruded at the same time as the group of rhyolites 
which occur on the north face of Possarfell. Thus 
the Fossarvik group resembles two much thinner 
porphyritic groups associated with the Reydarfjordur 
Centre - the Grakollur and Lakahnaus porphyritic 
groups. Both of these units are closely associated 
with rhyolite lavas, the Grakollur group sandwiching 
one of the First Phase rhyolites while the Lakahnaus 
group is clearly related to the Sixth Phase rhyolites. 
It therefore seems possible that there may be some 
genetic relationship between the formation of 
porphyritic basalt groups and acid lavas. 

Another Tertiary volcanic centre in Eastern Iceland, 
that of Thingmuli, was described by Carmichael (1962A) 
who also carried out important petrological and geochemical 
work on rocks collected in the area. The rather brief 
sninmery of the atratigraphy does not allow one to make 
detailed comparisons with the Breiddalur or Reydarfjordur 
area,, although it is clear that all three regions have 
a great deal in common. 

The Thingmuli centre is the largest of the three 
and much of the central area has suffered intense alter- 
ation and propylitisation. 	The thickness of the 
measured succession certsinly exceeds 5,000 ft. and the 
constituent rock Lykes are present in approximately the 
same proportions as in the other two centres. 	A 
considerable amount of intrusive rhyolite is exposed 
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in contrast to the Breiddalur and Reydarfjordur area 
where most of the rhyolite is extrusive, 	Another 
unusual feature of the Thingmuli area is the set of acid 
cone sheets seen there; it is not established that any 
cone sheets occur in the other two centres. 	Gabbro, 
granite and granophyre fragments are found in agglomerates 
from both Thingmuli and Breiddalur, while only granophyre 
is found at Reydarfjordur. It is of interest that 
fragments of these plutonic rocks are found only in 
relatively late agglomerates which suggests the 
intrusions from which the fragments came were emplaced 
during the closing stages of the development of these 
volcanic centres. 

Evidence is given in the descriptiOns of both the 
Breiddalur and Thingmuli centres that at times the 
concentration of eruptions in these areas produced a 
composite volcanic cone - probably with gently sloping 
flanks. In the case of Breiddalur the cane reached a ' 
height of perhaps 1,500 ft. above the lovel of the 
surrounding basalt plan. In the Reydarfjordur area it 
is certain that there was never any large volcanic cone, 
although at times the rhyolitic andesite and rhyolite 
lavas may have formed ridges rising a few hundred feet 
above the basalt plains. 

The author feels that this difference between the 
Reydarfjordar centre and. the other centres is one of 
degree rather than kind and is not particularly 
significant. If eruptions in the Reydarfjordur area 
had been more voluminous or frequent, or there had been 
less contemporaneous subsidence, a volcanic cone would 
have developed there as well, although this would 
probably have been elongated along the strike. 
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In conclusion it is thought that the Reydarfjordur 
centre is closely comparable to the Breiddalur and 
Tbingmuli areas which differ only in being larger and more 
complex in structure. 

(v) The Structmre of Eastern Iceland 

One of, the most remarkable features of, the geology 
of Eastern Icelamd is the great thickness of basalt lavas 
exposed in the fjord-lands. The gently dipping successio n 
is at least 25,000 ft. thick 	Walker (1960) showed 
conclusively, however, that the original thickness of the 
lava pile probably did not exceed 5,000 ft. when measured 
dbove present sea-level, as each individual lava group 
thins up-dip. Walker was also able to relate the second-
ary mineral zones and thedecrease in density of the dyke 
swarm with increasing altitude, to the inferred position ' 
of the top of the lava-pile. 	However, this important 
structural analysis did not take account of the fact that 
the dykes were not uniformly distributed throughout the 
succession inEastern Iceland, and also little account was 
taken of the fact that acid rocks form an important part 
of the succession. 

As the dyke swarm and acid. centres are closely 
related and both have a bearing on the structure of 
Eastern Iceland, it is important to recognize all the 
centres, including those buried down dip. 

Two important characteristics of acid centres - the 
presence of acid rocks and, usually, an intense dyke 
swarm - leads to the recognition of the following centres:- 

(a) Bardnes. 	(b) Reydarfjordur. 
(c) Breiddalur. 	(d) Thingmuli. 
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The approximate position of the first three of 
these centres is shown on figure 47. 	This map also 
shows strike-lines drawn for various important flood' 
basalt or tuff horizons in the Tertiary succession of 
Eastern Iceland. 	It is clear in the case of Reydarfjordur 
and Breiddalur centres that the strike-lines representing 
approximately -the base and top of the acid successions tend 
to diverge as they approach the acid centre and to converge 
again when traced away from .the centre on the opposite side. 

If 'one now assumes a uniform inclination of the lavas 
at sea-level throughout Eastern Iceland, the divergence 
of the strike lines towards the Reydarfjordur and 
Breiddalur centres implies that the succession thickens 
as' it is traced along the strike towards the eruptive 
centres. 	This evidence is in accord with the detailed 
results from the Reydarfjordur centre which indicated that 
it was the eruptive centre for the majority of the surround-
ing flood basalts. 

We thus have an additional criterion by which we 
can locate acid centres - flood basalt groups thicken 
towards such centres. 	Application of this criterion 
leads to the recognition of three additional centres 
in the area shown in figure 47 situated 2- 

(a) Near the seaward end of Berufjordur. 
(b) To 'the north - perhaps in the Mjoifjorduri 

Seydisfjordur area. 
(c) At the head of Faskrudsfjordur - the 

Daladalur centre. 
One of the most striking features of the Reydarfjordur 

area is the rapid variation in thickness of the Kwnlafell 
tholeiiteand Ornolfur olivine basalt groups. 	The 
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southward thickening of these groups may now be seen as 
part of a regional thickening of the flood basalt succession 
below the Holmar Group towards a centre in the Berufjordur 
region. The centre may be located down-dip, below sea-
level and west of the intense dyke swarm at the seaward 
end of Berufjordur, (Walker 1963. fig.8) and it is 
possible that only a few of the dykes in this area are in 
fact related to the Altafjordur volcano. The relationship 
between the Berufjordur dyke swarm and the acid centre 
would then be the same as in the Reydarfjordur area, where 
the dyke swarm occurs west of the large area of acid 
extrusives. 

There is only a limited amount of direct evidence 
fot the presence of a centre below sea-level in this 
area, and it must be assumed that the majority of the acid 
and intermediate lavas are concealed. The only acid lava 
possibly related to it is the Rauthaskritha rhyolite 
(Hawkes 1924) while a single andesite lava and a conspic-
uous acid, tuff found on the shore of Berufjordur ate 
probably also products of the same centre. Thin tholeiite 
lavas and local propylitisation - both characteristic of 
acid centres - are also present (Walker, perscommi) 

Acid rocks, including thyolite and agglomerate, 
occur on the Dalatangi peninsula between Mjoifjordur and 
Seydisfjordur and are probably the products of a centre in 
this area. The related dyke swarm extends as far south 
as Nordtjordur where the sea-level intensity reaches 8% 

'(Walker, 1959, fig. 6) 

Probably the most important of the three inferred 
centres is the one in Daladalur, at the head of 
Faskrudsf jordur. As can be seen from figure 47 the 
strike lines clearly indicate a northward thickening of 
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the succession between the Holmatindur tuff and the 
Graenavatn Porphyritic Group from the shores of Berufjordur 
to Daladalur. A complimentary thinning is also visible 
north of the centre. The succession between the 
Graenavatn porphyritic group and the Helmatindur tuff can 
be sub-divided into several smaller units, the thickness 
of which has been measured directly in the field (fig.48) 
These detailed measurements also show, in general, a 
thickening of the succession towards the Daladalur centre. 
Again the centre is probably located down-dip of the 
present exposures, although there is very little direct 
evidence for its presence. A single andesite lava is 
the only acid. or intermediate lava in the DaladaIur area, 

This centre is the only one of the seven 
that appears to lack a dyke swarm. However, it is 
possible that as the statistical treatment of the dyke 
swarms in Eastern Iceland is incapable of distinguishing 
between the two co-incident swarms, Walker grouped those 
associated with the Breiddalur and Daladur centres 
(Walker 1963, figi) 	It is certain from consideration 
of the strike direction and the shown direction and extent 
of the Broiddalur swarm that the northern part of the swarm 
is considerably older than the southern section and it is 
this northern portion which maybe related to the Daladur 
centre which immediately predated the formation of the 
Breiddalur centre. 

The area of Eastern Iceland shown in fig047 can thus 
be divided up into six sub-areas, each characterised by 
a lenticular group of flood basalts and related to a group 
of acid and intermediate rocks which may or may not be 
exposed at the surface. if, as seems likely, each of these 
units is structurally comparable to the Reydnrfjordur acid 
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succession, it is possible to suggest a structure for 
the whole of Easter. Iceland based on that of the 
Reydarfjordur centre. This is shown on fig. 49. The 
main difference between this and that of Walker (1960 
fig. 5 ) is that the proposed structure takes into 
account both the non-uniform distribution of the dykes 
and the presence of acid rocks. In addition a 
hypothetical base to the lava pile is also shown 
below the lava pile, analogous to the floor beneath 
the Reydarfjordur centre. 
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3ft  rETROLOGY 

(a Classification of lava-type  

The petrological investigation of Icelandic rocks 
is made difficult by the small grain size of the 
component rock-forming minerals. The only groundmass 
constituent susceptible to rapid optical determination in 
many rocks is the plagioclase, and even this becomes 
difficult to determine in the finer grained intermediate 
rocks. The author has therefore used other diagnostic 
features for classificatory purposes, particularly the 
specific gravity and the colour index as expressed by 
the modal percentage of dark minerals. 

The specific gravity of small hand specimens can 
be readily determined both in the field and in the 
laboratory and the values obtained used in classifying 
the lava series. The success of the method depends on 
the rocks being (i) fresh, (ii) sensibly non-porphyritic, 
(iii) non-vesicular, and (iv) all members of the same magma 
series. All these oriteria are fulfilled by the majority 
of the rocks from the Reydarfjordur centre. The results 
for a suite of analysed rocks from the Thingmuli acid 
centre (Carmichael 1962A) is given in fig. 50, from which 
it can be seen how close is the correlation between specific 
Gravity and chemical composition as expressed by the %Si02. 
Rocks types from this latter area are probably directly 
comparable to lavas from the Reydarfjordur centre. 

The majority of the basic and intermediate lavas have 
the same intergranular basaltic texture and are composed 
of pyroxene, ore, feldspar and interstitial glass. They 
form a continuous series in which the colour index, the 
modal proportion of ore plus pyroxene, decreases as the 



* 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  
SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SILICA  
CONTENT FOR SPECIMENS  • 
FROM THE THINGMULI AREA  

• 

•Data from Carmichael 1962 A 
Analyses 1- 41 with the 
exception of specimens with 
more than 2% H2O. or 5% phen. 

Specific gravity determinations 
by I.L.G.. No data for 
8,10,16-18, 23, & 34- 39. 

• • 
• 

•• 
Specific Gravity 	 1 	• 	• 

2.4 	 2.6 	 2-8 
	,...-...1—...---........----1 	 L____ 46 	• 	 
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rocks become more acid. The colour index can be rapidly 
measured by determining the rineral present at a large 
number of randomly selected points; the values obtained 
have been used in conjunction with specific gravity 
measurements to sub-divide the basic and intermediate 
lavas (see figs. 51 and 52) 

There is a rough correlation between the grain size 
of a lava and its chemical composition, as expressed by 
the specific gravity. This is illustraged by fig. 53. 
Grain size measurements probably only give an approximate 
indication of the lava bype (cf.Walker 1963, figs12) 

The classification scheme used is outlined below 
and followed by a detailed description of each of the 
more abundant lava types: 

The term "rhyolite'andesite" has been used to 
distinguish these intermediate rocks from the orogenic 
intermediate lavas, normally termed "andesites" which 
they do not resemble (Walker, 1963, Discussion, P.62) 
Similarly the acid lavas are not termed dacites and 
rhyo-dacites on account of chemical and petrographic 
differences between the Icelandic lavas and the normal 
orogenic suite (Macdonald, 1960 ) 

(II) Lava types found associated with acid centres. 
(1) Tholeiite - 

Fine grained and essentially non-porphyritie 
basalt containing not more than necessary amounts of 
olivine. Specific gravity greater than 2.9. Modal ore 
plus pyroxene more than 450 



THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE  
MODAL PERCENTAGE OF FELDSPAR  

GL ASS 	AND 	THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

Data for 16 specimens 
90 	 from the Reydarfjordur area 

80 
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Andesites 
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a) 	 0 
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aa) 0 O 0 
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Tholeiites 
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40 
	 Specific Gravity 
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Fig, 51 



MODAL COMPOSITION OF BASIC AND  
INTERMEDIATE LAVAS FROM  THE 

REYDARFJORDUR AREA 

90 

0 
0 

Pyroxene 

6 Tholeittes 

3 Rhyolitic Andesites 

Ak  loF 
7 Basaltic Andesites 	 Basaltic 

Data for:- 	
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A V 

Ore 

.. A 

0 0 

 0 Andesites 
B 

Tholeiites 
50 

Rhyolitic 
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A 
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• GLASS 

A 
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(2) Basaltic andesites 
Fine-grained basic-intermediate rocks with 

basaltic, texture. Almost invariably non-porphyritic. 
Groundmass olivine rare. Specific gravity between 2.9 
and 2.7. Modal ore plus pyroxene between 45% and 25% 

(3) Rhyolitic andesites 
Very fine-grained acid-intermediate rocks. 

Feldspathic groundmass not determinable in thin section. 
Usually non-porphyritic. Olivine absent. Specific gravity 
less than 2.7. Modal ore plus pyroxene less than 25% 

(4) Rhyolites 
Glassy or fine-grained quartz feldspar rocks 

often with phenocrysts of sodic plagioclase and ferro-
augite. 

(II) Flood basalt lava types 
(1) Tholeiite 

No systematic difference between the petro-
graphic characters of flood basalt tholeiites and those 
associated with acid centres has yet been found. The 
two lava types are distinguished solely, on their field 
characteristics (see Chapter" page28 ) 

(2) Olivine basalt 
Essentially non-porphyritic basalt containing 

more than accessory amounts of olivine; commonly 
associated with silica poor zeolites 

(3) Porphyritic basalt 
Basalt with more than 5% bytownite phenocrysts; 

phenocrysts of olivine and augite ma1also accur. 

These flood basalt types have not been studied in 
detail and the reader is referred to Walker 1959 and 1963 
for further information. 
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(b) Rock types associated with acid centres  
(1) Tholeiite lavas. 
These are fine grained and usually non-porph,yritic 

lavas consisting of an equigranular aggregate of plagio-
clase, pyroxene and opaque minerals. 

The phenocrysts when present are of up to Wo 
bytownite-labradorite plagioclase and maybe weakly 
zoned. They are almost invariably rimmed by a narrow 
zone similar in composition to the groundmass plagioclase. 
In addition augite, although not olivine, may occur as a 
phenocryst constituent. 

The pyroxene is a pale brown, granular augite, 
showing no zoning in thin section. It is usually 
interstitially disposed to the laths of labradorite. 
The latter are normally zoned and may have a marked 
preferred floW orientation. Subordinate amounts of 
pigeonite have been recognised in some sections, although 
on account of the fine grain it is unfortunately impossible 
to determine if this mineral is universally present in the 
tholeiites. The normal ore minerals are titanomagnetite 
and acioular ilmenite. Olivine is always very subordinate 
and may be quite fresh or else represented by pseudomorphs. 

The glass, an important modal constituent, is pale'  
brown and usually isotropic or very weakly birefringeant. 
The refractive index is always less than 1.54 though 
alteration to chlorophaeite may prevent determination. 
The latter mineraloid may also be present in vesicles 
which can also contain quartz, calcite or silica-rich 
zeolitese 



1. 	 • 

•  •;.•.2• 

• •4, 

if.,?;;;74; 	• 	'41  

• 

.* • 
..ar. 	• ..:"St 

gl-oundmass of ,mioxene, diagloclase and 
ore together with interstitial 	(X 100) 

Tholeiite 	z.305 

Nioual analyses of typical tiioleiites 
(300 points) 

 

average 
Specimen 	Volume  > 	grain size 
number feld 777 pr. ol'e s.g. 	in mm. 
z.176 50 	5 	34 	11 2.97 0.020 
z.190 WI 	1 	4 2.95 0.011 51 
z.505 46 	7 	39 	8 2.97 0.013 
z.143 46 	9 	32 	13 2.94 0.014 
z.,144 46 	6 	37 	11 2.93 0.012 
e.462 47 	3 	38 	12 3.01 n.d. 

Location of sDecimens 
z.176 S.E.face of Sodulhnjukur. 1,600 ft. 
z.190 N.W.side of Dreidci.alur. 1,850 ft. 
z.305 Shore near Thernunes 
z.143 N.B.face of Sodulhnjukur. 840 ft. 

 	N.E.face of Sodulhnjukur. 880 ft. 
e.462 Holmanes peninsula. 120 ft. 

Figure 54 
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(2) Basaltic endesite lavas. 

Basaltic andesite lavas show a clear tendency to be 
finer in grain than the tholeiites which they otherwise 
closely resemble., Transitional types exist and it is 
almost certain that there is a complete gradation between 
typical tholeiites and typical basaltic andesites. The 
boundary is rather arbitrarily drawn where the specific 
gravity falls below 2.9 or the colour index falls below 
45. However, as can be seen from the data in fig. 55, 
there is a certain amount of overlap. 

The majority of the basaltic andesite lavas are 
non-porphyritic though occasional flows contain sparse 
phenocrysts of labradorite, set in a groundmass of 
plagioclase, pyroxene, ore and interstitial glass. The 
groundmass plagioclase is always noticeablg zoned. 
Although fine-grained it is still occasionally possible 
to determine the approximate composition in thin 
section using carlsbadalbite twins. The mean value for 
Nos.z.206, 0.531, 03.535 and e.581 was An 50 (four 
determinations on each rock) 

The dominant pyroxene is augite which occurs as 
pale coloured prismatic crystals interstitial to the 
feldspar laths. Pigeonite is also present in some 
examples and in e.532 the ratio of augite to pigeonite 
is probably about 211. 

In contrast to the tholeiites, titano-magnetite 
predominates over ilmenite as the ore mineral, which 
normally forms 10% of the mode. be normally isotropic 
glass is more d'undant than in the tholeiites, forming 
up to 20% of the rock. Olivine occurs in some specimens, 
although it maybe altered, particularly when carbonate 
or chlorite are also present. 



Basaltic andesite.  (x 100) 

Modal analIrse 

 

' typical Basaltic andesjIta  
Gou -points) 

 

Specimen 
Number 

Volume 	2.;) - 
ox-e 

average 
rIrsin size 
in mm. feld P:=4 

z.156 50 	14 26 10 2.88 0.017 
z.106 08 25 2.75 0.021 
z.206 52 38 10 2.80 0.005 
e.532 44 	17 32 7 2.81 n.d. 
e.55.5 36 	- 8 2.34 n.d. 
e.581 43 	12 37 8 2.82 n.d. 

z.156 
z.166 
z.206 
e.532 
C.535 
e.581 

Location of samples  
N.W. face of Sodulhnjukur. 380 ft. 
E.face aL Sodulhnjukur. 	1,850 ft. 
S. side of Breiddalur. 	880 ft. 
-;l2 mile N.W. of Glsmsauga. 
1/2   mile NA. of Glamsauga. 
S.E. spur of Vindhals. 	2,60' ft. 

Figure 55. 
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(3) Rbyolitic Andesite Lavas 
Perhaps the most interesting lavas are the rhyolitic 

andesites. These acid-intermediate flows are composed 
essentially of ore, pyroxene, plagioclase and glass, with 
a colour index of less than 25 and a specific gravity of 
less than 2.7. The limjted amount of analytical data 
suggests that the majority of these lavas have a silica 
content between 60% and 69% showing that, the group is 
transitional between rhyolites and basaltic andesites. 

The majority of the lavas in this group are too 
fine-grained to permit any microscopic determination 
of the constituent minerals and often it is impossible 
to male an accurate assessment of the colour index. The 
diameter of.the pyroxene grains is normally about 0.01 mm. 

The plagioclase occurs as small laths - often showing 
marked fluxion structure. The exact composition of the 
feldspar is unknown although the preponderance of small 
extinction angles suggests that it is considerably more 
sodic than in the basaltic andesites, and is probably 
about oligoclase-andesine. Interstitial glass is always 
abundant, normally constituting more than 20% of the 
mode and is usually isotropic, only rarely being altered. 

The intergranular pyroxene is probably augite,.but 
is" generally too small to identify with confidence. 
Olivine is rare. 

The majority of the lavas of this type may best be 
described as "non-porphyritic", but repeated sectioning 
reveals rare plagioclase phenocrysts in most examples. 

These are of three types:- 
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(1) Rounded bytownite-labradorites with pronounced 
sodic riws approximating in composition to the ground-
mass feldspar. 

(ii) Very rarely sodic plagioclase phenocrysts are 
found. These always show, fretting and corrosion 
presinnably produced by the crystals being incorporated 
into a hotter and chemically different magma, in which 
they were outof equilibrium. These acid phenocrysts 
probably grew in rivolite magma. 

(iii) Several examples, including z • 30,18, show 
phenocrysts which- are intermediate in composition 
(An 45?) and are apparently in equilibrium with the 
host rock. Characteristically, phenocrysts of this 
type show many inclusions of Exoundmass material, 
perhaps due to rapid 'conditions of crystal growth. 
Similar crystals occasionally occur in basaltic andesite 
lavers. 

The netrogenetic sigal,'tidance of the phenocrysts 
and xenoerysts in the rhyolitic andesite lavas is 
discussed in the section on petrogenesis. 
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.T1hyolitic Ano.esite  
Large skeletal plagioclaso crystal (An45) in 
a very fine-grained graundmass of pyroxene, 
plagioclase ore and interstital glass. (x 25) 

Modal Anal ses of t—icel rhyolitic andesites 
300 points) 

Specimen 	 Volume 
ore 	s.g. 

Average 
grain size 

in mm. No. 	feld 	glass 	vxr. 

	

z.308 	 83 	14 

	

z.261 	 86 	10 

	

z. 307 	Indeterminate 

	

z.287 	 Indeterminate 

3 2.63 
2.59 
2.58 
2.59 

0.008 
0.009 

F96A 	79 	15 
See also chemical analyses 5, 

6 
6, 

2.64 
7!c,, 	8, 	fig. 

0.010 
67 

z . 308 
z.261 
z.307 
z.287 
11.96A 

Location 
1,900 ft. 
1,830 ft. 
1,850 ft. 
Faskrudsf 
Thingmuli 

of samples  
North side of Gilsardalur 
North side of Gilsardalur 
North side of Kerlingarfjall 
jordur (exact locality unknown) 

Figure 56 
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(4) Rhyolite lavas 

Under this heading are grouped all the acid lavas* 
These are easily distinguished from the intermediate 
members of the suite as they are either almost wholly 
glassy or composed of an irregular crystalline mosaic 
of a silica mineral and alkali feldspar. 

The glassy rocks are usually pale brown or green in 
thin section and may show perlitic structure. Rhyolite 
lavas which develop a pitchstone are almost always 
porphyritie and all the fifteen sectioned examples contain 
phenoerysts. Flow structure is occasionally visible in 
thin Section. The refractive index of the glass= 
varies between 1.49 and 1.51. 

The crystalline parts of the lavas are composed of 
a fine-grained intergrowth of alkali-feldspar and 
tridymite and/or quartz. Tridymite may also be present 
in vesicles. Secondary silicification also gave rise 
to the small irregular patches of quartz occasionally 
present in the groundmass. 

Both crystalline and glassy rocks contain 
essentially the same suite of phenocrysts sodic 
plagioclase, pyroxene, ore, and an iron-rich olivine. 
The phenocrysts in some Icelandic glassy rocks have 
received detailed study from Carmichael (1960A, 1960B, 
1963A, 1963B) and the only detailed work carried out by 
the euthor has been on the relative abundance of the 
sodic plagioclase and anorthoclase of varying compositions 
in the whole suite of rhyolite lavas. 

Pale green ferro-augite is the normal pyroxene 
phenocryst. It is never abundant and only rarely forms 
more than 1% of the mode. It is often intergrown with 
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Modal Analyses of nine Rhyolites  
from the Reydarfiordur area (5000 points)  

Spec. Phenocrysts — volume X, 
feldspar 	monoclinic 	ore ___ 

pyroxene 

z.126 4.3 0.2 0.2 
z.157 2.2 0.2 0.1 
z,224 10.4 1.2 1,8 0.2 olivine 
e.204 3.9 0.3 0.2 
e.205 12.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 Bas. xen. 
e.461 6.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 Orth.pyr. 
e.868 6.0 0.4 0.4 

Also see chemical analyses 9, 11 & 12, fig. 67. 

Location of samples 

	

z*126 	Raudafell, -south side of 
Reydarfjordur. 

	

2..157 	First Phase Rhyolite, north of, 
• Soduihnziukur. 

	

z‘.224 	Porphyritic Rhyolite„ Bela 180 ft. 
south side of :Reydarfjordur. 

	

0.204 	Sixth Phase Rhyolite above 
Sellatradalur. 

	

e.205 	Sixth Phase Rhyolite north of 
Sellatratindur. 

	

0,461 	Fifth Phase Rhyolite, 
Holmanes Peninsula. 

	

_e,868 	Pitchstone'margin Sellatur plug. 

Figure 57 
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the other phenocryst constituents, especially the plagioclase, 
Very occasionally an orthorhombic pyroxene is present in 
addition to the Ferro-augite, in which case olivine is 
always absent. 

Olivine, when present, is usually partially altered, 
but some remnants of the pale-coloured Ferro-hortonolite 
usually remain. The crystals are always small, usually 
idiomorphic and never exceed 0.5% in the mode. 

Plagioclase, or alternatively anorthoolase, is the 
most important phenocx7stic modal constituent forming up 
to 12% of the rock. All the phenocrysts are extremely 
fresh and usually only slightly zoned. The crystals 
vary from elongate laths, a farm typical of the plagioclases, 
to more equidimensional crystals. Anorthoclase, distin-
guished by the presence of extremely fine cross-hatched 
twinning, has been found in three rhyolite lavas, i.e. 
in two of the sixth phase rhyolites and the associated 
Sellatur plug on the north side of Reydarfjordur, and 
the upper rhyolite on Flaiaf'all on the south side of the 
fjord. 

Carmichael (1963A) in his study of the crystallisation 
of feldspar, deduced that during the formation of 
plagioclase from Icelandic rhyolite magma the composition 
of the phenocrysts changes progressively along the line 
A - B C D (see fig. 58) 	The first formed phenocrysts 
are thus sodic plagioclases, but further coaling and 
reaction with the melt eventually produced anorthoclases (D) 
If, as seems possible, the acid maga 211313 derived from a 
more basic parent, all the liquids must originally have 
crystallised feldspar near the composition (A). 	If at 
any time the reaction of the plagioclase and liquid is 
halted by the extrusion of the magma, a porphyritic 
rhyolite will result. 
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ANALYSED FELDSPAR PHENOCRYSTS  

FROM ICELANDIC PITCHSTONES 

Fig 58 
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Thus, only if extrusion did not take place, would 
reaction of the phenocrysts and melt allow the composition 
of the,phenocrysts to change along the line A - B - C - D. 
Extrusion is presumably possible during this progressive 
change and thus rhyolite lavas with phenocrysts near 
composition (A) should be relatively more abundant than 
lavas with the later-formed phenocrysts. 

Most of the porphyritic rhyolite lavas of the 
Reydarfjordur centre have been sampled and refractive 
index of the plagioclase phenocrysts determined on 001 
cleavage flakes. 	The results have been, plotted on . a 
histogram (fig. 59) which confirms the predominance of 
phenocrysts near (A), while the anorthoclase and more 
sodic plagioclases are relatively uncommon. It should 
be noted that it is impractical to determine the 
composition of the feldspars 'exactly from the optical 
data because it is not known whether they exist in the 
high or low temperature state or in some intermediate 
form, Also inbhe case of plagioclase feldspars rich in 
the orthoclase molecule, there is the possibility that 
the phenocrystis unmixed and composed of a plagioclase 
and subordinate amounts of potash feldspar. In this 
case the refractive index corresponds to the predominant 
phase (the plagioclase) and the results are anomalously 
high considering the bulk composition of the phenocrymt. 

Phenocrysts with a refractive index of more than 
10552 are occasionally found in the rhyolitic 

andesites, though as stated earlier many of these acid/ 
intermediate lavas are non-porphyritic. 
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Fig 59 
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(5) Mix Lavas 

The routine petrographic examination of one 
of the porphyritic ReydarfSordur rhyolite lavas (R3s) 
revealed several anomalous features. It was noted in 
the field that this lava contains a large number of 
basic xenoliths, all of 'the same composition 7 a richly 
porphyritic basalt. All the xenoliths have crenulate 
margins and the larger examples show marginal, chilling. 

In thin section it can also be seen that the 
abundant feldspar phenocrysts are of two types - a sodic 
plagioclase and larger equidimensional crystals of 
bytownite. The latter have the same origin as the 
porphyritic basalt xenoliths and are obviously xenocrysts; 
the crystals are often rimmett by a veneer of basalt glass. 

The most reasonable explanation of these features 
is that the rhyolite magma was contpminated prior to 
its eruption by porphyritic basalt magma. Blebs of the 
hotter basic magma became isolated and chilled as they were 
inrorporated into the cooler rhyolite, while occasionally 
individual bytownite phenocrysts became separated from the 
host magma to produce xenocrysts (Fig. 60.) 

Although referred to in the field and :earlier sections 
of the text as a "rhyolite", the considerable proportion 
and uniform distribution of basic material distinguishes 
this flow from other acid lavas. The term "mix-lava" 
is to be preferred, indicating the flows hybrid properties. 
Similar lavas have been noted from the Yellowstone Park 
Area (Boyd, 1961) 
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z.570. Idlotomicrograph of IPhenocrysts in. 
a rhyolite-basalt mix-lava from the north 
side of Rer,ydarfjordur. Basalt-rimmed 
Bytownite xenocryst (B) and acid 
Placioclase (A). 	x.25. 

Fig. 60. 
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(6) Pyroclastic rocks 
A prelimirlary survey of the pyroclastic deposits 

intercalated between the lavas of Eastern Iceland showed 
that rapid grain-size variations took place both vertically 
within individual horizons, and laterally along the strike. 
Thus if the grain size had been used as a criterion for 
nomenclature, certain anomalies would have arisen. The 
same pyroclastic deposit would have been termed a "tuff" 
at one locality and an "agglomerate" elsewhere* 	To 
avoid this complication all the deposits intercalated 
between the lavas, some of which show well marked bedding, 
are termed "tuffs". The thicker, non-bedded, very 
coarse pyroclastic deposits are termed "agglomerates", 
and in the Reydarfjordur area these are always associated 
with rhyolite lavas. It seems likely that the two types 
of de,,osit are equivalent, the agglomerates accumulating 
in or near the vent, and the tuffs in the surrounding 
regions. 

Tuffs. 
The tuff horizons occurring between the lavas vary 

in thickness from 5 ft. or less to over 200 ft. and often 
show well marked bedding (fig. 61) 	Rock fragments may 
either be abundant or almost entirely absent and are of 
a wide variety of lava types, all of which are found at 
the surface at the present day; the average size of the 
fragments is about 1)P but in some places these are 
larger. 	:ibcceptional are the granophyre fragments found 
in T3  on Grakollur, which are thought to have been 
derived from an unexposed granophyre intrusion. Fragments 
of sedimentary or metamorphic rocks, granite or gabbro 
have not been recorded from the Reydarfjordur area. Normal 
and reversed grading and bedding are often present and 



Bedded tuffs over lng the First Phase Agglomerates 



thought to to have been produced by areal sorting and changes 
in the character and violence of the eruption. None of 
the tuff beds mapped by the anior contains red weathered 
horizons, and each is thought to be the product of a 
single eruption or group of eruptions, lasting at the 
most for a few years or tens of years. 

In thin section,, in addition to rock fragments, phenocrysts 
are visible. Usually these are of sodic plagioclase, but 
ferro-augite is also present, together with rare bytownite 
and basaltic augite. The pale-green, white , or brown 
graundmass is predominently acid in composition and 
composed of fragments of pumice rather than shards, although 
alteration often destroys the original texture. 

Agglomerates. 
The thicker agglomerate deposits are only local 

in extent. They occur near the major centres of acid 
volcanism and are thought to represent pyroclastic 
material deposited in or around the vents. 'In the 
Reydarfjordur area these deposits have suffered a high 
degree of alteration and all the , groundmass textures have 
been destroyed. however the diagmostie features are 
visible in the field, i.e. the complete absence of bedding 
and sorting and the presence of large fragments,apd 
blocks of basalt and rhyolite up to several feet in 
diameter. 

• 

Welded Tuffs. 
A few of the' tuff layers contain thin  horizontal 

pitchstone bands which are interpreted as auto-welded 
horizons, but no widespread welded tuffs comparable to 
the Skessa tuff (Walker, 1962) have been discovered in 
the mapped area. 
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Texturally these thin welded tuff layers are 
distinct from non-welded acid tuffs. Thin sections 
show that although the tuff particles are similar in 
size and shape to those in non—welded portions, they 
are always more flattened and rounded and maybe moulded 
round phbnocrysts or rock fragments (fig. 62) The 
only reasonable explanation is that the tuff particles 
were plastic when emplaced and were apparently still 
hot enough in some cases to fuse into a nearly homogeneous 
glass. Some felsitic tuffs also show some degree of 
welding, although the diagnostic texture in thin section 
is often destroyed by subsequent alteration. 

Cc) The composite lavas and related dykes. 
Petrographically the composite lavas are of 

particular interest on account of the intimate association 
of acid and basic magma. The lava show the effects 
produced by the contamination of acid rAgms  by basic 
magma, while the xenocrysts in the basic portions pose 
a difficult petrogenetic problem. 

The description below is in two sections, the first 
dealing with the acid portions of the lava and dykes, 
while the second covers the basic components. 

Acid Portions. 
The acid portions invariably consist of finely 

crystalline quartz(?)/feldspar material. The rooks may 
be vuggy or vesicular and all the Faskrudsfjordur examples 
develop spherulites. 	This is in marked contrast to 
the non—composite rhyolites which only rarely show this 
feature. Of the four composite lavas, the acid portions 



z.461. ,elded tuff. '.i'uff particles 
moulded round plagioclase phenocryst. 

Lt.; 

Fig. 62. 
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of two are nonr.porphyritic, while the Lower Gilsardalur 
composite lava contstrs quartz and sodic plagioclase 
lAtenocrysts, and the acid portion of the Kottur composite 
lava contains anorthoclase. Quartz is an exceedingly 
rare phenocryst constituent of Icelandic acid rocks, 
although it occurs in some of the pitchstones of the 
British Tertiary. Bi-pyramidal euhedral quartz crystals 
in the Lower Gilsardalur flow are considered to be in 
equilibrium with the host rock. 	Carmichael (1960) 
showed that the residual glasses of some Icelandic 
pitchstones fall close to the quartz-feldspar join in 
the system NaA1Si308  ITA1S1308  Si02. Hence it is 
not surprising that an occasional late stage lava 
develops quartz, due to the magma on cooling reaching 
the quartz-feldspar join. As can be seen from the 
figure 63 the crystals often have embeyments which are 
interpreted as perhaps due to rapid growth rather than 
to partial melting. 

The phenocrysts in the Kottur composite lava are 
unusual for Iceland in that they are Anorthoclase 
(Carmichael 1963A) Similar phenocrysts have been 
found in the rare minor acid intrusions in the Kottur 
area (Hawkes & Harwood, 1932) 

The acid portions of the composite lavas always 
show some evidence of contartnation by basic material. 
The effect is most marked adjecent to the basic portion 
of the dyke or lava, where the host rock usually 
contains abundant xenoliths of basaltic material. As 
described previously, the xenoliths have carious margins, 
are very fine-grained or glassy and may be marginally 
chilled. Micro-phenocrysts of pyroxene and lath-like 



DRAWINGS OF QUARTZ — PHENOC RYS TS 
FROM THE LOWER GILSARDALUR  
COMPOSITE 	LAVA 

I. mm. 
Examples taken from acid portion 
of both lava and dyke feeder 
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plagioclase are a characteristic feature of the xenoliths 
(fig. G4). In addition to the xenoliths, the host rbyolite 
also contains micro-xenocrysts derived from the basaltic 
material, which are invariably rimmed by small amounts of 
basic glass. It is considered that these textural features 
showing the intimate association of basic and acid material, 
can only be accounted for by the incorporation into the 
acid magma of liquid basalt and its associated micro -
phenocrysts (For furtENPRffing on this see Chap.VII) 

Basic Portions 
The basic components of the composite bodies vary in 

composition from tholeiite to basaltic andesite, although 
they show broadly similar, textural features. The 
dorinant mineralogical components are the phenocrysts; 
small, lath-shaped labradorite, about I mitl.long, and 
equant grains of augite. These are set in a fine-grained 
or glassy groundmass. In the fine grained examples the 
grounamPles is composed of feldspar, ore and. pyroxenes  
together with up to 20% interstitial glass. Where the 
basic component has undergone drastic chilling, for instance 
along flow tops, the micro-phenocrysts are set in a partly 
glassy matrix. The refractive index of the glass suggests 
that it is intermediate in composition and not normal 
basalt glass. 

Bytownite is occasionally, present as a phenocryst 
but, more obvious are the xenocrysts which are found in 
some of the basic portions. Wherever the acid. portion 
of the composite body contains phenocrysts, some of tlese 
are also found in the basic portion as xenocrysts. Thus 
the basic component of the Lower Gilsardalur composite 
lava contains quartz and sodic-plagioclase xenocrysts 
(fig.65) Both of these show evidence 'of dis-equilibrium; 
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z.267. Acid Portion of 

Lower Gilsardalur Composite Lava 
showing quartz and. sodic-plagioolase 
nhellocrysts, together with small 
basic xenoliths. (Lower left) x.20. 

z.269. 	G1-4y basalt xenolith, 
containing micro-phenocrysts of labradorite 
and prismatic augite, ±il the acid portion 
of the Upper Gilsardalur composite lava. 

Fig. 64 



.282 Basic _port_ua u. the Lower 
Gilsardalur composite 1Tra with 
quartz xenocrysts rimmed with 
aug-ite and sodic-plagloolase with 
flax-row meltea zone. 	x.100 

Fig. 65 
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the quartz is rimmed by augite granules, while the 
feldspar shows marginal melting and sometimes an 
additional rim of more basic feldspar beond the melted 
zone. The limited amount of sampling done suggests that 
the xenocrysts are rather uniformly distributed through-
out the basic component. 

Where seen on the north shore of Faskrudsfjordur, 
the Kottur composite dyke has a rather different texture 
from normal in that the 5 ft. thick basic components are 
of normal, non-porphyritic coarse tholeiite. 

As stated earlier, the basic components in some 
instances are not truly basic and may contain xenocrysts. 
This fact can be accounted for by assuming that the basic 
magma absorbed some acid material prior to its extrusion. 
It is often assumed that this acidification took place 
during the passage, via dyke-like fissure, of basic magma 
through highly viscous acid magma. The basic material would 
then become contaminated by marginally mobilising and 
subsequently incorporating part of the acid material. At a 
later stage the fused acid magma would follow the basic 
material into the upper regions of the crust via the plane 
of weakness represented by the centre of the earlier basic 
dyke, producing a composite dyke. This irillgenerally 
accepted hypothesis for the origin of composite dykes. 
However, it fails to account satisfactorily fors- 

1. The uniform composition of the basic component. 
2. The uniform distribution of xenocrysts in the 

basic component. 
3. The nearly simultaneous eruptione basic and acid 

magma in the composite 1avas. 
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(d) Chemical Data 

Six chemical analyses were made by the author, of 
rocks from the Reydarfjordur acid volcanic succession 
Initially it was hoped to make a chemical study of the 
intermediate lavas, but it was soon realised that due to 
the limited time available and the author's lack of 
analytical experience, this would not be practical. 

The analyses were carried out using rapid methods 
based on those of Shapiro and Brannock (1952) and which 
have later been partially modified by Meicy (1956) As 
the' techniques and method have been broadly standardized 
discussion is not warranted. 

As a check on the accuracy of the analyses carried 
out by the author, the grandiorite M.149, analysed by 
Mercy (1956) was analysed with each of the two batches aE 
samples. The results obtained are shown in figure 66, 
together with the original analysis. The agreement as a 
whole may be considered only moderately satisfactory and 
the variable results for Na20 and K20 are almost certainly,  
due, to analytical error on the part of the author. However, 
this explanation does not account for the' results Si02, as 
this determination was carried out with particular care by 
an improved method giving gfeater accuracy than the 
colourometric method of Mercy. 

Data for the six analyses by the author, together with 
six other available analyses, are given in figure 67. These 
represent the only available analyses of rocks from the 
Reydarfjordur acid volcanic succession. It is considered 
that these analyses are insufficient in number and that 
some are of too poor a quality to use for detailed 
petrogenetic discussion. However, of interest are the 
results for z.547 and z.548. These two samples are taken 
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Analytical ;tesults for the 

Standard rock 17;149. Donegal Granodicrite. 

Analyses by I.L.G. 

Batch 1,, 	Batch 2 

Data from Mercy 
(1956) 	table 3. 
Arithmetic mean on 
six analyses. 

SiO2 72.1 72.5 73.4  
TiO2 0.27 0.30 0.21 
Al203 14.2 14.2 
Pe203 0.65 0.63 0.55 
Pe0 0.95 0.92 0,94 
MnO 0.04 0.05 0.04 
Mg0 0.81 0.77 0,80 
0a0 1.03 1.01 0.94 
Na20 4.2 4.6 4.1 
K20 4.5 4.2 4.2 
P205 0.09 0.09 0.09 
H2O plus 0.79 0.73 1.0 
H2O minus 0.06 0.22 

-a--- 

99.9 100.2 100.4 
11101410.111..111PReent 

Fig. 66 
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dur Acid Volcanic Succession 

7 8 9 10 11 12 
53 04.4 67.8 69.8 69.0 70.0 70.0 

Ti020.66 0.60 0.29 0.15 0.28 0.40 

Al2(3.4 13.6 12.6 11.8 13.3 12.7 

Fe2 .4 4.8 1.2 0.85 2.1 2.7 

Fe03.5 2.0 1.7 0.59 3.0 1.9 

IMO 0.23 0.21 0.10 0.04 0.13 0.10 

Mg00.56 0.03 0.32 0.11 0.60 0.46 

Ca03.1 2.7 0.92 1.5 1.2 1.4 

Na2(.1 4.9 5.2 3.6 4.3 5.3 

K20 3.1 2.8 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.7 

P2050.14 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 

H200.87 4.0 5.5 0.59 
0.88 1.2 

0.38  0.3 3.4 1.02 

9.8 100.5 99.7 99.9 99.8 100.3 

includes 
CO2  0.38 

1. Reydarfjordur. 
2. darfjordur. 
3. jail. 2 ft. from Acid/basic contact. 
4. Near base of flow. 
5. dalur Nordfjordur. 
6. . 1,850 ft. South side of Reydarfjordur. 
7. e of Gilsardalur. 
8. h side of Reydarfjordur. 
9. eydarfjordur (Carmichael 1960A table 6, 4R) 
10. osite lava. (Carmichael 1962B. table 3M) 
11. e of Reydarfjordur. 
12. eydarfjordur. 

Anal: 

Fig. 67 
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from different parts of the basic component of the 
Ornolsfjall composite lava. The close agreement between 
the two results suggests that the basic component may 
be very uniform in composition. 

(e) Petrogenisiss 

Only a limited amount of petrographic and chemical 
work has been carried out by the author. Therefore, 
discussion of the petrogenisis of the lavas forming the 
Reydarfjordur acid volcanic succession must be limited 
in scope. It includes a review of some of the previous 
literature combined with a few additional observations. 

The present study has confirmed the views of most 
of the earlier workers that there is a complete series of 
lava types ranging in composition from the olivine basalts 
and tholeiites, through the intermediate basaltic and 
rhyolitic andesites, to the acid rhyolites. At least two 
different meclignisma are capable of producing such a 
series. In one, members of the series are all developed 
from a basaltic parent magma by a process of differentiation; 
in the other two parental magmas are envisaged, the one ,  
basic and the other acid, and intermediate magmas are 
produced by some form of mixing or contamination. In the 
second case it is probably necessary to postulate the 
existence of a sialic basement underlying Iceland. 
Fusion of. these basement rocks would then produce the 
acid material. 

Although it is at present impossible to rule out 
either of these alternatives, three lines of evidence 
mitigate against the presence of any underlying sialic 
basement in Iceland :- 

(1) Geophysical evidence in North-west Iceland 
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strongly suggests that there is no low density layer 
underlying basalts (Barth & Tryggvason 1961) 

(2) Be exposures of pre-basaltic basement rocks are 
known and fragments of metamorphic or sedimentary rocks 
are absent either as xenoliths in the lavas or as rock 
fragments in the agGlomerates. Yet when such a basement 
does exist, as far instance in Mull, fragments of the 
underlying rock types are quite common, particularly in 
the agglomerates. 

(3) In a recent paper on the Feldspar Phenocrysts 
of Tertiary acid glasses, Carmichael (1963A) has shown 
that there is a marked difference between Icelandic acid 
phenocrysts and those from acid glasses from north-west 
Britain. This difference is ascribed to the presence in 
the British area of sialic basement rocks beneath the 
basalts and to its absence in Iceland. 

Of course negative evidence of this type does not 
prove that differentiation was the active process in the 
formation of the Reydarfjordur series. Therefore,  two 
further lines of evidence are considered below, evidence 
suggesting that a process of sialic fusion and subsequent 
mixing is unlikely, and evidence bearing on a possible 
method of differentiation which although unable to be 
substantiated is at least compatible with the available 
field, and with petrographic, chemical and experimental 
evidence 

It has been suggested that if mixing or contamination 
were an important factor in petrogenisis, many of the 
intermediate rocks, presumably formed in this way, would 
not be homogeneous and would show other signs of their 
mixed parentage. In fact, the majority of the intermediate 
Icelandic lavas are remarkably uniform in texture and 
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composition. The only evidence suggesting that they may 
be the product of contamination or mixing of magmas is the 
presence of occasional bytownite and sodic plagioclase 
xenocrysts, though of course these could be derived from 
small scale assimilation of porphyritic rhyolite and.. basalt. 

When analysed, rock series produced by the mixing of 
two magmas produce straight line variation diagrams. 
(Habma 1951 84 Bowen 1928, ChapaII). 	Carmichael, 1962A, 
has carried out a series of careful analyses of rocks from 
the Thingmuli area and shown that these do not follow 
variation diagrams of this 1,,ype. Hence these rocks are 
unlikely to have been produced by straight-forward mixing. 
The present author is loth to rely on the assortment of 
analyses of rocks from the Reydarfjordur area, but the 
indications are that these also do not follow rectilinear 
variation diagrams (fig. 68) 

Finally it is necessary to suggest a possible 
mechanism which might have given rise to the lavas, of the 
Reydarfjordur series, Carmichael (1962A) has suggested 
that the lavas of the Thingmuli series could have been ,  
derived by the fractional crystallisation of olivine 
basalt magma, with the separation of early formed olivine, 
pyroxene and plagioclase, the more salic rocks being 
produced under conditions of increasing oxygen pressure. 
This-. hypothesis can equally , be applied to the lavas of 
the Reydarfjordur series, where it again depends on the 
accumfllation of the early precipitate in the form of a 
layered intrusion which must underlie the acid centre. 
Although there is no direct evidence for such a mass 
the porphyritic basalts would represent the partial 
accumulation of early formed bytownite. Presumably 
pyroxene and olivine are rare in the accumulative rocks 
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Fig. 68. 

OXIDE VARIATION DIAGRAM FOR ROCKS  
FROM THE REYDARFJORDUR CENTRE 
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because they sink more rapidly in the magma chamber and 
are thus less likely to be extruded. 

Perhaps the strength of the argument in favour of 
differentiation lies in the chemical evidence — 
particular the close similarities of the Thingmuli trend 
to that of the Skaergard intrusion (Carmichael 1962A), 
and the lack of rectilinear oxide variation diagrams. The 
greatest stumbling block to complete acceptance cr the 
theory is the difficulty of repeatedly mobilising 
fractionabalayers to provide the rapid alternation of acid, 
intermediate and basic lavas observed in the Reydarfjordur 
area. 

g. Flow Structure in Acid Lavas  
A large proportion of the flows of rhyolite 

examined on the south side of Reydarfjordur show a platy 
flow structure. 

In the simplest case the structure is developed 
parallel to the base of the flow throughout its entire 
thickness. This is thought to be most unusual and was 
only observed in one flow. It is possible that this simple 
structure is only developed when a relatively fluid magma 
is poured out down a considerable slope, when true laminar 
flow may be developed. 

The more usual case is when the lower part of the 
flow shows platy flow structure developed parallel to the 
flow base and the upper part of the flow, platy flow 
structure contorted by minor folds developed on varying 
scales, there being a gradational contact between the two 
divisions. It is in these folds that the main hope for 
determining the structure of the flow and the movement 
direction lies. 



Flow structure as observed 

East 

BERUFJARDARTINDUR-  RHYOLIT 
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FLOW STRUCTURE IN RHYOLITE L AVAS  

	 Basalt Flows 

in I-he field 

ifZeyers Experiment  

B. Flow structure produced experimentally 

Fig 69 
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Work in this field was started in 1959 when some 
preliminary investigations were carried out on some of 
the rhyolite lavas in the ground between Berufjardur 
and Sudurdalur. In particular, work was concentrated 
on the very thick rhyolite flow which forms the ridge of 
Berufjardartindur. Almost at once, the large scale folds 
developed in the flow at the eastern end of Berufjardar- 
tindur were noticed (fig.69) 	Subsequently, after a 
study of some of the published literature on rhyolites, 
and in particular Williams' paper (1929) on rhyolite 
domes, the author decided that these large upward swirls 
in the platy flow structure probably indicated that the 
rhyolite flowed from east to west. This contention was 
based on the similarities between the patterns in the flow 
structure produced everimantally by Reyer and those 
dbserved in the Berufjardartindur rhyolite (Fig.69). 
Walker made a considerable step forward when he was able 
to prove the direction of movement by finding the vent 
actually feeding the flow, and it is now definitely 
established that the direction of movement was from west 
to east. Thus the author's conclusions, based solely on 
theoretical considerations, were confirmed. 

The work was carried a further step forward by the 
discovery, on the south side of Beydarfjordur, of three 
more rhyolite flows which showed approximately the same 
type of large scale folds in the platy flow structure 
as the Berufjardartindur rhyolite; three rhyolite lavas 
from Crater Lake, Oregon, show similar features (fig.70) 
However, it should be noted that the perfect development 
of this structure is far from common. Generally, it 
can be said that the movement is from the "concave" 
side to the "convex side" of the swirls in the platy flow 
structure. 



CROSS - SECTIONS THROUGH RHYOLITE LAVAS  
FROM CRATER LAKE , OREGON, 	U.S. A 

Cleetwood flow  
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Fig. 70 
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One of the three flows in the Reydarf jordur 
area is quite well expos ed throughout its entire thickness 
along a strike length of about 800 yds and it was decided 
to study the linear structures which are developed on the 
platy flow structure. It soon became apparent that two 
sets of lineations were developed, one very strong set at 
the base of the flow and another, less regular, set 
associated with the folds in the upper part of the flow. 
It is possible, in Iceland, to eliminate the possibility 
that either or both of these sets of linear structures 
were produced tectonically, after the rocks had. solidified, 
and one is forced to the conclusion that they were produced 
by flow. 

At the base of the flow and extending upwards with 
ever decreasing intensity are a set of lineations which 
are developed parallel to the direction of flow. At the 
base rof the flow the rocks are "grooved" and "rodded" and 
minor folds may be developed with their axes parallel to 
the lineation (henceforth called the "f" lineation). The 
orientation of this "f" linear structure is surprisingly 
regular and varies by only about 150  either side of a mean 
value, but as stated previously it is not present 
(? not preserved) in the upper parts of the flow. The 
suggested reason for this is that the lower marginal part 
of the flow is rapidly chilled and "freezes" what appears 
to be an early structure - whereas it is destroyed in the 
upper part of the flow by later movement. The particular 
flow studied was unfortunately non-porphyritic so the 
relationship of any phenocrysts to this early "f" lineation 
could not be seen. 
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The second lineation, developed in the upper part of 
the flow, is parallel to the axial planes of the major 
folds in the platy flow structure, and it is thought that 
under ideal conditions these second structures are developed 
at right-angles to the "f" lineations. It is certain that 
these major folds deform the earlier "f" structures. This 
relationship with the two linear structures at right angles 
(See fig. 71) is what one would expect from theoretical 
considerations, but due to irregularities in the flow the 
angle between the two structures may not be exactly 90°  and 
in the example studied was 75°. 

At the moment some difficulty is exiaerienced in 
differentiating between the two sets of structures, but it 
is hoped that it will be possible to show that the earlier 
"f" lineations and their associated folds were produced 
when the magma was still in an es6entially fluid condition 
and that the later structures were formed when the rhyolite 
was in a semi-solid state and that these will show some of 
the features of cold deformation. 

When the physical condition of the lava favours the 
development of more turbulent flow, the relatively simple 
structures described above are not produced, Highly 
complex folds are formed, often with variable fold axes, 
and these may be present throughout the entire thickness 
of the flow, It is thought that there is still a tendency 
for the folds to be developed at right-angles to the 
direction of.movement, but this has not yet been Shawn 
statistically,  
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